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ABSTRACT 

The photon echo memory is one of the most attractive optical memories in terms 

of memory capacity and access speed. Fundamentally, the storage capacity and access 

speed are limited by the inhomogeneous bandwidth of the material. In reality, however, 

the storage capacity and data rates are further limited by several kinds of imperfections in 

the memory process. One of the main limiting factors is the noise caused by several 

sources. In this dissertation we categorize these noise sources into three groups:, time 

domain noise; frequency domain noise; and detection noise. For each noise group, we 

create models and characterize the noise properties. We then simulate each noise model 

in the computer and compare the results with the analytical results. Experimental results 

are also presented. Those experimental results yield insight into the photon echo memory 

system and its physical noise characteristics. The dissertation concludes with an 

interpretation of the noise modeling approach described and proposes fiiture directions for 

this research area. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A photon echo memory, also known as Time Domain Optical Storage (TDOS), 

offers the potential of ultrahigh storage density and ultrahigh data throughput rates. A 

photon echo memory stores information in the spectral domain of an inhomogeneously 

broadened absorbing material in addition to the spatial addresses used in conventional two-

dimensional optical memories. 

In a photon echo memory, the temporal Fourier transform of the input data sequence 

from a light source emitting at a fixed frequency is written into the inhomogeneous 

absorption profile. The photon echo system can store not only a bit-stream (one-

dimensional) data but also hnage (two-dimensional) data. To store and to recall the input 

data faithfully, the bandwidth of the input data sequence must, therefore, be narrower than 

the inhomogeneous bandwidth. This requirement on the Fourier transform of the input data 

sequence sets an upper limit for the TDOS read-write data rate that essentially equals the 

inhomogeneous bandwidth of the material. 

In reality, however, the data storage density and data transfer rates are further 

limited by the several kinds of imperfections in the storing and recovering processes. For 

example, the laser, which is used as the light source for a photon echo process, has its own 

imperfections like the fluctuations in the spectral linewidth, and intensity and these provide 

a noise background which results in a degradation of the recovered signal. Also, in the 

photon echo process, we have assumed that the atom population and the inhomogeneous 

absorption profile are constant over the entire spectral range. Real materials, however, have 

a distribution of local environments due to strains, impurities, dislocations, and other 

imperfections. In these physically realizable situations, the atom population at each 

frequency will fluctuate and this fluctuation will result in noise in the recovered signal. 

Also, in the detection process, the noise generated by the detector is unavoidable, as is well 

known. The goal of this research is to establish an imderstanding of the noises in the photon 

echo memory system by creating models for various noise sources and analyzing the effects 

of these noise sources based on appropriate statistical models, simulations and experiments. 



1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Historical review 

Photon echoes were first predicted in 1963 by the Soviet professors U. Kh, 

Kopvillem and V. R, Nagibarovyi and their collaborators at the Physicotechnical histitute of 

the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in Kazan [1], N, A. Kumit, I. D, Abella, and S. R. 

Hartmann at Columbia university later observed this effect in ruby [2]. Even then some 

questions arose as to the potential application of this phenomenon for information memories 

[2], but due to the small maximum memory time, the idea of fabricating memory devices 

based on the phenomenon was not very attractive. The situation changed drastically, 

however, after the discovery of LLPE(Long Lived Photon Echo) in 1979, in the crystal 

LaF3:Pr [3]. A number of particular schemes for such memory devices have been reported 

[2,4-7]. The most promising materials for the application of such devices as memory 

elements are the following impure crystals, at liquid helium temperatures: LaF3:Pr̂ ^ (optical 

memory time tm<30 min [3,8], depending on experimental condhions); YA103:Eu^^ (tm<4 h 

[9,10]); and Y203:Eu (tm<13 h [11]). The use of femtosecond pulsed lasers even makes it 

possible to achieve short term memory operation at room temperatures, as has been 

demonstrated in echo experiments [12,13]. 

1.1.2 Comparison between a frequency domain memory and a time 
domain memory 

Persistent spectral hole-burning (PSHB) is a process whereby normally smooth 

inhomogeneously broadened absorption lines in solids at low temperatures can be spectrally 

modified for time periods longer than the lifetime of any excited states. PSHB can, on the 

one hand, yield important information about host-guest interactions, dephasing, local 

microscopic environments, and photochemistry, and on the other hand, it offers a variety of 

possible applications to optical data storage and optical signal processing. In regard to the 

optical memory technique using PSHB phenomena, there are two schemes which have 

received the most attention to date, namely. Frequency Domain Optical Storage (FDOS) 

and Time Domain Optical Storage (TDOS), A particularly attractive feature of time-domain 

and frequency-domain optical storage is the ability to store many bits of information in a 



diffraction-limited spot [14] and thereby increase the data storage density drastically. In 

FDOS, the reading and writing are performed in the frequency domain; i.e., a narrowband 

laser beam is scanned across the inhomogeneous line and spectral holes are written at those 

frequencies at which "l"s (or "0"s) are desired, and the written data are read out by agam 

frequency scanning laser and detecting the changes in the sample's transmission. The 

optical frequency or wavelength at which holes are burned is used to encode digital 

information where, for instance, the presence of a hole at a particular optical frequency may 

be used to encode a digital " 1 " (or "0") and the absence of a hole a digital "0" (or "1"). 

Figure 1.1 shows an example of this type of digital encoding in the frequency domain. It 

has been implicitly assumed that in all cases the writing and reading times for a single bit 

are longer than the homogeneous dephasing time of the transition, T2, so that a rate equation 

analysis can be used to describe the kinetics of the laser-material interaction. Due to the 

additional use of the frequency dimension, multiple bits can be stored in one laser focal 

volume, yielding areal densities several orders of magnitude higher than those for 

conventional optical or magnetic storage techniques. Moreover, such a storage system does 

not require mechanical rotation of the storage medium and the use of complex voice-coil 

operated actuators. Thus, FDOS can offer considerable improvement in data random access 

times compared to either magnetic or optical rotating-disk technologies. 

In TDOS, time-domain reading and writing occurs if the sample is excited by 

properly chosen pulses with widths x much less than the homogeneous dephasing time of 

the transition (T2). Since T2 is of the order of 1-10 ns for 100-1000 Mhz homogeneous 

widths, this time-domain or coherent transient regime occurs when excitation pulses with 

durations in the picosecond range are utilized, A variety of interesting and usefiil effects 

occur in this regime, such as free-induction decay, optical nutation, and photon echoes, to 

name a few [15,16], 
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Fig. 1.1 A sequence of spectral holes in the absorption band 

The particular coherent transient effect of interest here is the three-pulse stimulated 

photon echo (3PSE), illustrated in Figure 1.2, Three pulses, labeled 1, 2, and 3, are incident 

on the sample, which may generally be regarded as an ensemble of two-level systems. The 

pulse widths Xp satisfy Tp« T2 (p= 1,2,3), and fiirther, the spacing between pulses 1 and 2 

(T12) is less than T2, Pulse 1 prepares the sample by coherently exciting the two-level 

systems into a superposition of ground and excited states. The ensemble starts out in phase 

due to the effects of pulse 1, and then begins to dephsise because centers with different 

detunings from the laser frequency evolve in time with different rates. For the proper choice 

of the pulse area, pulse 2 will produce a reversal of the phase of each of the various excited 

centers so that later all the centers will add up in phase and emit a burst of light, the photon 

echo. This first echo is called the two-pulse photon echo (2PE), and it appears at a time after 

the second pulse equal to xn. Note that since T2 is usually less than the excited state 

lifetime, Ti, all this necessarily occurs before the decay of the excited population. 

Now, if a third pulse is applied to the sample at a time after the second pulse, 

designated T23, then under certain conditions the sample will emh another photon echo, 

called the three-pulse stimulated echo. This echo occurs at a time delay after pulse 3 equal 

to T12, in a fashion similar to the production of the 2PE by pulse 2, The 3PSE is particularly 

interesting because the only requirements on T23 is that the ground- and/or excited state 



distributions have not returned completely to the origmal equilibrium distribution, with all 

centers in the ground state. For example, for simple two-level systems a 3PSE will always 

occur if T23<TI and, in fact, if addhional "3" pulses are applied within the excited state 

lifetime, more 3PSE's will occur, with their amplitudes falling off as exp(-t/Ti). 

pulse 1 pulse 2 2PE pulse 3 3PSE 

|< - T„ ^ ^ T„ ^ 
-^^ 

X. 

-Ih 

Fig. 1.2 Basic scheme for photon echoes 

Without persistent spectral hole-burning (PSHB) or a long-lived intermediate state, 

the 3PSE effect would stop after several excited state lifetimes had elapsed. However, if 

bottlenecks exist in the level structure that cause the atomic population to enter a long-lived 

intermediate state, 3PSE's will occur for T23>TI, as long as T23 is less than the intermediate 

state lifetime. Photon echoes stimulated from an accumulated grating in the ground state 

population caused by a triplet intermediate level were observed by Hesselink et al, for 

pentacene in naphthalene single crystals [17], 

On the other hand, if persistent spectral hole-burning occurs during optical 

excitation, so that some of the centers in the excited state "photoreact" and do not refill the 

original ground state, 3PSE's will continue to appear after each new "3" pulse (unless the 

material is a single photon material with destructive readout). It is this form of 3PSE that 

offers the most promise for optical storage applications. An experimental observation of 

3PSE effects due to photochemical accumulation (spectral hole-burning) was reported in 

1983 for the case of porphyrazine in poly(styrene) [18,19] and later for octaethylporphyrin 

in poly(styrene) [20], In these cases, in order to accumulate sufficient contrast in the 

modulated ground-state distribution, many pairs of pulses 1 and 2 had to be applied to the 

sample (lO'^ such pairs) before stimulation with pulse 3 would produce an easily detectable 

3PSE. 



1.2 Photon Echoes: Principles and Techniques 

1.2.1 Basic principles 

In the discussion of the photon-echo phenomenon, the crystal in which the photon 

echo is produced is considered to be made up of an ensemble of atoms which have just two 

states-the ground state and the excited state. The energy separation of these two states will 

be called ^Q^, and it is assumed that an intense coherent source exists which produces 

radiation corresponding to this energy separation. 

In discussions of the optical excitation of atoms in a crystal, it has been customary to 

describe the state of the system after an optical excitation simply by specifying the number 

of atoms in each energy state. This description is inadequate, however, since it does not take 

into account correlations between atoms, and it is these correlations which give rise to the 

photon echo. The present analysis includes correlations and proceeds in much the same way 

as the description of spin echoes [21], but there are important differences. In considering the 

production of spin echoes by processing magnetic moments of nuclei or electrons, it is quite 

easy to give a physical picture of the behavior of the individual magnetic moments. There is 

a magnetic moment associated with both the ground and the excited states, and the net 

moment is visualized as precessing in the applied magnetic field. In the case of photon 

echoes in ruby, where the radiation is caused by an electric dipole transition, there is no 

corresponding electric dipole moment in either the ground state or the excited state, and it is 

not obvious that one can form a picture of a precessing dipole moment as in the magnetic 

case. What the two systems have in common, however, is a matrix element of the 

corresponding dipole-moment operator between the ground state and excited states, and this 

is enough to enable one to describe the formation of photon echoes in much the same way 

as spin echoes [22], A detailed discussion of the photon echo phenomena is given in 

Appendix A, 

1.2.2 Theoretical discussion 

Time-domain optical storage approaches have several advantages and disadvantages 

relative to the frequency-domain configurations. On a very general level, both schemes 



require persistent hole-burning in an inhomogeneously broadened line, so the issues of 

smgle-photon versus photon-gated materials and nondestructive reading are relevant for 

both approaches. Unlike the case for FDOS, no carefiil analysis of the optimal materials 

requirements has been performed for the TDOS configuration. Several general comments 

can, however, be made. 

One critical materials parameter is the dephasing time, T2, which effectively 

determines the time scale of the TDOS scheme. For many organic PSHB materials, T2 is of 

the order of I-10ns, and in fact, if the hole widths do not reflect the homogeneous linewidth, 

the pulse width requirement becomes Xp « 2/(7tAvhoie) where Avhoie is the homogeneous 

linewidth of the hole. For weak, partially forbidden transitions with longer excited-state 

lifetimes such as in the rare-earth or transition metal ion materials, the T2 values can be 

larger and thus larger pulse widths can be used. 

FDOS requires a single-frequency, rapidly-tunable laser source for reading and 

writing, whereas TDOS requires a (non-tunable) laser source with possibly subnanosecond 

or subpicosecond pulses, depending upon the T2 of the storage material. It may be difficult 

to find lasers that tune over a large enough wavelength range for the former case. Mode-

locked diode lasers, on the other hand, could be used for a TDOS system. 

The differing time scales of TDOS and FDOS present another problem. Modulation 

of the input beams for FDOS to write the information simply requires amplitude modulation 

of the tunable laser beam during the laser scan at 10-100 MHz rates, which is fairly easy to 

accomplish with standard acousto-optic or electro-optic modulators. The readout data rate 

of FDOS is in the 10-100 MHz range, which is comparable to the data rates for 

conventional optical or magnetic storage. On the other hand, for writing, TDOS requires 

assembling many fast pulses in a specific sequence, which may require sophisticated 

electro-optical multiplexing devices [23]. For readout, all the data (perhaps 100-lOOObhs) 

arrive at the detector in a time less than T2, which may yield an output data rate of up to 1 

THz for nanosecond dephasing times. This data rate is currently out of the range of 

conventional electronics and would require either an all-optical computing system or 

sophisticated demultiplexing of the output pulse train [23], 
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Anotiier consideration is the signal-to-noise ratio achievable for fast burning in 

small spots. The analysis of single-photon and photon-gated PSHB materials and the 

experimental resuhs reported show that 1% deep spectral features can be produced in 30 ns 

burning times if the site-selecting transition is almost saturated during the hole burning. 

However, experimental studies to date of the 3PSE effect in PSHB materials [18-20] have 

always required a very large number of atoms for pulse pairs 1 and 2 (10^^ in fact) in order 

to achieve efficient readout signal-to-noise ratio. This is partly due to the low (-10"^) hole-

burning efficiency, partly due to the Fourier transform, and a weak excitation requirement 

on the input pulses, (Actually, with short pulses, only the data pulse need to be weak 

because the preparation and readout pulses can induce "shape-locking" of the data pulse 

even if they violate the weak-excitation requirements [24],) One intriguing way out of the 

weak excitation requirement involves linearly chirped excitation pulses [25], such that the 

spectrum of read and write pulses are frequency independent. The validity of this concept 

has been experimentally demonstrated for the model system composed of Yb atoms [26]. 

The advantage of this scheme is that the pulse areas of pulses 1 and 3 can be increased 

greatly, providing more overall excitation of each of the frequency packets in the 

inhomogeneously broadened line, thus more net photochemistry, and hence higher overall 

contrast in the readout signal. Tests of this concept in real PSHB materials provided 

important confirmation of the importance of chirped excitation pulses in TDOS [44]. 

The idea of using 3PSE effects in PSHB materials to achieve time-domain readout 

provides a possible alternative to the more thoroughly analyzed frequency-domain readout 

configuration. Future efforts should consider the requirements placed on the material 

properties in order to determine which combinations of cross section, hole widths, and 

quantum efficiencies are optimal for time-domain readout. Implications of the very high 

writing and reading data rates for the system configuration should be considered, as well as 

spatially parallel (holographic) configurations. To prevent destructive reading, it is likely 

that photon-gated processes will be important in providing a threshold in the writing process 

in a manner similar to the case for FDOS. 
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1.3 Problem Definition 

Extensive research has been performed to take advantage of the photon echo 

phenomenon for optical memory after it was predicted in 1963. The objectives of the 

research were mostly to get an echo signal with enough power for detection and long 

storage time. The power of the echo signal is mostly limited by the diffraction efficiency of 

the storage material, and the noise in the system limits the minimum power which can be 

used for the experiment and also limits the maximum length of data stream. The diffraction 

efficiency is mainly determined by the storage material and there are not many factors to 

consider. On the contrary, the noise hi the photon echo memory system is related to many 

factors in the system. For example, the laser is one noise source. Ideally, the laser should 

produce light with constant amplitude and a single wavelength. In practice, however, the 

laser has a non-constant amplitude and a fluctuating wavelength. Those changes can affect 

signal recovery adversely in the photon echo system. Also, ideally, the number of atoms in 

the storage material are the same for all frequencies in the frequency range. In fact, the 

number of atoms fluctuates for each frequency site and that fluctuation contributes to the 

noise signal in the photon echo memory. The detector is another noise source in the photon 

echo memory. The output echo signal in the photon echo memory is so weak that the output 

signal is usually contaminated by shot noise. Also, in the detector system, thermal noise is 

an unavoidable noise source which affects the signal recovery. Therefore, it is important to 

characterize the noise in the photon echo system to determine the limits of the system, such 

as storage density, access speed, etc. 

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation 

We begin this investigation with modeling the noise in the photon echo system. In 

Chapter 2, we introduce the concept of photon echo mechanisms from a mathematical point 

of view. We explain how the storage process and recovery process work. After that, we 

describe how to make statistical models for each kind of noise in the system. The models 

will be divided into three groups, a time domain noise model, a frequency domain noise 

model, and a detection domain noise model. For each group, we will explain how to analyze 



tiiose models. In Chapter 3, we analyze each noise source using statistical models. First, we 

analyze tiie noise caused by frequency drifts. We find the relationship between the 

frequency drift of the laser and the output distribution characteristics. Second, we analyze 

the noise caused by atom fluctuations using several kmds of atom fluctuation models. For 

example, we assume that the atom fluctuation has a signal-independent Gaussian 

distribution and analyze the output characteristics. Third, we analyze detection noise 

sources such as shot noise and thermal noise, hi Chapter 4, we shnulate each noise model 

and compare the results with analysis. Simulation is always a useful tool to verify the 

analysis and also we can simulate many cases for which analysis cannot be done easily. We 

simulate as many cases as possible and try to characterize the noise characteristics 

completely. In Chapter 5, we show how we did the experiments and the results of the 

experiments. The actual experiments were performed in the Molecular Physics Laboratory 

at SRI International. In Chapter 6, we give an overview of the results and conclusions, and 

discuss future directions for the research. 

1,5 Contributions of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is the first comprehensive and rigorous attempt to understand the 

statistical characteristics of noise in a photon echo memory system. The investigation 

attempts to make a comprehensive model for the photon echo memory. Also, for the cases 

in which a particular noise is dominant, we develop individual models for each noise 

source. The dissertation deals not only with ideal noise models but also with the real noise 

which we encountered in the experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MODELING THE NOISE IN PHOTON ECHO MEMORIES 

2.1 Photon Echo Memory Mechanisms 

2.1.1 Storage process 

The first clear description of how to implement the 3PSE technique for time-domain 

frequency-selective optical data storage (TDOS) was presented by Mossberg in 1982 [27]. 

The general scheme involves modifying the envelope of pulse 2 in Fig. 1,2 so that it 

contains information, such as a sequence of narrow pulses representing digital data. 

Mossberg described the general conditions under which pulse 3 becomes a faithful replica 

(or a time-reversed replica) of all the temporal structure in pulse 2 for inhomogeneously 

broadened absorption lines. Following reference [27], the three laser pulses are taken to 

have the form 

Ep(t- r\p) = e p(t- rip) cos [ C0p(t- rjp) + cpp ], (2-1) 

where rip = (nkpT/c)+tp; n is the index of refraction of the material; kp-r is the wave vector 

associated with the pulse; c is the speed of light in vacuum; tp is the time at which the 

leading edge of the pulse reaches the arbitrary location r = 0; and (pp is a constant phase 

factor. 

Assuming that the duration of the pulse Xp satisfies ip « T2 , where T2 is the 

homogeneous dephasing time associated with the atom, and restricting the pulse intensity to 

levels where power broadening is insignificant, the pulse's effect on the atom is, to a good 

approximation, identical with that of a resonant pulse which has the area given in Eq, (2-2). 

ep(co) = ^ I Ep(co) I, (2-2) 

where p represents the transition matrix element and Ep(co) is the value of the frequency 

spectrum of Ep(t- r|p) at frequency co. 

After the pulse, the density-matrix element pgg(co), which describes the ground-state 

population density, is given by 

Pgg(G)) = cos — ^ , (2-3) 
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where the initial condition pgg(G)) = 1 has been assumed for all frequencies 

.2 6 ^ n' 
If ep(co) < 1, then, pgg(co)« 1 - - i - = i- ( ^ ) | Ep(co) p. (2-4) 

4 n 

Consider the sequential excitation of the sample by two laser pulses, both having the 

form given in Eq. (2-1) and denoted by the subscripts 1 and 2 according to their temporal 
order. 

Pgg(«) = Pgĝ '̂  (CO) + pgg(2) (CO) + pgg(̂ '̂  (CO) (2-5) 

= cos^ (ei(co)/2)cos^ (e2((o)/2) + sin^ (ei(co)/2) sin^ (62(00)72) 

[E;(CO)E2(CO) + EI(CO)E2*(CO)] 
- sin(0i(co)) sin (62(00)) 

4EI(O))E2(CO) 

Assuming the above condhions. Equation (2-5) can be simplified so that the density 

matrix for the ground state is given by 

Pgg(co) = 1- ( f ) ' I Ei(co) p-(f )2 I Ei(co) I' - ( f ) ' [Ei*(co) E2((o) + Ei(co) E2\co)] 
n n n 

= H\f (I Ei(co) p+ I Ei(co) p + Ei*(co) E2(co) + Ei(co) E2V)}- (2-6) 

As we can see, except for its frequency dependence, Eq. (2-6) is exactly the same 

form as the formation of a hologram. Therefore, we will use the same terminology to 

describe the photon echo process as in a hologram. The first two terms (|Ei(co)| +|Ei(co)| ) of 

Eq. (2-6) represent the pulses only through their respective power spectra. The third and 

fourth term (Ei (co)E2(co)+Ei(a))E2 (co)), which represent the interaction between the two 

pulses, contain both Ei(co) and E2(CD) explicitly. If one of the pulses (which we will term the 

reference pulse) has a particularly simple spatial and spectral structure, the structure of 

Pgĝ "̂̂^ (00) [that is, Ei*(co) £2(00) + Ei(co) E2 (co)] will be determined by, and hence will 

represent, the spatial and spectral structure of the other pulse (which we will term the object 

pulse). Thus under certain conditions the sample can be said to remember exactly what the 

object pulse looked like in both a spatial and a temporal sense. Examination of pgĝ '̂ ^ 

reveals that the sample (assumed large compared with the excitation wavelength) stores 
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information in the form of population gratings whose amplitudes and relative phases are 

fimctions of frequency, 

2,1,2 Recovery process 

At some much later time, let the sample be illuminated by a third pulse (the reading 

pulse) of the same form as Eq, (2-1) and denoted by p=3. The reading pulse causes the 

sample to emh a free decay signal. Calculating the component arising from pgĝ '̂ ^ (which, 

except in the case ki = k2 = k3, can be separated by means of propagation direction from the 

free decay resuhmg from pgĝ ^̂  and pgĝ ^̂  like the off-axis type of hologram first described 

by Leith and Upatnieks [28]), we find that 

/. sin63(co) .,2̂  
EFD(t)oc J g(co) E3(co)pgĝ  ^ (co)exp(io3t)dco 

-00 
£3(00) 

sin63(co) . . [E,*(co)E2(co) + E,(co)E2*(co)] 
= J g(co)—-—— E3(co)sin(6i(co))sin(62(co)) 

E3(co) ' ' ' 4|E,(CO)||E2(CO)| 

exp(icot)dco, (2-7) 

This equation considers only pgĝ ^ ^ (co), because the pgĝ *̂  (co) and pgĝ ^̂  (co) terms 

can be separated based on their propagation directions, and g(co) represents the unmodified 

initial inhomogeneous absorption profile. 

We now impose the following three conditions: 

1, The area of the object pulse obeys the constraint 6ob(co) < 1 for all co; 

2, The reference and reading pulses are sufficiently short to have uniform spectral 

components over the region where 6ob(co) is appreciable; 

3, Over the same spectral region, g(co) is essentially constant (and close to its 

maximum value). 

Simplifying Eq. (2-7) based on those condhions, 

EFD(t) oc g-*{Ei*(co)E2(co)E3(co) + Ei(co)E2*(co)E3(co)}, (2-8) 

When the first pulse is the write pulse, the second pulse is the data pulse and the 

third pulse is the read pulse, evaluating Eq, (2-8), one obtains 
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EFD(t) QC E2[(t-- kpD-r) - (t2 + t3 - tl)] + E2[-(t-- kpD'r) + (t3 - t2 + ti)]. 

The first term in Eq. (2-9) is the exact replica of the second pulse (Fig. 2.1). 

(2-9) 

t, t 1 ^̂2 ts t3+t,-t, 

Fig. 2.1 Recovered signal of the first term 

The second term is the time-reversed version of the second pulse (Fig.2.2). 

E,*(co)E2(co) 

4E,(co)E2(a)) 

E,(co)E2*(co) 

t, t̂  t3-t2+t, t3 

Fig. 2.2 Recovered signal of the second term 

Therefore, the first term in pgĝ ^̂ l that is sin(6i(co))sin(62(co)) 

contributes to the signal and the second term, that is sin(6i(co))sin(62(co)) 
4E,(co) £2(00) 

contributes to the time-reversed version of the signal. We conclude that whatever 

information is contained in the object pulse (e,g,, in the form of temporal and/or spatial 

modulation) is recalled by the action of the reading pulse. From now on, we will just think 

about the first term of Eq.(2-8) because that term is the exact replica of the data pulse, 

EFD(t) ĉ  3-HEi*(co)E2(co)E3(co)}, (2-10) 

2,2 Noise Models 

When we developed Eq. (2-7) for the photon echo memory output, we assumed that 

the absorption profile over the inhomogeneous bandwidth is constant and close to its 

maximum value. That, however, is the case only when using a perfect host material. 
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However, absolutely perfect host materials do not exist, and real crystals have a distribution 

of local environments due to strains, impurities, dislocations, and other imperfections. By 

definition, a distribution of local environments is a property of glassy or polymeric hosts 

[29]. In these physically realizable situations, the inhomogeneously broadened absorption 

lines are generally regarded as smooth, Gaussian profiles [30]. Even though all the 

absorption centers are identical, the local environments around the centers are not. The 

unavoidable distribution of local environments leads to a distribution of center frequencies 

for the various absorption centers [29], 

Also, when we developed the equation for the photon echo memory output, we 

implicitly assumed that the number of atoms at each particular resonant frequency over the 

mhomogeneous bandwidth was the same. However, the stress-induced variations in the 

local environment of the storage centers are random in nature. Consequently, centers with a 

particular resonant frequency are randomly distributed in the host material. Therefore, the 

actual absorption profile will be noisy as indicated in Fig. 2.3. A tightly focused laser spot 

may interact with such a small ensemble of centers that the statistical number of 

fluctuations superimposed on the inhomogeneously broadened line become noticeable. 

These fundamental limitations introduce noise into the output of the photon echo memory. 

Frequency 

Fig. 2,3 Absorption profile of real materials 
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This kind ofnoise is fundamental and is unavoidable. Excludhig this noise, there are 

also other kinds of noise sources in a real memory system. For example, the laser source 

emhs light which has a narrow spectral linewidth (ideally, a laser emits light which has just 

one wavelength) and intensity fluctuations due to the presence of spontaneous emissions. 

Also, for the detectors, light interacts with matter in a fundamentally random or stochastic 

way. As a consequence, any measurement of light will be accompanied by certain 

unavoidable noise fluctuations. 

Here, we will divide the noise sources into three groups. The first group is the noise 

generated by elements in the physical experimental setup such as the laser. We will refer to 

this group as time domain noise. The second group is the noise generated by storage 

material imperfections. We will refer to it as the frequency domain noise. The third group is 

the noise generated by the detection process. We will refer to it as the detection noise. For 

each group of noise sources, we will use an appropriate mathematical model to represent 

each individual noise source. 

2,2,1 Time domain noise model 

Here, we will model physical noise sources such as the laser source (Fig, 2,4). 

Noise 

Z(t) 

Fig, 2,4 Time domain noise model 

Time domain noise is generated from the physical equipment and h goes through the 

Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform operation like a data signal. The most 

important noise source among the physical equipment is the laser in the photon echo 

experiment. The laser light field is expressed as 

E(t) = 8(t) cos[co(t) t + cp(t)], (2-11) 
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where s(t) represents the amplitude fluctuation, co(t) represents the instantaneous frequency 

during the write process and the read process, and cp(t) represents the random phase 

fluctuations of the laser. Here, we will analyze the relationship between the frequency drift 

during the write process and the output distribution using statistical models, 

2,2,2 Frequency domain noise model 

For frequency domain noise modeling purpose, we will consider the noise from the 

fluctuation in the population of atoms. As we see in Eq,(2,l)-(2-6), when the material is 

exposed to laser pulses, the population of atoms is modulated according to the Fourier 

spectrum of the pulses and the information about the pulses is stored in a population 

grating. As we described before, under ideal conditions the population grating is exactly 

proportional to the Fourier transform of the input pulses. For example, assume that the 

atoms are all initially in the ground state and that no atoms are in the excited state (Fig. 

2,5(a)), If a laser pulse, which has a Fourier spectrum as in Fig, 2,5(b), illuminates the 

material, then the population grating will change according to the spectrum of the laser 

pulse (Fig, 2,5(c)), However, as we described before, such an ideal condition does not exist, 

and there will be fluctuations in the atom population (Fig. 2.5(d)). We will regard this 

fluctuation as a noise source. 

We will construct several models for our noise analysis. First, we will use a simple 

model which assumes that the write and read pulses are Dirac-delta functions (that is, the 

Fourier transforms of the write and read pulses are constant over the data bandwidth). In the 

real experimental environment, this assumption is not always true, but it will give us an 

ideal model of the photon echo process. The second model is a little more complex. It still 

assumes that the read pulse is a delta function, but now the write pulse is not. This means 

that there is a falloff in hs high frequency spectrum. It is still a real write pulse but, 

compared to the data pulse, it is short. This is not realistic as the simple model case because 

we always use the same kinds of pulses for the write and read pulses. However, it will give 

us an idea of the noise effects on the recovered data signal. The third model is the most 
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realistic model. In this model we will no longer assume that the read pulse is a delta 

function, so now both the write and read pulses are finite width pulses. 
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Fig. 2,5 Relationship between atomic populations, the Fourier spectrum, and the noise: 
(a)the initial state of atom populations; (b) the Fourier spectrum of the laser pulse; 
(c) the final state of atom populations in the ground state; and (d) the population 
density in the ground state with noise 

2,2,2,1 Simple noise model 

The first model is shown in Fig. 2.6. Here, the write and read pulses are both 

assumed to be delta function pulses [Ei(co)=E3(co)=constant in Eq.(2-10)], so the input is 

just a data stream. Data pulses are Fourier transformed and the noise is added to the data. 

For the output, the combination of signal and noise is inverse Fourier transformed [Eq. (2-

12)] to yield 

Z(t) = e2(t) + g-^{N(co)}. (2-12) 

where e2(t) is the data pulse and N(co) is the complex noise in the frequency domain, 

Noise,N(co) 

Output 
• Z(t) 

Fig, 2,6 Simple noise model ofa photon echo memory 
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where 3{ } denotes the Fourier transform of tiie input signal and g"'{ } denotes the inverse 

Fourier transform obtained upon readout. In the figure, the mput is composed of only data 

pulses and the output is the inverse Fourier transform of the sum of input and noise. 

Therefore, the output is composed of the original data pulses and the inverse Fourier 

transform of the noise. 

2.2.2.2 Intermediate noise model 

As we mentioned before, the second model assumes that the read pulse is a delta 

fimction, therefore from Eq.(2-10) the block diagram for this model can be shown m Fig, 

2,7, 

Noise,N(co) 

Z(t) 

Fig, 2,7 Intermediate noise model of a photon echo memory 

In this model, the write pulse is no longer a delta pulse, but it is still assumed short 

compared to the data pulse. The input is composed of the write and data pulses and the 

output is expressed as 

Z(t) = ei(t) e e2(t) + r'{N(co)}, (2-13) 

where ei(t) is the write pulse, e2(t) is the data pulse, N(co) is the noise in the frequency 

domain, and ® denotes the crosscorrelation between the two signals. 

2,2.2,3 Detailed noise model 

The third model is the most realistic of our three models (Fig, 2.8), In this model, 

we will assume that neither the write nor read pulses are delta functions which yields 

Z(t) = if-' { Ei*(co) E2(co) E3(co)} + ^-^{N(co)E3(co)}, (2-14) 
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where N(co) is the noise in the frequency domain to the signal term. 
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Fig,2,8 Detailed noise model of a photon echo memory 

•*Z(t) 

Here, the write and read pulses are not delta functions and the noise is again added 

in the frequency domain. After the noise is added, the read pulse is applied. Due to the finite 

length write and read pulses, there will be a degradation in the high frequency components 

ofthe data pulse, 

2,2.3 Detection noise model 

2.2.3.1 Shot noise model 

Shot noise Z(t) 

Fig. 2,9 Shot noise model 

Any measurement of light using a detector must be accompanied by certain 

unavoidable fluctuations because the light interacts with matter in a fundamentally random 

way. When light having a deterministic variation of intensity over space and time is incident 

on a photodetector, the fluctuations in the photocounts obeys Poisson statistics [31], In the 

photon echo memory, the light wave incident on the photosurface has stochastic attributes: 

that is, it is not possible to predict exactly what the fluctuations of the light wave will be. 

Any stochastic fluctuations of the classical intensity can influence the statistical properties 

ofthe photoevents that are observed. This fluctuation is called shot noise and the model for 

analyzing shot noise is shown in Fig, 2.9. 
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2.2.3.2 Thermal noise model 

Thermal noise is caused by a random motion of free electrons in a resistive material. 

As the temperature ofa resistor or resistive material increases, the agitation ofthe electrons 

become more vigorous, raising the noise power and its associated noise voltage. Thermal 

noises arising from the detector load and from the amplifier electronics are added to the 

signal after the signal is contaminated by shot noise. Therefore, we can construct a model 

for thermal noise analysis as shown in Fig. 2.10. 

Thermal 
Noise 

ro Shot noise • 0 • * z(t) 

Fig. 2.10 Thermal noise model 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NOISE MODELS 

3.1 Time Domain Noise Model 

For the photon echo memory mechanism, we use laser pulses which have the form 

of Eq. (2-1). For the ideal case, we assume that the amplitude and the laser frequencies are 

constant. In reality, however, they are not constant because of quantum mechanical 

limitations and the experimental environment. The quantum mechanical limitations come 

from the particle nature of light and spontaneous emission. Spontaneous emission occurs 

when an atom is in the upper state and is influenced by the vacuum field. This generally has 

a random phase and therefore the emitted waves have random phases. In laser amplifiers, 

the noisy spontaneous emission places a lower bound on the signals that can be amplified 

without getting lost in the noise. The analysis of the noise and spectra of the laser are well 

described in [63], In reality, however, we must emphasize that the theoretical limits ofthe 

intensity fluctuation and linewidth don't necessarily correspond to the values commonly 

observed in the laboratory. The output of operational lasers is broadened mostly by thermal 

and acoustic fluctuations in the optical resonator length, which cause the resonance 

frequencies to shift about rapidly. The measurement of actual amplitude fluctuation and 

frequency drift of the laser which is used for the photon echo experiment shows that the 

amplitude fluctuation is not large on the time scale of the writing process but the frequency 

drift can be harmful for recovering the data. 

Here, we will consider the effect ofthe laser frequency fluctuation on the recovered 

data and analyze the probability density fimction ofthe output data. Fig. 3.1 shows a typical 

frequency drift in time and a histogram of the frequency drift of a laser. In this analysis, 

first, we will characterize the photon echo memory system and then, using that system 

characteristics, we will analyze the relationship between the frequency drift and the output 

characteristics. 

To determine the effect of frequency drift on the recovered data, first, we need to 

know the distribution ofthe frequency drift. The analysis [63, 70] shows the lineshape in 

two extreme cases. In the first case, the lineshape is Gaussian and in the second case it is a 
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Lorentzian line shape depending on the noise spectral density. Usually, the real lineshape of 

a laser lies between these two extremes. Here, for our analysis we will assume that the 

lineshape is Gaussian. 

0.4 0.6 
Time(second) 

IVeqaency deviation(MHz) 

Fig. 3.1 Typical frequency drift ofthe laser and histogram of frequency deviation 

3.1.1 Transfer function of photon echo memory system 

The echo output signal is expressed as Eq, (2-10), If the spectrum ofthe write/read 

pulses are broad enough to completely overlap the data spectrum, then the echo output is a 

faithful recovery of the input data. In reality, however, the bandwidth of the write/read 

pulses is limited by the laser power and it degrades the echo output signal. The system 

transfer function associated with the write/read pulses is strongly dependent on the 

technique used to generate these pulses. Here, we derive the system transfer fimction for the 

frequency chirped read/write pulses which are generally used. 

We rewrite Eq. (2-10) using the system transfer fimction concept. 

Eecho(t) = ag-'{H(/)E2(/)}. (3-1) 

where H(/) = Ei*(/)E3(/), and a is a constant determined by the system attenuation. 

Frequency chirped write and read pulses can be expressed as in Eqs. (3-2) and (3-

3), respectively. 

t - t , 
E i ( t )= rect(—-^)-cos(2;rfo(t-ti) + ^ ( t - t i ) ), 

E3(t)= rect(-^)cos(2;rfo(t-t3) + ^ ( t - t 3 ) ^ ) , 

and (3-2) 

(3-3) 
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where Ei(t) is the write pulse, E3(t) is the read pulse, k is the chirp rate (expressed in 

Hz/sec), and T is the chirp duration. The instantaneous frequency sweeps, in a linear 

fashion, from/o - kTI2 to fo + kTI2. The net frequency sweep. A, is the difference of these 

two values, or kl. To find the transfer function, we first find the Fourier transform of 

each pulse. The transform of each pulse becomes, 

1 \i^ ,T/2 j2;r{(fo-f)t+-kt^} ,T/-, -j2;r{(fo+f)t+-kt^) 
E,(f) = ^ e - J 2 ^ ' [ j ^ ' e 2 ' . d t + j ^ e 2 ' . j t ] 

2 ^-^'^ ^-^'^ , (3-4) 
E3(f) = 1 e-Ĵ ^̂ ^ [JT;̂ 2̂  expj2'̂ <<fo-f)Ĥ }̂. ̂ t +1_̂ 2̂  ^^^-flmo-f)^^'^'). dt 

The second integral essentially defines the spectrum at negative frequencies and it 

has the same distribution as for positive frequencies. Also, if fo/kt is sufficiently large, the 

spectra from each side will not overlap. Therefore, if we have the distribution at positive 

frequency, we can also obtain the distribution at negative frequencies. Calculating the 

first integral, we get, 

.^(fo-f)' 
-̂ ^ •̂JJe''̂ "V-{c(V (̂I + i_i))^j.S(V^(I + :^^ Ei(f) = ^ e 

+ j .S(V2k(^-^))} , 
2 k 

.^(fo-fr 
E3(f) = ie-^^'^'J^e" "̂  {C(V^(I + ̂ ) ) + j.S(V^(I + ^ ) ) + C ( V ^ ( I - : ^ ^ 

+ j - S ( V 2 k ( ^ - ^ ) ) } , 
2 k 

(3-5) 

where 

C(x) = j^cos-z^dz and S(x) = j^sin^z^dz (3-6) 

are the Fresnel integrals [72], The transfer function is derived from Eq, (3-5) and (3-6) as, 

1 -, 

where 

H(f)=Er(f)E3(f)= -^ e-J2̂ ('̂ -̂ ') [{C(Z2) + CXzi)}' + {S(Z2) + S(z, )}2 ], (3-7) 
ok 

Z2=V2k(| + ̂ ) a n d Z , = V 2 k ( | - ^ ) , (3-8) 

Using the fact that the frequency sweep, Af = kT, the argument Z\ and Z2 will be, 
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z.= J ^ a . ^ , (3-9) 

Inspection of (3-9) shows that Af *T is the only auxiliary variable present besides 

the frequency deviation, i.e., (fo-f)/ Af. This product is called the dispersion factor and is 

denoted by D [73]. Figs. 3.2 - 3.4 show the transfer function for several values of the 

dispersion factor and frequency deviation. 

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 

frequency deviation 

0.50 1.00 

Fig. 3.2 Spectral amplitude ofa chirp signal for D=12. The x-axis shows the frequency offset 
from the center frequency. That is, (f-fo)/Af. The dispersion factor is relatively small, 
and the curve is not very rectangular. 

OOO-f 
-1.00 -0.50 0.00 

frequency deviation 

0.50 1.00 

Fig. 3.3 Spectral amplitude ofa chirp signal for D=60. The x-axis shows the frequency offset 
from the center frequency. That is, (f-fo)/Af This curve is more rectangular than Fig. 
3.2. 
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-1.00 -0.50 0.00 

frequency deviation 

0.50 1.00 

Fig. 3.4 Spectral amplitude ofa chirp signal for D=120. The x-axis shows the frequency 
offset from the center frequency. That is, (f-fo)/Af This curve is nearly rectangular. 

Qualitatively, these curves show that, as the dispersion factor is increased, the 

spectrum shape becomes more nearly rectangular, with a total bandwidth approaching Af 

In a real experiment, we can make D pretty large, generally much greater than 100, so we 

will assume that the transfer function is an ideal bandpass filter, that is, 

H(f)= r e c t ( ^ ) (3-10) 

where fc is the center frequency of the bandpass filter and B=Af is the bandwidth of the 

filter. 

3.1.2 Frequency drift analysis 

We construct a model for the analysis of frequency drift as shown in Fig. 3.5. The 

input data is the train of input data pulses. The input data is expressed as 

Input 
Data H ( / ) 

Echo 
output lA^;U)d4 

W(to) 

p(w) 
f P(K\W)pJW)dW 

P(K) 

Fig. 3.5 Noise analysis model due to laser frequency drift 

N t - t 
x(t) = y Xj • rect( -)' cos(2;rfit) (3-11) 
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Here, N is the number of data pulses, Xi can be either "0" or " 1 " , ti shows the 

position of each data pulse, x is the data pulse width, and fi is the mstantaneous frequency of 

each data pulse. Here, we assumed the frequency of the laser is not changed inside data 

pulse interval. H(f) is the system transfer fimction made by the write/read pulses, I(^,to) 

indicates the instantaneous intensity at time to, w(to) is the integrated intensity of the echo 

output,/7fW; is the probability density ofthe integrated intensity, and P(K) is the probability 

of observing K photoevents at the output. 

Now, think about the rectangular input pulse. The spectrum of a rectangular input 

pulse has an infinite bandwidth but the system has a finite bandwidth and the output signal 

has an infinite duration. It means that interference occurs between adjacent pulses, i.e, we 

get mtersymbol interference. Theoretically, the effect on an arbitrary pulse comes from all 

other pulses in the pulse train, but in reality, the major effect comes from the adjacent 

pulses. So, we will think about the impact ofthe adjacent pulses only (Fig. 3,6), We will 

divide this into 4 cases for each kind of data("0" and "I"), Table 3,1 shows the 8 cases for 

calculating the integrated intensity. 

Input data 

x(t) 
Pulse 

0 

- • H " >\* 

Fig, 3, 6 The data pulse sequence for analysis of frequency drift noise 

Table 3,1 The pulse input relationship for the analysis of frequency 
Case 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Pulse 0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

Pulse 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Pulse 2 
0 
0 
1 
I 

Case 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Pulse 0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

Pulse 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

drift noise 
Pulse 2 

0 
0 
1 
1 

Here, we will find the relationship between the frequency drift and the integrated 

intensity for each case and from that relationship, we will find the probability density 
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fimction of the integrated intensity. For three pulses, the mput data is expressed as in Eq. 

(3-12). 

x(t) = Xo • rect( ^ ^ ^ ) • cos(2;zfot) + x, • rect(^^^^) • cos(2;jfit) 

t - ( t o + r ) 
+ X2 • r ec t (— - ^ -). cos(2;zf2t) 

X 

where Xo, xi, and X2 can be either "0" or " 1 " depending on the case, and fo, fi, and f2 are the 

instantaneous frequencies of each data pulse. 

For Case 1, the data pulse is expressed as 

x(t) = rect( -) • cos(2;rfit), 
^ (3-13) 

X(f) = ̂  r • sinc(r(f - f, ))e--*''̂ '̂-'' ̂ 'o + - r • sinc(r(f + f̂  ))e-J'"^'"'' ̂ '̂ , 

where X(f) is the Fourier transform of the input data pulse. We assumed that the system 

transfer function is an ideal bandpass filter, that is, 

H(f) = r e c t ( - ^ ) + r e c t ( ^ ^ ) , (3-14) 

where fc is the center frequency ofthe bandpass filter, and B is the bandwidth ofthe filter. 

From the input data and system transfer fimction, we now find the output given by 

r(f,-f,+|) r(f ,-f ,+|) 
00 1 2 u 2 u 

f -)_A 1 f j2^-(t-to) r -i2;r-(t-to) 

y(t)= JX(f)H(f)eJ''^df = - [ J sinc(u)e ^ du+ J sinc(u)e ' du] 
r ( f , - f , - | ) n fc - f i - | ) 

(3-15) 

We ignore the phase of y(t) because we are interested in the intensity. From the 

amplitude, we can calculate the integrated intensity by 

t n . -

W(to)= |y(t)y * (t)dt, (3-16) 

'o-I 

where y*(t) means the complex conjugate of y(t). By plugging Eq, (3-15) in Eq. (3-16). we 

find 
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W(to) = - [ j jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')du'du +J f sinc(u)sinc(u')siiic(u - u')du'du], (3-17) 
uu uu 

jinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')du'du 4 
- L L L L 

where L=T(fc-fi-B/2) and U=T(fc-fi+B/2). 

From Eq, (3-17), we can find the relationship between the frequency drift and the 

integrated intensity. Fig, 3,7 shows the relationship between the frequency drift and the 

integrated intensity for Case 1. 
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-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 
Frequency drift 

Fig, 3,7 The relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity for Case 1, The x-
axis shows the frequency offset from the center frequency, i,e., (f-fc)/B, and the y-
axis shows the normalized integrated intensity distribution by the input pulse area. 

By the same token, we can find the integrated intensity for each case. For Case 2, 

W(to) = -{Re /jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')eJ2''("^"'Mu'du 
Lo 

Un 

-f Re j jsinc(v)sinc(v')sinc(v + V)eJ2^ '̂'̂ '''Mv'dv + J jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u - u')eJ^^("-"'Mu'du 
Lo 

U, U,Uo 
(3-18) 

+ J Jsinc(v)sinc(v')sinc(v + v')dv'dv + 2 • Re J j sinc(v)sinc(u')sinc(v + u')e'-'^'"Mu'dv 
L, L, Lo 

U Q U , 

-1- 2 • Re J j siiic(u)sinc(v)sinc(u + v)e' ""Mvdu} 
L Q L , 

where Lo=T(fc-fo-B/2), Uo=T(fc-fo+B/2), Li=T(fc-fi-B/2), Ui=T(fc-fi+B/2) and Re denotes the 

real part ofthe integral. 

Here, the frequency drift has 2 arguments, Afo=fc-fo, and Afi=fc-fi, Fig, 3. 8 shows 

the relationship between the frequency drift and the integrated intensity. 
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Fig, 3,8 The relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity for Case 2, 

Figure 3, 8 shows that the integrated intensity changes rapidly due to a frequency 

drift of pulse 1 but changes less due to a frequency drift of pulse 0. 

For Case 3, one obtains 

W(to) = — {Re j |sinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')du'du 

U2 . , u , 

+ Re J jsinc(v)sinc(v')sinc(v + v')e"̂ '̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ d̂v'dv + j |sinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u - u')du'du 

u. 
+ j |sinc(v)sinc(v')sinc(v-v')e 

U.Uj 

UIU2 

n«-j2'̂ (v-v)dv'dv -H 2 • Re j J sinc(u)sinc(v')sinc(u - v')e'^'^Mv'du 
L, L, 

(3-19) 

+ 2 • Re j J sinc(u)sinc(v)sinc(u + v)e'-'̂ '̂ Mvdu} 
L, L2 

where Li=T(fc-fi-B/2), Ui=T(fc-fi+B/2), L2=T(fc-f2-B/2), U2=T(fc-f2+B/2), 

Case 3 has the same relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity as 

Case 2 because the frequency drift of pulse 0 in Case 2 and pulse 2 in Case 3 contributes the 

same amount of intensity to the pulse 1, For Case 4, 
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W(to) = -{Re f jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')e'̂ ''̂ "^"'̂ du'du 
^ L„ 

+ Re I Jsmc(v)sinc(v')sinc(v + v')dv'dv + Re | |sinc(w)sinc(w')sinc(w + w')e"Ĵ ''̂ '̂ '̂̂ 'Mw'dw 
LI L, 

" o U, 

+ J jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u-u')e'^''^"-"'Mu'du+ j |sinc(v)sinc(v')sinc(v-v')dv'dv 
Lo L, 

H^r UQU, 

+ J Jsinc(w)sinc(w')sinc(w-w')e-J^''(^"^'W'dw-^2Re j | sinc(u)sinc(v)sinc(u + v)e'2^dvdu 
LQ LJ 

U Q U J U , U J 

+ 2 • Re f j sinc(u)sinc(w)sinc(u + w)e^ '̂'("-̂ Mwdu + 2 • Re j J sinc(v)sinc(w)sinc(v + w)e'J^'^dwdv 
Lo L2 L, L2 

UflUi U0U2 

+ 2 -Re | |sinc(u)sinc(v')sinc(u-v')eJ^^dv'du + 2-Re j | sinc(u)sinc(w')sinc(u-w')e'^''^"^'^'Mw'dv 
LQ L , LO L2 

U,U2 

+ 2 • Re f J sinc(v)sinc(w')sinc(v - w')e'^'^'dw'dv 
L, Lj 

(3-20) 

where Lo=T(fc-fo-B/2), Uo=T(fc-fo+B/2), Li=T(fc-fi-B/2), Ui=T(fc-fi+B/2), L2=T(fc-f2-B/2), 

U2=i:(fc-f2+B/2), 

For Case 5, because the data are all "0", the output is all "0", That is, 

W(to)=0 (3-21) 

For Case 6, 

^ Uo Uo 

W(to) = -[Re j |sinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')eJ '̂'̂ "^"Mu'du + I jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u-u')eJ^''("-"'Mu'du] 
LQ LQ 

(3-22) 

Fig, 3,9 shows the relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity for 

Case 6, 

For Case 7, 

W(t 0) = - [Re I |sinc(u)sinc(u' )sinc(u + u' )e-J'"("""'̂  du' du 

(3-23) 

+ J jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u - u')eJ'"^""'Mu'du], 
L2 

The relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity for Case 7 is same 

as Case 6 because they have the same symmetry. 

For Case 8, 
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Uo 

W(to) = -{Re j jsinc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u + u')e^ '̂̂ ("^"'Mu'du 
Lo 

U2 Uo 

+ j Jsinc(w)sinc(w')sinc(w + w')e-J '̂'(^^ '̂Mw'dw + j jsmc(u)sinc(u')sinc(u - u')e'2''̂ "-"'̂ du'du 

u. U0U2 

+ J Jsinc(w)sinc(w')sinc(w-w')e-J^''(^-'^'W'dw-h2Re J Jsinc(u)sinc(w')sinc(u-w')e^^^^"^'^'W'du 
Lo L2 

U0U2 

+ 2-Re j jsinc(u)sinc(w)sinc(u + w)e*^̂ "̂-̂ Mwdu. 
LQ L2 

(3-24) 

0.04 

Fig. 3.9 Relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity for Case 6 

Now, we can find the relationship between the frequency drift and the integrated 

intensity for each case using Eqs. (3-17) to (3-24), If we know the distribution 

characteristics of the frequency drift, then, since we can find the relationship between the 

frequency drift and the integrated intensity, we can also find the distribution characteristics 

ofthe integrated intensity. The composite probability density ofthe integrated intensity can 

be calculated as: 

8 

Pw(v̂ )̂= 21P(^\^^^^ )̂ • (3-25) 
/=i 

If we assume equiprobability of all eight cases, then 

1 ^ 
PW(>V)=-XP, (>^) ' 

o i=i 

(3-26) 

where pi(w) represents the probability density ofthe integrated intensity for the i^ case. We 

assumed that the frequency drift obeys a Gaussian distribution, therefore, if we know the 
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relationship between the frequency drift and the integrated intensity, we can calculated the 

probability density of integrated intensity for each case. Now for the case 1, from Fig. (3-7), 

we can approxunate the calculated value using a Gaussian curve. Fig, 3, 10 shows the 

original data and the curve fitted using a Gaussian equation. 

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 

Frequency drift 
Fig, 3,10 The approximation ofthe relationship for Case 1. Frequency drift scale (x-axis) is 

normalized by bandwidth/2. The integrated intensity is normalized by the input 
pulse area. 

The circles in Fig, 3.10 indicate the real computation results and the curve is the 

approximation curve fitted based on the model 

W(to)= 0.8656 expC- Af̂  
02129 

) . (3-27) 

Since earlier we assumed a Gaussian frequency drift, the probability density 

function of Af is expressed by 

1 A/"̂  
P(A^) = l z — e x p ( - - ^ ) . (3-28) 

Using the transformation of random variables, we can show that the PDF of the 

integrated intensity is given by 

PM 
0.0981 

0.2129 
W -~-j—1 

^0,8656^ 

f-0.2129 •ln(—;777) 

0<w<0.8656 (3-29) 

0.8656 

Using the same method, we can find the relationship between the frequenc> drift 

and the resulting integrated intensity for the other cases. Unfortunately, except Case 1 and 5, 
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we could not find a simple equation to represent the relationship between the frequency drift 

and the integrated intensity. For those cases, we estimated the PDF relationship between the 

frequency drift and the integrated intensity numerically. Based on those relationships, we 

can find the PDF of total integrated intensity for a specific frequency drift. Fig. 3.11 shows 

one example ofthe relationship between frequency drift and integrated intensity . 

0.25 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Integrated intensity 

Fig, 3,11 The probability density function ofthe total integrated intensity for a specific 
frequency drift (a=0,05B where B is bandwidth). The integrated intensity is 
normalized by the input data pulse area. 

In Fig. 3,11, the arrow at the "0" intensity indicates the PDF of a "0" integrated 

intensity and it came from the case in which all data pulses are "0", The probability of "0" 

integrated intensity is 0,125 (1/8) if we assume that all eight cases are equiprobable. Fig. 3. 

11 also shows that each data value has 3 peaks in the PDF. As we analyzed before. Cases 2 

and 3 for data " 1 " are symmetrical and Cases 6 and 7 for data "0" are symmetrical. They 

make the peak probability for each data and the other two cases (Cases 1 and 4 for data " 1 " 

and Cases 5 and 8 for data "0") make the other PDF peaks for each data. That is why there 

are three peaks for each data value. In this analysis, we analyzed the case where the 

frequency drift is 0.05B (where B is the bandwidth of the system). If the frequency drift 

becomes smaller, the integrated intensity variation will become smaller and on the contrary, 

if the frequency drift becomes larger, the integrated intensity variation will become larger 

and the PDF of each case will overlap. 
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3.2 Frequency Domain Noise Models 

As described in Chapter 2, the atom population after the recording process is 

expressed as in Eq. (2-6). For convenience, we rewrite it again as 

Pgg(co) = 1 - ( ^ ) ' (I Ei(co) p+ I E2(co) p + Er(co) E2(co) + Ei(a)) E2*(co)}, (2-6) 

where Pgg(co) indicates the population density ofthe ground state. Because, by definition, the 

sum of the population densities of the ground state and the excited state is 1, the second 

term of Eq, (2-6) indicates the population density ofthe excited state. That is, 

Pee(co) = ( | ) ' {| Ei(co) f+ \ E2(o)) f + Ei^co) E2(co) + Ei(co) E2*(C0)}, (3-30) 

P 2 
where pee(co) means the population density ofthe excited state. In this equation ( —) is just 

n 

a constant, therefore we will normalize this term to unity. Rewriting the above equation, we 

obtain 

Pee(co) = I E,(co) f+ \ £2(0)) ^ + Er(co) £2(0)) + Ei(co) E2*(a)), (3-31) 

Here, we analyzed the noise effect of atom fluctuations. Including the noise, the 

population density can be expressed as follows. 
p'ee(CO) = pee(co) + P N ( 0 3 ) , (3 -32) 

or 

p'ee(C0)= pee(0)){l+pN(03)}, (3 -33) 

where p'ee(<») represents the population density of the excited state including the noise 

effect, pee(©) is the population density of the excited state without noise, and PN(CO) 

represents the population density of the excited state based on the fluctuation of atoms. 

Also, Eq, (3-32) represents the population density with signal-independent noise, while Eq. 

(3-33) represents the population density with signal-dependent noise. One of our goals is to 

consider both types of models and see which ones best fit the experimental data. 

To see the effect of atom fluctuation on the recovered data, we need to find out the 

noise characteristics of the output signal. In this section, we will analyze the noise 

characteristics ofthe output signal after we introduce various kinds ofnoise in the frequency 

domain. We will analyze the recovered signal characteristics at the output for the special 
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cases of signal-independent Gaussian noise, uniform noise, or Poisson noise, and signal-

dependent Gaussian noise, imiform noise or Poisson noise in the frequency domain. 

3.2,1 Signal-independent noise models 

Signal-independent noise is noise whose amplitude is independent of the signal 

amplitude. The population density assuming signal-independent noise is expressed as in Eq, 

(3-32). What h means is that the population density fluctuation, that is the noise, is 

independent ofthe strength ofthe signal. Here, we analyzed the noise effect when the atom 

fluctuations are Gaussian distributed, uniformly distributed, and Poisson distributed. 

3,2.1,1 Gaussian noise 

3,2,1,1.1 Simple noise model. From Eq.(3-31), the term which is related to the 

recovered signal is the third term, that is, Ei (co)E2(co). So, we are interested in the effect of 

PN(CO) of Eq. (3-32) on this term. Based on the simulation results [Appendix B], the effect of 

pN(co)(which is Gaussian distributed) of Eq, (3-32) on the third term of Eq,(3-31) is 

equivalent to adding the real and imaginary noise which are Gaussian distributed to the third 

term of Eq.(3-31) itself If we express the real and imaginary noise in the frequency domain 

as U(co) and V(co), respectively, the relationship between the atom fluctuations and real and 

imaginary noises are expressed as in Eq. (3-34). 

E[U(co)]=E[V(co)]=0 

.2 

CT.. =o -v = ^ , (3-34) 
2 cr 

•u - - V 2 

where a^ is the variance ofthe atom fluctuation, a^^ is the variance ofthe real noise and 

<jy^ is the variance ofthe imaginary noise in the frequency domain. 

The simple noise model is expressed in Eq,(2-12) and is shown in Fig. 2,6, First, 

think of the output for t=ta when the data is "0", Then, the output will just be the inverse 

Fourier transform ofthe noise. That is, 

Z(ta) = r'{U(a))+jV(co)}|,.,. (3-35) 
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If the real and imaginary noise in the frequency domain are Gaussian distributed 

2 

with tiie same variances(-—) and "0" mean, its inverse Fourier transform also is Gaussian 

distributed in the time domain [see Appendix C], If we then express the real and imaghiary 

noise in the time domain as X and Y, respectively, the relationship between the variance in 

the frequency domain and in the time domain is, 

2 

ax^ = ay^ = o-y' = o-v' = — , (3-36) 

where GX is the variance ofthe real noise, and ay^ is the variance ofthe imaginary noise in 

the time domain. From Eq, (3-35), the output will be 

Z(ta) = W'{ U(co)+j V(co)}U,̂  = X(ta) + j Y(ta), (3-37) 

where X(ta) is the real noise and Y(ta) is the imaginary noise in the time domain. As we said 

^ 2 

before, X(ta) is Gaussian distributed with mean = 0, variance = — , and Y(ta) is also 

^ 2 

Gaussian distributed with mean = 0, variance = — . At the system output, we will detect 

the intensity ofthe noise. Therefore, we need to find out the probability density function of 

the output power. From Eq, (3-37), the power at the output will be 

Pz(ta) = X(ta) ' + Y(ta)'. (3-38) 

The power is just a conversion from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates. By 

using joint statistics [32], we can find the PDF ofthe output power, 

/p(p) = ^ e x p [ - 4 ] { ^ ^ 0}- (3-39) 
G G 

Therefore, the noise power in the time domain is exponentially distributed. 

The mean and variance ofthe total power, Pz, are 

E[Pz] = a^ and (3-40) 

var[Pz] = a^ (3-41) 

Fig, 3,12 shows the normalized probability density function ofthe total power. Pz. 
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Fig. 3.12 Probability density function of power (Gaussian case, data=0) 

Next, think about the output for t=tb when the data is "1" , that is e2(t) is " 1 " , then the 

mean and variance at each sample can be calculated as follows. From Eq. (2-12), the output 

will be 

Z(tb) = e2(tb) + r ' { U(co)+j V(o))}I ,^,^ = 1 + X(tb) + j Y(tb). (3-42) 

First, find the probability density function of |Z(tb)|. 

|Z(tb)|= V(l + X(tJ)^+Y(tJ^ , 

This case has the Rice-Nakagami distribution and the PDF is [33] 

fw.A^^y \2(tA 

-n^ 2z 
^ Io(—), 

where Io(z) denotes a Modified Bessel function of order zero. 

The output power is 

Pz(tb) = (1 + X(tb))' + Y\tb) = |Z(tb)P . 

We can find the PDF ofthe power easily. The PDF ofthe power is 

L(P) = \^ 
(p+i) I Ml 

) (p>0) 
a ' c 

Fig. 3.13 shows the PDF ofthe power when the data i s 'T 

(3-43) 

(3-44) 

(3-45) 

(3-46) 
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Fig, 3,13 Probability density function of power (Gaussian case, data=l) 

From the power, we calculate the mean and variance of each sample, 

E[Pz]= 1+2 E[X]+E[X^]+E[Y^]=l+a^ (3-47) 

Var[Pz] = 2c5^+c5\ (3-48) 

Table 3,2 shows the mean and variance for several values ofthe atom fluctuation. 

Table 3.2 Mean and variance of each data for simple noise model(Gaussian) 
Variance of 

atom fluctuation 

0.1 
0,2 

0,3 
0,4 
0.5 

0.6 
0.7 

0.8 
0.9 
1.0 

Mean(O) 

0.1000 
0,2000 
0.3000 
0,4000 
0.5000 
0.6000 
0,7000 
0.8000 
0.9000 

1,0000 

Var(O) 

0,0100 

0.0400 
0.0900 
0.1600 
0.2500 
0.3600 
0,4900 
0.6400 
0.8100 
1.0000 

Mean(l) 

1,1000 
1,2000 
1.3000 
1.4000 
1.5000 
1.6000 
1.7000 
1.8000 
1,9000 
2,0000 

Var(l) 

0,2100 
0,4400 
0.6900 
0.9600 
1,2500 
1,5600 
1.8900 
2.2400 
2,6100 
3.0000 

3,2,1,1.2 Intermediate noise model. The block diagram for the intermediate noise 

model is shown in Fig. 2.7 and the equation for the model is in Eq, (2-13), Here, the write 
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pulse is no longer a delta pulse, but is comparable with a data pulse. When the write pulse is 

not a delta pulse, even without noise, the output will be degraded depending on the pulse 

widths ratio between the write pulse and the data pulse because of the convolution effect 

between the write pulse and data pulse. For example, when the write pulse is - 1 3 , the 

convolution between write pulse and data pulse is shoyvn as in Fig, 3.14. 

Write 
Pulse 

Data 
Pulse 

Output 

0 

0 

1 0 

/ . V o 
a(t) 

0 

0 
1 

1 

k' i 
b(t) 

1 0 

l o w f 
^ I 

Fig. 3.14 Write pulse, data pulse, and output pulse 

Therefore, the output is no longer the same as the data pulse, and depending on 

the pulse positions, the output may also have different values. In Appendix B, we 

showed that the effect of atom fluctuations on the recovered signal is the same as adding 

Gaussian noise to the recovered signal. Rewriting Eq. (2-13) for "0" and "1" , 

Z(t) = r'{N(a))}=X(t)+jY(t) or 

Z(t) = a(t) + 3'^ {N(co)} = a(t) + X(t) + j Y(t) when the data=0, (3-49) 

Z(t) = b(t) + 3-^ {N(co)} = b(t) + X(t) + j Y(t) or 

Z(t) = 1 + f?'̂ {N(cD)} = 1 + X(t) + j Y(t) when the data=l, (3-50) 

The values (a,b) vary from "0" to " 1 " and how they vary is dependent on the pulse 

widths ratio between write pulse and data pulse. 

As in the simple noise model case, the effect of PN(O) (which is Gaussian 

distributed) of Eq. (3-32) on the signal term is equivalent to adding the real and imaginary 
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noise, which are Gaussian distributed, to the original data. The relationship between the 

variance ofthe atom fluctuations and that ofthe time domain noise is, 

E[X(t)]=E[Y(t)]=0 

^X =^Y = " Y ' (3-51) 

where a is the variance ofthe atom fluctuation, G^ is the variance ofthe real noise and 

G^ is the variance ofthe imaginary noise in the time domain. 

First, think ofthe output when the data is "0". For the real part noise, we have two 

kinds of output. One is Gaussian distributed with "0" mean and the other is Gaussian 

distributed with mean "a". The PDF of the two kinds of noise can be graphed as in Fig. 

3.15. 

PDF when mean=0 

PDF when mean=a 

0 a 

Fig. 3.15 PDF of output when data=0 

Therefore, the total PDF ofthe real part noise when the data=0 can be calculated as 

in Eq, (3-52) using condhional probability (assuming the probability of each case is Vi). 

fxM = 2V .̂ 
{e ""' +e "" } (3-52) 

;rcr 

The imaginary part noise is Gaussian distributed with "0" mean and a^/2 variance. 

That is. 

My) = 
V7K 

(3-53) 
Tia 
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As in the simple noise case, we can calculate the PDF of the joint density function 

ofXand Yas 

fx,Y(x,y) = 
1 

2 2 
X +y (x-af+y^ 

2KG' 
{e "" +e } (3-54) 

Therefore, the joint density function of p and 0 is, 

fpfiiP, ^ 
1 p_ p-2apcos0+a 

47rG 

The marginal density fimction of P is. 

} {P>0,0<e<27i} . (3-55) 

1 
/ P ( P ) = : ^ T { ^ ^ +^ '̂  /o( - ^ / . ( ^ )} {P^^)-

2G' G-

The mean and variance ofthe total power, Pz, are given by 

(3-56) 

a E[Pz]= y + cr^ and 

Var[Pz]=^ + a V ' + o - r 

(3-57) 

(3-58) 

Second, think ofthe output when the data is "I". For the real part noise, we have 

two kinds of output. One is Gaussian distributed with mean " 1 " and the other is Gaussian 

distributed with mean "b". The PDF of the two kinds of noise can be graphed as in Fig. 

3.16. 

PDF when mean=b 

PDF when mean=l 

b 1 
Fig. 3.16 PDF of output when data=l 
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Therefore, the total PDF ofthe real part noise when the data= " 1 " can be calculated 

as in Eq. (3-59) using conditional probability(assuming the probability of each case is 2̂) 

and is 

1 r̂ -̂ / _(x-\? 

^G 

The imaginary part noise is Gaussian distributed with mean "0" and variance a^/2. 

That is. 

/A'W = ^ ; y ^ { ^ "' +e~ -' } . (3_59) 

1 - ^ 
/ Y W = - 7 — e - \ (3.60) 

As in the simple noise case, we can calculate the PDF ofthe joint density function 

ofXand Yas 

1 (x^bl+/ {x-\f+y^ 

fx,Y(x,y)=-—Y{^ ^ +e "' }• (3-61) 

Therefore, the joint density function of p and 0 is. 

1 p-2bpcos0+b^ p~2pcos9+\ 

fp,e(p,0)=- Y{^ ^ +e ^ } , {P>0,0<e<27r} . (3-62) 
4;rcr 

The marginal density fimction of P is, 

-1 p+b^ ^1 I p+\ ry I 

m)= T-^{^'^h(-^) + e^h(-^)} {̂ 0̂}. (3-63) 
IG G G 

The mean and variance ofthe total power, Pz, are 

E[Pz]= - + y + o- ' , and (3-64) 

Var[Pz]=^(^' - 1 ) ' + G\G^ +b^+\) (3-65) 

3.2.1.1.3 Detailed noise model. The output ofthe third model is expressed as in Eq. 

(2-14). In this model, the recovered output is dependent on the read/write pulses, and the 

noise is the product of the atom fluctuations and the read pulse. Rewriting it for 

convenience, 

Z(t) = ̂ -\ E,*(co) E2(co) E3((o)} + r'{N(co) £3(00)}. (2-14) 
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Therefore, the output is composed of two components. One is the data degraded by 

the read/write pulse and tiie other is a noise component. The degraded component can be 

fotmd from the first part of Eq. (2-14). 

Write 
Pulse 

Read 
Pulse 

Data 

Pulse 

O i i t m i t 
v.yuiuu.1 

1 0 : 0 

ni 
0 i 1 ; 

/ : 

1 : 0 

\ 

, • 

0 1 ] 

; ; '• '. 

[ 1 0 1 

/ : I \ n 
Fig. 3.17 The degrading effect ofthe read/write pulses on the data 

Fig. 3.17 shows the effects of convolution and correlation on the output signal. As 

we can see, the output component can have three different types for each data and the types 

are dependent on the pulse position and pulse width ratio between the read/write pulse and 

data pulse. 

The noise component in the time domain is the inverse Fourier transform of 

N(CL))E3(CO), and that will be a sum ofthe real noise and the imaginary noise. That is, 

00 

Z(ta) = r'{N(co)E3(co)}|,^.^ = |{U(co) + jV(co)}E3(co)eJ^Mco = X(ta) + j Y(ta),(3-66) 
- 0 0 

As we said before, U(co) and V(co) are each Gaussian distributed with zero mean and 

variance, a^/2. The noise components in the time domain, X(ta) and Y(ta) are each infinite 

sums of Gaussian noises with different variances. From the Central Limit Theorem, we can 

say that X(ta) and Y(ta) are also Gaussian distributed. The difference from the ideal case, 

where £3(0) is constant, is the variance ofthe noise. The variance ofthe noise in the time 

domain will be determined by the read pulse width or read pulse energy. 

Therefore, the output is composed of a constant and Gaussian noise. The constant 

value is dependent on the data position and its adjacent data. The PDF of the output is. 
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tiierefore, determined the same as for the intermediate model except we have three different 

constants instead of two, that is, the output amplitude has 3 different types for each data, "0" 

and ' 1 " . Rewriting Eq. (2-14) using constant values, 

Z(t) = g-'{N(co)}=X(t)+jY(t) or 

Z(t) = a(t) + g-i {N(co)} = a(t) + X(t) + j Y(t) or 

Z(t) = b(t) + g-' {N(co)} = b(t) + X(t) + j Y(t). when the data-0, (3-67) 

Z(t) = c(t) + ^-' {N(co)} = c(t) + X(t) + j Y(t) or 

Z(t) = d(t) + 3"' {N(co)} = d(t) + X(t) + j Y(t) or 

Z(t) = 1 + g"̂  {N(co)} = 1 + X(t) + j Y(t), when the data=l, (3-68) 

where a, b, c, and d are determined by the relationship between the pulse width ofthe data 

and that of the read/write pulses. The one thing we need to mention is the possibility of 

occurrence of each occasion. For example, for data "1" , Z(t) can have three values 

depending upon the adjacent pulses. If adjacent pulses are "l"s, then Z(t) will have constant 

value of " 1 " . If one ofthe adjacent pulses is " 1 " (not both), then Z(t) will have a value other 

than " 1 " (Let's say it's d(t)). If both of adjacent pulses are "0", then Z(t) will have another 

value (let's say it's c(t)). When we think about the possibility of occurrence of each case, 

the possibility of having one adjacent " 1 " is twice as large as the possibility of having no 

adjacent "T's or all adjacent "l"s. Therefore, we have to take into account this possibility 

when we calculate the PDF ofthe power distribution. 

When the variance ofthe real and imaginary time domain noises is a^/2, the PDF of 

the power is calculated as in Eq. (3-69), Here, we assumed that the value, a, is related to the 

case of having one adjacent " 1 " for data "0" and the value, d, is related to the case of having 

one adjacent " 1 " for data "1" . Again, the relationship between the frequency domain noise 

and the time domain noise variance is determined by the pulse width, 

4G' 

data= "0", 

fp(P)=irj{^'^^ +2e ' -̂  I o ( - 3 ^ ) + e" <^' I o ( - ^ ) } {^^0} for 
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fordata="l". 

1 , -'^^ 2cV^ -ll | i 2dJ^ 
^ { e ' I o ( ^ ) + 2e '' I „ ( - ^ 

p+1 
2VP 

) + e - M o ( ^ ) } {/ '>0} 

(3-69) 

The mean and variance for data "0" and data " 1 " are, respectively, 

E[Pz]=^ + ̂  + a^ 
2 4 

Var[Pz]=y+ — b ' +^aiV+G' +(a ' +W)G' fordata=0 

Var[Pz]=^(3c^ + 4d^ +3) + G'+^(C'+ 2d^ + \)G' - ( c ' + 2 d ' + 2 c ' d ' ) 

for data=l (3-70) 

3,2,1,2 Uniform noise 

3,2.1,2,1 Simple noise model. Here, we assumed that the atom fluctuation is 

uniformly distributed over the inhomogeneous bandwidth. Fig. 3.18 shows the uniform 

probability density function ofthe atom fluctuations, 

/x (^) 

2A 

- A 

Fig, 3,18 Uniformly distributed atom fluctuations. 

When the atom fluctuations are uniformly distributed on [-A, A], the effect on the 

signal term is the same as adding Gaussian real and imaginary noise to the signal term itself 

(see Appendix B), If we express the real and imaginary noise as U(co) and V(co) 

respectively, the relationships between the atom fluctuations and the real and imaginary 

noises are expressed as 
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E[U((o)]=E[V(co)]=0, and 

A^ 
2 _ _ 2 _ - ^ <^u - <^y -

6 ' ^^•'^^^ 

where cr̂  and G^^^ are the variance ofthe real and imaginary noises, respectively, in the 

frequency domain. 

The simple model is expressed in £q.(2-12) and is shown in Fig. 2.6, First, think 

about the output for t=ta when the data is "0". Then, the output will just be an inverse 

Fourier transform ofthe noise. That is, 

Z(ta) = r ' { U(co)+j V(co)}I ,__,^. (3-72) 

If the real and imaginary noise in the frequency domain are Gaussian distributed 

with the same variance(A /6) and mean "0", it's inverse Fourier transform is also Gaussian 

distributed in the time domain (see Appendix C) and if we express the real and imaginary 

noise random process in the time domain as X and Y, respectively, the relationship between 

the variance in the frequency domain and in the time domain is, 

A^ 
ax^^Gy^=G^'=G^' = - , (3-73) 

o 

where Ox isthe variance ofthe real noise, and GY isthe variance ofthe imaginary noise in 

the time domain. From Eq. (2-12), the output will be 

Z(ta) - W' { U(a))+j V(co)}I ,__,^ = X(ta) + j Y(ta), (3-74) 

where X(ta) is the real noise and Y(ta) is the imaginary noise in the time domain. As we said 

before, X(ta) is Gaussian distributed with mean "0", variance "A^/6", and Y(ta) is also 

Gaussian distributed with mean "0", variance "A^/6", 

Following the same procedure as in case of Gaussian noise, we find the probability 

density function ofnoise power for the uniform noise case to be 

3 _ 3p 

fp(p) = ^ e'^' , { ^ > 0}, when the data = "0", (3-75) 

The mean and variance ofthe total power are, when the data= "0" are 

A^ 
E[Pz]=—-,and (3-76) 
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var[Pz] = (3-77) 

Fig. 3.19 shows the probability density function ofthe output power when the data 

'0' 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
normalized povier 

Fig, 3.19 Probability density fimction of power (uniform, data=0) 

Following the same procedure, we can analyze the case when the data= "I", The 

probability density function of output power can be shoyvn to be. 

fvip) = 
3(p+l) 

The mean and variance ofthe total power may be shown to equal 

A ' 
E[Pz]=l+—- ,and 

(3-78) 

(3-79) 

Var[Pz]= 
2A' 

+ (3-80) 
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-Fig, 3,20 Probability density function of power (uniform, data=l) 

Table 3,3 Mean and variance of each data for simple noise model (uniform) 
Range of atom 
fluctuation 

-0.1-0,1 
-0.2 - 0,2 
-0,3 - 0.3 
-0,4 - 0,4 
-0,5 - 0.5 
-0.6 - 0.6 
-0.7 - 0.7 
-0,8 - 0,8 
-0.9 - 0.9 
-1.0-1,0 

Mean(O) 

0,0033 
0.0133 
0.0300 
0.0533 
0.0833 
0.1200 
0.1633 
0,2133 
0,2700 
0.3333 

Var(0) 

0,00001 
0,00018 
0.0009 
0.0028 
0.0069 
0.0144 
0.0267 
0.0455 
0.0729 

0.1111 

Mean(l) 

1,0033 
1,0133 
1,0300 
1,0533 
1.0833 
1.1200 
1,1633 
1,2133 
1,2700 
1,3333 

Var(l) 

0,0067 
0.0268 
0.0609 
0.1095 
0.1736 
0.2544 
0,3533 
0,4722 
0,6129 
0.7778 

3.2.1.2.2 Intermediate noise model. The uniform noise case is also analyzed as in the 

case of the Gaussian noise model. The block diagram for the intermediate noise model is 

shown in Fig. 2,7 and the equation for the model is in Eq. (2-13). The relationship between 

the variance ofthe atom fluctuations and that ofthe time domain noise is, 

£[X(t)]=E[Y(t)]=0, and 

a. = ^ Y = 6 ' 
(3-81) 
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where A is the range ofthe atom fluctuation, G^' is the variance ofthe real noise, and Gy^ 

is the variance ofthe imaginary noise m the time domain. 

Following the same procedure as in the Gaussian noise case, we find the probability 

density fimction ofthe noise power for the uniform noise case to be given by 

3 _iE. 3(p+â ) 6aJp 
fp(P) = - ^ (e ^' + e ^' lo (-^)} {P>0} for the data= "0", (3-82) 

2 3(p+b )̂ ^1^ r~ 3(p+i) ^ r~ 

/ p W = ^ ^ { e ^' I o ( ^ ^ ) + e" ^̂  Io(^)},{P>0}forthedata="l",(3-83) 

The mean and variance are 

Var[Pz]=y + - y a' + -— for data=0, 

E [ P z ] = - . y . -

1 A^ A^ 
Var[Pz]=-(b' - 1)2 + _ _ ( _ _ + b ' + 1) for data=l (3-84) 

3,2.1.2,3 Detailed noise model. The analysis for uniform noise also follows the same 

procedure as the Gaussian noise case except the variance ofthe noise is now dependent on 

the uniform noise distribution and read pulse width. As in the Gaussian noise case, if we 

assume the variance of the real and imaginary time domain noises is a^/2, the PDF of the 

power is calculated as in Eq, (3-69) and mean and variance can be obtained from Eq. (3-70). 

Again, the relationship between the atom fluctuation and the time domain noise variance is 

determined by the pulse width, 

3.2.1.3 Poisson noise 

3,2.1.3,1 Simple noise model Here, we assumed that the atom fluctuations are 

Poisson distributed over the inhomogeneous bandwidth. When the atom fluctuations are 

Poisson distributed with mean and variance X>0, the effect on the signal term is the same 

as if we added Gaussian real and imaginary noise to the signal term itself (Appendix B). If 
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we express the real and imaginary noise as U(a)) and V(co), respectively, the relationship 

between the atom fluctuations and the real and imaginary noises is expressed as 

£[U(co)]=E[V(co)]=0, and 

o-u' = o'v' = - , (3-85) 

where G^ and G^^ are the variances ofthe real and imaginary noises, respectively, in the 

frequency domain. 

The simple model was expressed in Eq.(2-12) and was shoym in Fig. 2.6. First, 

think ofthe output for t=ta when the data is "0". The output will just be an inverse Fourier 

transform ofthe noise. That is, 

Z(ta) = ^-' { U(co)+j V((D)}I ,,_,^. (3-86) 

If the real and imaginary noises in the frequency domain are Gaussian distributed 

with the same variance (XI2) and mean "0", it's inverse Fourier transform also is Gaussian 

distributed in the time domain (Appendix C) and if we express the real and imaginary 

noises in the time domain as X and Y, respectively, the relationship between the variance in 

the frequency domain and in the time domain is 

ax' = ay'=o-u'=o-v' = | , (3-87) 

where CTx isthe variance ofthe real noise, and ay isthevarianceof the imaginary noise in 

the time domain. From Eq. (2-12), the output will be 

Z(ta) = g- ' { U((0)+j V(co)}I ,̂ .̂  = X(ta) + j Y(ta), (3-88) 

where X(ta) is the real noise and Y(ta) is the imaginary noise in the time domain. As we said 

before, X(ta) is Gaussian distributed with mean, 0, and variance , —, and Y(ta) is also 

Gaussian distributed with mean, 0, and vanance, —. 

Following the same procedure as was used in the Gaussian noise case, we can find 

the probability density function ofnoise power for the Poisson noise case. It is given by 
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1 -^ 
/p (p)=Te ^ ,{P>0},whenthedata = 0, 

A 

(3-89) 

The mean and variance ofthe total power are(when the data=0) 

E[Pz] = X, and (3.9O) 

var[Pz] = X-l (3-91) 

Fig. 3.21 shows the probability density function ofthe output power when the data 

= "0". 

10 

X=0.1 
X=0.12 
X=0,14 
X=0.16 
X=0.18 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
fiormalized power 

Fig. 3.21 Probability density function of power (Poisson, data=0) 

Following the same procedure, we can analyze the case when the data = "I". Based 

on the result, the probability density function ofthe output power is (Fig. 3.22), 

1 -(P^) 2 J ^ 
fp(p)=-e ^To(-T) 

The mean and variance ofthe total power are 

E[Pz]=l+X,and 

Var[Pz]= 2X + X^. 

(3-92) 

(3-93) 

(3-94) 
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Fig. 3,22 Probability density function of power (Poisson, data=l) 

Table 3,4 Mean and variance 
Mean of atom 

fluctuation 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1,0 

Mean(O) 

0,1000 
0.2000 
0.3000 
0.4000 
0.5000 
0.6000 
0.7000 
0.8000 
0.9000 
1.0000 

of each data for simple noise model 
Var(O) 

0,0100 
0.0400 
0.0900 
0,1600 
0,2500 
0,3600 
0,4900 
0,6400 
0,8100 
1.0000 

Mean(l) 

1.1000 
1.2000 
1.3000 
1.4000 
1,5000 
1,6000 
1.7000 
1,8000 
1.9000 
2,0000 

[Poisson) 
Var(l) 

0.2100 
0.4400 
0.6900 
0.9600 
1.2500 
1.5600 
1.8900 
2.2400 
2,6100 
3,0000 

3,2,1,3,2 Intermediate noise model. The Poisson noise case is also analyzed as in the 

case of the Gaussian noise model. The block diagram for the intermediate noise model is 

shown in Fig. 2.7 and the equation for the model is in Eq. (2-13). The relationship between 

the variance ofthe atom fluctuations and that ofthe time domain noise is, 

E[X(t)]=E[Y(t)]=0, and 

A 
^X - ^ Y - y ' (3-95) 

where X is the mean ofthe atom fluctuation, G^^ is the variance ofthe real noise and Gy' is 

the variance ofthe imaginary noise in the time domain. 
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Following the same procedure as in the Gaussian noise case, we find that the 

probability density function ofnoise power for the uniform noise case is given by 

1 p+a^ 2aJp 
L r — ^ fp(p)" ^ ^ ^ ' + ^ ^ lo(~Y~^^ {P^^} fordata=0, and (3-96) 

1 _pi^ 2bJp - ^ 2 /p 
/ p ( P ) = ^ { e ' I o ( - ^ ) + e M o ( ^ ) } , { P > 0 } f o r d a t a = l . (3-97) 

The mean and variance are 

E [ P z ] = y + A 

V a r [ P J = ^ + a^/l + /l^ fordata=0 

1 b ' 
E[Pz]=- + y . ^ 

Var[Pz]=-(b' - 1)' + X(X + b ' +1) for data=l (3-98) 

3.2.1.3.3 Detailed noise model The analysis for Poisson noise also follows the same 

procedure as the Gaussian noise case except the variance of the noise is now dependent on 

the Poisson noise distribution and read pulse width. As in the Gaussian noise case, if we 

assume the variance of the real and imaginary time domain noises is a /2, the PDF of the 

power is calculated as in Eq. (3-69) and mean and variance can be obtained from Eq. (3-70). 

Again, the relationship between the atom fluctuation and the time domain noise variance is 

determined by the pulse width. 

3.2,2 Signal-dependent noise model 

Signal-dependent noise is noise whose amplitude is dependent on the signal 

amplitude. For the signal-independent noise case, we assumed that the noise is not 

dependent upon the signal and has the same characteristics for all frequencies. For the 

signal-dependent noise case, however, the noise at each frequency is related to the signal at 

that frequency. The contaminated atom fluctuations, with signal-dependent noise, were 

modeled in Eq, (3-33) as 
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P'ee(C0)= pee(C0){l+PN(C0)}, (3 -33 ) 

Here, the actual term that contributes to the noise is proportional to Pee((o) PN(©). 

pee(co) is expressed as in Eq, (3-31) and as we can see, the four terms can have different 

magnitude depending on the power ratio between the write pulse and data pulse. In this 

analysis, we showed how the noise characteristics change depending upon the relationship 

between the write pulse, data pulse, and read pulse. 

3.2.2.1 Signal-dependent noise with an ideal read pulse 

In this case, the echo output is expressed as 

Eecho(t)= g'Hd Ei(co) p+ I £2(0) P+Ei*(a)) £2(0) + £I(CD) E2*(co)(l+ PN(CO))}. (3-99) 

Now, the noise is proportional to the product pee(co)pN(co), where pee(») is expressed 

as in Eq. (3-31). The distribution ofthe noise in the time domain depends on several factors 

such as the power ratio between the write pulse and data pulse, the pulse width, and the 

original noise characteristics. We tried the simulation dividing the cases into three groups. 

For the first group, the power of the write pulse and the data pulse are the same. For the 

second group, the power ofthe write pulse is much greater than the power ofthe data pulse. 

For the third group, the amplitude of the write pulse and the data pulse is same. For each 

group, we used three kinds of data. First, we used unmodulated data, that is, "0" and " 1 " . As 

we can expect, in this case, the spectrum of the data pulses will have a high peak at the 

center frequency. Second, we used lightly modulated data, that is the data " 1 " is biphase 

modulated randomly, so the data " 1 " will have value "+1" or " - 1 " depending on the phase. 

This one will have a more flat spectrum that the first case. Third, we used heavily 

modulated data, that is, each sample in data " 1 " is biphase modulated randomly. The reason 

why we use modulated data is that the modulation gives a flat spectrum in the frequency 

domain and it changes the noise characteristics. For example, when the amplitude of pee(o)) 

is very large at some frequency and is very small for other frequencies, then the noise 

distribution is strongly dependent on that component, and in most cases, it doesn't become a 

Gaussian distribution. That can happen in two ways. One case is when the write pulse is 

very wide and the power ofthe write pulse is much larger than the power ofthe data pulse. 
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The otiier case is when the data pulse has a much larger power than the write pulse and has 

a peak at a specific frequency. Fig 3. 23 shows pee(co) and Pee(G))PN(co) for both cases. 

Frequency deviation 

(a) pee(o3) when write pulse is strong 
Frequency deviation 

(b) Noise distribution 

Frequency deviation 

(c) pee(<») when data is strong 
Frequency deviation 

(d) Noise distribution 

Fig. 3.23 Relationship between the write pulse width and noise distribution and the 
relationship between the data power and noise distribution when a few noise 
components are dominant. 

As we can expect, in these cases, the noise in the time domain is not Gaussian but 

strongly dependent on the noise component at specific frequencies and the data pulse 

arrangement. On the contrary, if Pee(co) is flat enough to guarantee one noise component is 

not dominant over all the frequency range, we can expect they will follow the Gaussian 

distribution by the Central Limh Theorem. Fig. 3,24 shows one example of this case. 
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Frequency deviation 

(a) Write pulse spectrum 
Frequency deviation 

(b) Data pulse spectrum 

Frequency deviation 

(c) Atom population 
Frequency deviatioD 

(d) Noise distribution 

Fig, 3.24 Relationship between the write pulse width and noise distribution and the 
relationship between the data power and noise distribution when the amplitude of 
the noise components are comparable for all frequencies . 

In Appendix B, we showed chi-square test results for the Gaussian distribution for 

each of these cases. The simulation results show that when the write pulse and data pulse 

have the same power, the noise distribution is far from the Gaussian distribution except in 

the case when the atom population has a zero mean Gaussian or a uniform distribution and 

the data pulse is heavily modulated. In most ofthe cases, the imagmary part ofthe noise is 

closer to a Gaussian distribution than the real part of the noise. When the data power is 

much less than the write power(in the simulation, we used 1:100 power ratio between the 

data pulse and write pulse power), the noise has a Gaussian distribution as long as the mean 

ofthe atom fluctuation noise is "0". In most ofthe cases, the imaginary part ofthe noise is 

close to a Gaussian distribution no matter what the mean is. We need to know that the pulse 

width can be a factor in this case. When the amplitudes of tiie write pulse and the data pulse 

are the same, the distribution is not Gaussian except when the data is heavily modulated and 
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the mean ofthe atom fluctuation noise is "0", In summary, the noise distribution in the time 

domain is strongly dependent on the data format and the power relationship between the 

write power and data power. When the noise is Gaussian distributed, we can apply the 

analysis that we did in the independent noise case and find the distribution of power ofthe 

echo output. 

3.2.2.2 Signal-dependent noise with a non-ideal read pulse 

In this case, the echo output is expressed as 

Eecho(t)=3-*{(|Ei(co)p+|£2(co)p+Ei*(a))E2(co)+Ei(co)£2*((o)(l+pN(a)))£3(cD)}. (3-100) 

The noise, N(co), may be described by 

N(a)) oc (I Ei(co) p+ I £2(0) p + Ei\(o) £2(03) + £1(03) E2*( a)))pN(a))E3(o)) (3-101) 

In this case, the noise is related to all three kinds of pulses(wTite, read, and data 

pulses). As in the ideal read pulse case, the noise distribution in the time domain is strongly 

dependent on the power ratio between the write, read, and data pulses and also on the data 

format. The difference from the ideal read pulse case is that now we have one more pulse to 

consider. As in the ideal read pulse case, we tried simulations dividing the cases into three 

groups. For the first group, the power of the write, read, and data pulses are the same. For 

the second group, the power ofthe write/read pulses are much greater than the power ofthe 

data pulse. For the third group, the amplitude of write, read, and data pulses are all the 

same. For each group, we used the same kinds of data as in the ideal read pulse case. 

Appendix B shows all the Chi-square test results for the non-ideal read pulse case. 

Generally, the noise characteristics in the time domain have very similar 

characteristics as in the ideal-read pulse cases. For the experiment, the write pulse and read 

pulse are manipulated to make them as broad as possible. Several kinds of techniques can 

be used to do this. Also, to prevent saturation, the data pulse is manipulated to keep the 

peak value as low as possible. Under those conditions, we can say that the Gaussian 

distribution condhion is achieved in a real experimental situation. In that case, we can apply 

the same method which we used for signal-independent noise analysis and find the PDF of 
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tiie power for the simple, intermediate and detailed noise models with signal-dependent 

noise. 

Therefore, if the variance of the noise in the time domain is a (The relationship 

between the atom fluctuations and the variance of the noise in the time domain is 

determined by distribution of atom fluctuations, power of the write, read, and data pulses, 

the dependency ofnoise to the signal, etc.), the probability ofthe power is described as in 

Eq. (3-102)-(3-107), 

(1) Simple noise model 

/ p ( P ) = T ^ e x p [ - - ^ ] {P>0}. fordata=0 (3-102) 
2G 2G 

f.(P) = A ^ ' ' ^ ^ o ( 4 - ) - {P^O} fordata=l (3-103) 
ZG G 

(2) Intermediate noise model 

fp(p)=-^{e''^+e~^I,(^)} {P>0} . fordata=0 (3-104) 
4G G 

/p(p) = J _ ( / 2 . ^ / ^ ( ^ ) + e 2̂ ^ / o ( ^ ) } {P>0}. for data=l (3-105) 
4G G G 

(3) Detailed noise model 

f^(p) =J-{e~^+e''-'' /„ ( ^ ) + i^'' / , i-^)} {P > 0} for data=0. 

(3-106) 

1 , - ^ . ,cV?. , - ^ , dV?, , -?rr, ,S. 
/p(P)=7^{e"^''l«(-^) + e ^" ' l„(^) + e '̂'I„(^)}{P>0}fordata=l. 

6<T G G G 

(3-107) 
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3.3 Detection Noise Model 

At the detection stage, the first element ofthe detection process is a photodetector. 

The photodetector senses the optical power falling upon it and converts the variation of this 

optical power into a correspondingly varying electric current. Since the echo signal is 

generally very weak and distorted, the photodetector must meet very high performance 

requirements. Several different types of photodetectors are in existence. Among these are 

photomultipliers [74], and semiconductor-based photo-conductors, phototransistors, and 

photodiodes [75], Photomultipliers consisting of a photocathode and an electron multiplier 

packaged in a vacuum tube are capable of very high gain and very low noise. Pyroelectric 

photodetectors involve the conversion of photons to heat. Photon absorption results in a 

temperature change of the detector material. This gives rise to a variation in the dielectric 

constant which is usually measured as a capacitance change. The response of this detector is 

quite flat over a broad spectral band, but its speed is limited by the detector cooling rate 

after it has been excited. Ofthe semiconductor-based photodetectors, the photodiode is very 

popular because of its small size, suitable material, high sensitivity, and fast response time. 

The two types of photodiodes used are the pin photodetector and the avalanche 

photodiode(APD). Currently, in most photon echo experiments, photomultipliers and APDs 

are mainly used because of their high gain and low noise characteristics. Here, we will 

briefly discuss these two types of photodetectors and their noise properties. 

3.3,1 Photomultiplier tubes(PMTs) 

The photomultiplier tube is a photosensitive device consisting of a photoemissive 

cathode (photocathode) followed by focusing electrode, an electron multiplier and an 

electron collector (anode) in a vacuum tube. When light enters the photocathode, the 

photocathode emits photoelectrons into the vacuum. These photoelectrons are then directed 

by the focusing electrode voltages towards the electron multiplier where electrons are 

multiplied by the process of secondary emission. The multiplied electrons are collected b\' 

the anode as an output signal. Because of secondary emission multiplication, 

photomultiplier tubes are uniquely sensitive among photosensitive devices currently used to 
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detect radiant energy in the ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared regions. The 

photomultiplier tube also features fast time response and low noise. 

The photocathode of a photomuhiplier tube converts the energy ofthe incident light 

into electrons. The conversion efficiency (photocathode sensitivity) varies witii the 

wavelength of the incident light. This relationship between photocathode sensitivity and 

wavelength is called the spectral response characteristics. The spectral response range is 

determined on the long wavelength side by the photocathode material and on the short 

wavelength side by the window material. Photoelectrons emitted from a photocathode are 

accelerated by an electric field so as to strike the first dynode and produce secondary 

electron emissions. These secondary electrons then impinge upon the next dynode to 

produce additional secondary electron emissions. Repeating this process over successive 

dynode stages, a high current amplification is achieved. A very small photoelectric current 

from the photocathode can be observed as a large output current from the anode of the 

photomultiplier tube. Since generally photomultiplier tubes have 9 to 12 dynode stages, the 

anode output varies directly with the 6* to 10^ power ofthe change in applied voltage. The 

output signal of the multiplier tube is extremely susceptible to fluctuations in the power 

supply voltage, thus the power supply should be very stable and exhibit a minimum ripple, 

drift and temperature coefficient. 

3.3.2 Avalanche photodiodes(APDs) 

Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) internally multiply the primary signal photocurrent 

before it enters the input circuitry of the following amplifier. This increases receiver 

senshivity, since the photocurrent is multiplied before encountering the thermal noise 

associated with the amplifier circuit. In order for carrier multiplication to take place, the 

photogenerated carriers must traverse a region where a very high electric field is present. In 

this high-field region a photogenerated electron or hole can gain enough energy so that it 

ionizes bound electrons m the valence band upon colliding with tiiem. This carrier 

multiplication mechanism is known as impact ionization. The newly created carriers are 

also accelerated by the high electric field, thus gaining enough energy to cause fiirther 
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impact ionization. This phenomenon produces the avalanche effect. Below the diode 

breakdown voltage a finite number of carriers is created, whereas above breakdown the 

number can be increased by a large gain factor, e.g. 100. 

A commonly used structure for achieving carrier multiplication with very little 

excess noise is the reach-through construction [76], shown in Fig. 3.25. The reach-through 

avalanche photodiode (RAPD) is composed of a high-resistivity p-type material deposited 

as an epitaxial layer on a p^ (heavily doped p-type) substrate. A p-type diffusion or ion 

implant is then made in the high-resistivity material followed by the construction of an n^ 

(heavily doped n-type) layer. For silicon, the dopants used to form these layers are normally 

boron and phosphorus, respectively. This configuration is referred to as a p̂ Trpn̂  reach-

through structure. The n layer is basically an intrinsic material that inadvertently has some p 

doping because of imperfect purification 

n + 
i(7r) .+ 

Depletion region 

Fig, 3.25 Reach-through avalanche photodiode structure 

3.3,3 Photodetection process noise 

When we are dealing with detectors which are sensitive to a very low photon flux, 

then any signals in the output which are generated in the detector or its associated electronic 

circuits will result in detection errors. Such signals are knows as noise. In general, three 

types of noise sources are recognized. Every current carrying circuit has associated with it 

what is known as thermal or Johnson noise, due to the finite energy of the electrons at any 

temperature. Thermal noise is caused by the random motion of free electrons in a resistive 

material. As the temperature of a resistor or resistive material increases, the agitation of the 

electrons becomes more vigorous, raising the noise power and its associated noise voltage. 

Should the temperature decrease, the noise will also decrease. If the temperature decreases 

to absolute zero, which is -273 degrees Centigrade, the thermal noise will fall to zero. The 
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next type ofnoise to consider is shot noise which is simply due to the discrete nature ofthe 

electrons processed. For example, the emission of electrons from tiie cathode of a vacuum 

tube does not take place at a uniform rate, and there is a noise signal due to this random 

effect. Finally, each device has noise due to the particular mechanism responsible for hs 

operation, and all of these phenomena are usually lumped together and appears as \lf noise, 

because this noise generally falls off with frequency. The dark current is tiie current that 

continues to flow through the bias circuh of the device when no light is incident on the 

photomultiplier tube or photodiode. 

Among these noises, we will concentrate on two kinds of noise, thermal noise and 

shot noise because these two noises are the dominant noise sources in the photon echo 

detection process. 

3.3,4 Shot noise 

When light having a deterministic variation of intensity over space and time is 

incident on a photodetector, the fluctuations ofthe photocounts obey Poisson statistics [31], 

In most problems of real interest, however, the light wave incident on the photosurface has 

stochastic attributes; that is, it is not possible to predict exactly what the fluctuations of the 

light wave will be. As we shall see, any stochastic fluctuations ofthe classical intensity can 

influence the statistical properties ofthe photoevents that are observed. For this reason, it is 

necessary to regard the Poisson distribution as a conditional probability distribution; the 

conditioning is based on the knowledge ofthe exact value ofthe integrated intensity, W. In 

practice, it is the unconditional probability distribution ofthe photoevents that is of interest. 

To obtain this distribution, it is necessary to average the Poisson statistics over the statistics 

of the integrated intensity. It is helpful to explicitly represent the fact that the Poisson 

distribution is a conditional distribution, by expressing h in the form P(K\ W). Here, as usual, 

the vertical bar indicates that the distribution is conditioned on knowledge of the quantity 

that follows h. The unconditional probability of observing K photoevents can now be 

expressed as 
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P{K) = JP(K\ W)p^ (W)dW = Y^^ e -V^ (W)dW -aW 

K\ 
(3-108) 

0 0 -'^ • 

where pw(W) is the probability density fimction of the integrated intensity and a is the 

proportionality constant given by 

r 
a = fiv (3-109) 

where y is the quantum efficiency which represents the average number of photoevents 

produced by each incident photon(Y<l), h is Planck's constant (6.626196 x 10"̂ ^ joule-sec), 

and V is the mean optical frequency ofthe radiation. This equation will serve as the basis 

for all calculations of photoevent statistics, h is called Mandel's formula [31] after the 

individual who first derived it. The mean and variance of/: are found to be 

K = aW, G/ =aW+a'G^' (3-110) 

Therefore, if we know the probability of the integrated intensity, we can estimate 

the probability ofthe photoevent. Now, we will use the noise characteristics of time domain 

noise and frequency domain noise and find out the distribution characteristics ofthe related 

output signals. 

3.3.4.1 The time domain noise case 

We now find the probability distribution of photoevents when the frequency drift 

noise is introduced. In Sec. 3,1, we found the probability distribution ofthe integrated 

intensity when the standard deviation of the frequency drift is 0.05B where B is the 

bandwidth of the system. For example, if the bandwidth is 40 MHz, then the standard 

deviation of frequency drift is 2 MHz, and it is pretty big. Usually, the frequency drift is 

less than that, but we will use this value for estimating the worst case of the frequency 

drift. We assumed that we used the photomultiplier tube for detection and the 

specification ofthe PMT is shown in Table 3.5, 

Table 3.5 The specification ofthe photomultiplier tube(PMT) for the analysis 
Quantum 
efficiency 

Anode 
Sensitivity(A/W) 

Current 
Amplification 

Anode Dark Current Cathode 
Sensitivity(mA/W) 

16.7% 3.6x10^ 
Typ-(nA) 

5.0x10' 20 
Max.(nA) 

50 71 
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hi the photon echo experiment, the important parameter which yields the greatest 

impact on tiie number of photoevents is the echo efficiency. Depending on tiie echo 

efficiency, the number of photoevents can change greatly. Therefore, we will assume a 

certain range of echo efficiency for the calculation ofthe number of photoevents. We used 

tiie PDF of integrated intensity found in Sec. 3.1 and calculated the PDF of photoevents. 

Fig. 3,26 and table 3.6 shows the resuhs ofthe calculations for several output power. We 

chose a minimum output power of 20 nW and assumed echo efficiency of rii which 

produces that amoimt of power at the output. 

When tiie echo efficiency is small, then the output is shot noise limited, m otiier 

words, the distribution is smoothed by the Poisson transformation effect of Mandel's 

formula. When the echo efficiency is large, the output is no longer shot noise limited and h 

resembles the original probability of integrated intensity. Therefore, we can say that the 

effect ofthe Poisson transform ofthe probability density ;7^K^ is more significant when the 

number of photoevents is small and the effect decreases when the number of photoevents 

becomes larger. The average number of photoevents is directly related to the integrated 

intensity and is linearly proportional to the echo efficiency. The standard deviation increases 

a little more slowly than the average number of photoevents for both data. When the echo 

efficiency is small, the distribution of data "0" is close to the Poisson distribution and the 

distribution of data " 1 " is close to a Gaussian distribution. The mean and variance of 

integrated intensity and those of numbers of photoevents are related by Eq. (3-110), 

Table 3,6 Mean and variance for several echo efficiencies 

Tl 

til 

2r | i 

4r | i 

IOT^I 

Meanw 
0.473 le-15 

0.9462e-15 

0.1892e-14 

0.473 le-14 

CTw 

0.4423e-15 

0.8846e-15 

0.1769e-14 

0.4423e-14 

MeanK 

209.61 

419.22 

838.44 

2096.11 

CJK 

196.50 

392.47 

784.41 

1960.22 

MeanK(O) 
10.37 

20.72 

41.45 

103.62 

<7K(0) 

7.33 

13.79 

26.82 

65.88 

MeanK(i) 
401.23 

802.45 

1604.90 

4012.25 

C^K(l) 

28.30 

49.00 

89.44 

209.77 
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Fig, 3,26 The probability ofthe number of photoevents for various echo efficiencies 
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3.3.4.2 The frequency domain noise case 

hi the frequency domain analysis, we found the probability density function of tiie 

instantaneous power. To find the PDF ofthe photoevents, we need to know the PDF ofthe 

integrated intensity which is the integral of the instantaneous intensity over the pulse time 

interval (t,t-h:) where t is the time which the pulse starts and x is tiie pulse width. Expressed 

in an equation 

t+r 

W= \p(^)d^, (3-111) 
t 

where ^ i s the integrated intensity, and P(Q is the instantaneous mtensity at time ^. h is not 

possible to find the PDF of fFfrom the PDF of P analytically. As a numerical approach, we 

used a simulation method to find the relationship between the instantaneous power and the 

integrated power depending upon x for each model. What we did in the simulation is as 

follows: (I) based on the PDF of the instantaneous power, we generated the random 

instantaneous power; (2) we integrated the instantaneous power using x; (3) we found the 

PDF ofthe integrated intensity. Because a random number generator is not available for our 

PDF as built-in software, we used the method described in [32] for the random 

instantaneous power generation. In Sec, 3.2, we analyzed three kinds of noise(Gaussian, 

uniform, and Poisson) for atom fluctuations. The results, however, showed that the three 

kinds of noise have all the same distribution in the time domain. Therefore, we analyzed 

only the Gaussian noise case for detection noise analysis because the other two cases will 

have same results except for the parameters such as mean and variance. 

3.3.4.2.1 Simple noise model. The PDF ofthe simple noise model is expressed as in 

Eq. (3-39) and Eq, (3-46) for the data "0" and data " 1 " cases, respectively. Rewriting h for 

convenience, 

fp(p) = - T exp[ -4- ] (P^ 0), when data = "0" (3-39) 
G G 

f^(p) = \e ^' lo(^). (P^^r whendata = " l " (3-46) 
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First, think about the case when the data = "0". When the data is "0", the 

instantaneous intensity has a negative exponential PDF, The PDF of integrated mtensity 

depends on the integration interval, x. When the mtegration interval is short, the probability 

distribution is close to the probability distribution of instantaneous mtensity. The mtegration 

interval can be as large as one data pulse and that means that all the instantaneous intensities 

are added to give the integrated intensity. In this analysis, we found the probability 

distribution of mtegrated mtensity by a numerical method. The data pulse has 16 samples 

for each data value and we used 5 different values for integration intervals. Fig, 3.27 and 

Table 3.7 show the analysis results for various integral intervals. 

Table 3,7 The parameters of instantaneous and integrated intensity (data=0) 

T=0.0625T2 

T=0.125T2 

T=0,25T2 

T=0.5T2 

X=X2 

Mean(P) 
0,0100 
0.0100 
0.0100 
0,0099 
0,0100 

Variance (P) 
1.0129e-4 
9.8550e-5 
9,9749e-5 
9.8808e-5 
9.9496e-5 

Mean(W) 
0.0100 
0.0200 
0.0400 
0,0797 
0.1602 

Variance(W) 
l,0129e-4 
1.9678e-4 
4,0139e-4 
7,951 le-4 

0,0016 

When the data is " 1 " , the instantaneous intensity has a more complicated PDF, As in 

the case of data "0", we tried several values of x and found the PDF of integrated intensity. 

Fig, 3,28 shows the PDFs of instantaneous intensity and integrated intensity when the 

standard deviation is 0.1 and Table 3,8 shows the mean and variance for each case. 

Table 3.8 The parameters of instantaneous and integrated intensity (data^l) 

x=0,0625x2 
x=0,125x2 
x=0,25x2 
x=0,5x2 

X=X2 

Mean(P) 
1,0044 
1,0028 
1,0026 
1.0015 
1,0016 

Variance (P) 
0,0203 
0.0209 
0,0206 
0.0197 
0.0205 

Mean(W) 
1,0044 
2,0040 
4,0066 
8,0301 
16.0383 

Variance(W) 
0,0203 
0.0404 
0.0810 
0.1587 
0,3194 

The histogram of data "0" shows that as the integration interval becomes large, the 

PDF tends to become Gaussian as we can expect from the Central Limit Theorem. The 

histogram of data " 1 " shows that the original PDF doesn't much change when we integrate 

the intensity because the PDF of the instantaneous intensity already looks Hke a Gaussian. 
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Now that we have the PDF of the integrated intensity, by using Mandel's formula we can 

finally find the PDF of the photoevents. Fig. 3.29 shows the PDF of the number of 

photoevents and Table 3.9 shows the related parameters. 

Table 3,9 Mean and variance of integrated intensity and photoevents (simple model) 

x=0,0625x2 

x=0.125x2 

x=0.25x2 

x=0.5x2 

1 'C=X2 

Meanw 
0.9505e-15 

0.n30e-l4 

0.1219e-14 

0.1310e-14 

0.1362e-14 

CJw 

0.9362e-15 

0.1104e-14 

0.1187e-14 

0.1272e-14 

0.1322e-14 

MeanK 
419.32 

499.70 

538.21 

580.31 

603.59 

CJK 

414.08 

489.17 

525.30 

564.29 

586.42 

MeanK(o) 
14.68 

16.36 

17.27 

17.92 

18.40 

CJK(O) 

936 

8.42 

6.93 

6.16 

5.62 

MeanK(i) 
826.36 

984.51 

1062.52 

1142.71 

1188.77 

^K(l) 
118.07 

101.10 

80.32 

65.05 

53.60 

The results show that the mean number of photoevents increases when the 

integration interval increases, but the standard deviation decreases when the integration 

interval increases for both data values. It means that when we increase the integral interval, 

the distribution of data becomes narrower and we can expect better system characteristics 

such as a lower bit error rate. 
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Fig. 3.27 The histograms for various integration intervals for data "0" (simple model) 
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various integration intervals for data ^^1" (simple model) 
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3.3.4.2.2 hitermediate noise model. The PDF of the mtermediate noise model is 

expressed as in Eq. (3-56) and Eq. (3-63) for data "0" and data "1" , respectively, for the 

Gaussian noise case. Rewriting it for convenience, 

- ^ 2aV^ 
fpip) 

2cj 
1 -4 

{e ^' +e ^OV ^ 2 -)} { ^ ^ 0 } . when data = 0 (3-56) 

/p(p) = 
1 ^ - ^ 2bV^ - ^ 2J^ 

Z(y G (J 
o(^T^)} { ^ ^ 0}. when data = 1 (3-63) 

(J 

For the intermediate noise model case, the PDF of the integrated intensity depends 

on the pulse width ratio between the yvrite pulse and data pulse and also on the atom 

fluctuation characteristics. We analyzed four cases of pulse width ratios for the analysis. 

The integration interval is the same as the data pulse width. Figs, 3,30 and 3,31 show the 

histogram for each case and Tables 3,10 and 3.11 show the mean and variance when the 

atom fluctuation variance is 0,01 and 0,1, respectively. 

Table 3,10 Mean and variance of integrated intensity (var=0,01, intermediate model) 

xi=0.125x2 
Xi=0,25 X2 
Xi=0,5 X2 

'i:i=X2 

Mean(O) 
0,0178 
0,0374 
0,0785 
0.1614 

Variance (0) 
7.5950e-5 
7,9349e-4 

0.0048 
0.0231 

Mean(l) 
0.9871 
0.9422 
0.8599 
0.6920 

Variance(l) 
0.0018 
0.0055 
0.0238 
0.1013 

Table 3,11 Mean and variance of integrated mtensity (yar=0.1, intermediate model) 

Xi=0,125x2 
xi=0,25 X2 
xi=0,5 X2 

Tl=X2 

Mean(O) 
0,1074 
0,1285 
0,1692 
0.2515 

Variance (0) 
7,6402e-4 

0,0018 
0,0063 
0.0252 

Mean(l) 
1,0786 
1,0325 
0,9476 
0,7813 

Variance(l) 
0,0132 
0,0165 
0,0326 
0,1095 

The results show that the mean and variance of mtegrated intensity increase when 

the write pulse width increases. It comes from the convolution effect between the write 

pulse and data pulse. Histograms show that the integrated intensity splits into two parts 

when the write pulse becomes large. That comes from the degrading effect of the write 

pulse and that is what we expect from the analysis. From the results, we can expect when 

the write pulse width becomes large, the interval between the data "0" distribution and the 
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data " 1 " distribution becomes narrow and as the result, the bit error rate will increase. Now, 

we have the PDF of integrated intensity, therefore, using Mandel's formula, finally we can 

find the PDF of photoevents. We analyzed four cases using different variance and pulse 

width combination. Fig. 3.32 shows the PDF of photoevents and Table 3,12 shows the 

related parameters. 

Table 3.12 Mean and variance of integrated intensity and photoevents (intermediate model) 
Variance 

0.01 

0.01 

0,1 

0.1 

Pulse 
width ratio 

xi=0.125x2 

Xi=0,25x2 

xi=0.125x2 

Xi=0.25x2 

Meanw 

0.7259e-15 

0.7186e-15 

0.7954e-15 

0.7940e-15 

Ow 

0.6946e-15 

0.6643e-15 

0.6496e-15 

0.6255e-15 

MeanK(o) 

15.38 

28.39 

69.69 

82.91 

C^KCO) 

7.12 

19.23 

18.55 

2735 

MeanK(i) 

627.86 

608.37 

635.11 

620.66 

CTKCI) 

49.19 

72.99 

78.56 

94.78 

The results show that average number of photoevents for data "0" increases when 

the variance of atom fluctuation increases or the write pulse width increases and the average 

number of photoevents for data " 1 " decreases when variance of atom fluctuation increases 

or the yvrite pulse width increases. Also, the standard deviation of both data increases as the 

write pulse width increases or the variance of atom fluctuations increases. Therefore, we can 

expect that the bit error rate also increases as the write pulse width increases or the variance 

of atom fluctuations increases. 
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Fig. 3.30 The histograms for various pulse widths (vai=0.01, mtermediate model), 
(a), (b), (c), (d) are for tiie data=0, (e), (f), (g), (h) are for tiie data=l. 
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3.3.4.2.3 Detailed noise model. The PDF of the detailed noise model is expressed 

as in Eq. (3-69). Reyvriting it for convenience. 

fpip) = 

data= "0", 

/p(p) = 

4G 

1 

1 __P^ JP+a; 

{e ""' + 2e ^' 
2aJp 

^' l o ( ^ r ^ ) } , {P>0} for the 

p-i-c 2C7P p-i-d^ 

{e - I , ( - ^ ^ ) + 2e -̂  Io( 
2dVp - ^ 2VP 

, ) + e -^Io(^)} {P>0} 

(3-69) 

4o-̂  

for thedata="l". 

By the same procedure, we can find the PDF of the integrated intensity which 

depends on the yvrite, read and data pulse width ratio. We used the same pulse width for 

write and read pulses which is the general case in practice. Figs. 3.33 and 3.34 show the 

histograms for several cases and Tables 3.13 and 3.14 show the mean and variance when 

the variance of atom fluctuation is 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. 

Table 3.13 Mean and variance of integrated intensity(var=0.01, detailed model) 

Xi=0.125 X2 
xi=0.25 X2 
xi=0.5 X2 

Xl=T2 

Table 3. 

xi=0,125 X2 
xi=0,25 X2 

xi=0,5 X2 

i:i=X2 

Mean(O) 
0,0139 
0,0213 
0,0345 
0.0831 

14 Mean and va] 

Mean(O) 
0.1042 
0.1123 
0.1248 
0,1713 

Variance (0) 
2.0148e-5 
8.6021e-5 
3.4199e-4 

0,0020 

iance of integrate 

Variance (0) 
7.0610e-4 
8.5063e-4 

0.0012 
0.0033 

Mean(l) 
0.9830 
0.9417 
0,8709 
0,8189 

;d intensity(var=0 

Mean(l) 
1,0743 

1,0329 
0.9593 
0.9061 

Variance(l) 
0.0016 
0.0035 
0.0107 
0.0142 

. 1, detailed model) 

Variance(l) 
0.0119 
0,0141 
0,0206 
0,0239 

The histograms show that when the yvrite pulse width becomes large, the output 

distribution of each data splits into three parts which we expect from the degrading effect of 

write and read pulses. Also, the mean of data "0" increases and the mean of data *T" 

decreases when the write and read pulse widths increase. The variances of both data also 

increase as the write and read pulse widths increase. Now, we have the PDF of integrated 
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intensity, tiierefore, using Mandel's formula, finally we can find the PDF of photoevents. 

Fig. 3.35 shows the PDF of photoevents and Table 3.15 shows the related parameters. 

Table 3.15 Mean and variance of integrated intensity and photoeventsCdetailed model) 
Variance 

0.01 
0.01 
0,1 
0.1 

Pulse width 
ratio 

Xi,3=0.125X2 

Xi,3=0.25X2 

Xi,3=0.125X2 

Xi,3=0.25X2 

Meanw 

0.7516e-15 

0.7279e-15 

0.890 le-15 

0.8637e-15 

CTw 

0.7236e-15 

0.691 le-15 

0.7358e-15 

0.6990e-15 

MeanK(o) 

12.91 

17.62 

73.18 

78.59 

<7K(0) 

4.71 

7.30 

19.20 

21.03 

MeanK(i) 

653.07 

627.42 

715.58 

686.75 

CTKCI) 

36.38 

46.48 

81.31 

84.92 

The results show that average number of photoevents for data "0" increases when 

variance of atom fluctuation increases or the write and read pulses's widths increase and the 

average number of photoevents for data "I" decreases when variance of atom fluctuation 

increases or the yvrite and read pulses's widths increase. Also, the standard deviation of both 

data increases as the write and read pulses's widths increase or the variance of atom 

fluctuations increases. The distribution of data "0" is close to a Poisson distribution with a 

small variance of atom fluctuation noise and narrow write/read pulse widths and becomes a 

Gaussian distribution with large variance of atom fluctuation and yvide write/read pulse 

widths. The distribution of data " 1 " is always close to a Gaussian distribution 
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Fig. 3.34 The histograms for various pulse widths (yar=0.1, detailed model) 
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3.3.5 Thermal noise 

Thermal noises arising from the detector load resistor and from the amplifier 

electronics tend to dominate in applications with low signal-to-noise ratio when a PIN 

diode is used. When an avalanche photodiode is used in low optical signal level 

applications, the optimum avalanche gain is determined by a design tradeoff between the 

thermal noise and the gain-dependent quantum noise. 

In the photon echo memory system, the thermal noise is added after the recovered 

signal goes through the detector. Since the shot noise is generated by the detection 

process at the detector, we can think ofthe thermal noise as being added to the shot noise 

after the detection process. Fig. 3.36 shows the block diagram between the shot noise and 

thermal noise configuration. 

W(to) 

Thermal 
noise 

t-2(t) 

E.(/) 
H(/) — • Attenuator(a) - = - • Shot noise + h'echo(M 

Fig. 3.36 The thermal noise analysis model in the photon echo memory system 

When we denote the shot noise output as X, and thermal noise as Y, the echo 

output Eecho(t) is expressed as the sum of two random variables. That is, 

Eecho(t) = X(t) + Y(t). (3-112) 

We know that the probability density fimction of the sum of two statistically 

independent random variables is the convolution of their individual density 

fimctions[32]. That is. 

/^E^^(t) (^echo ( t ) ) = \PY (y)Px (^echo " >^)^J (3-113) 

From the shot noise analysis, we found the probability density fiinction of the 

detector output, and since the thermal noises are of a Gaussian nature, we can find the 

probability density function of echo output using Eq. (3-113). What we need to know for 

convolution is the thermal noise characteristics, that is, mean and variance of the thermal 
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noise. The mean is generally assumed as zero, so what we do not know is the variance of 

the thermal noise. We will assume several variances and by finding the output 

characteristics for each variance, we will show how the thermal noise affects the output 

noise characteristics. 

3.3,5.1 The time domain noise case 

In Sec. 3.3.4.1, we found the probability distribution of the photoevents for 

several cases of echo efficiencies. The number of photoevents is directly related to the 

output measurements (voltage or current), and we can think that the output (voltage or 

current) also has the same probability density as the number of photoevents. This assumes 

that the detector's transfer fimction is a delta ftanction, rather than the usual low-pass 

filter. Here, we analyzed the output distribution for two cases, when r|=r|i and r|=10r|i 

where r|i is the echo efficiency which gives a reasonable number of photoevents. For the 

thermal noise we tried five different variances to see the effect of different magnitudes of 

the thermal noises. 

3.3.5,1,1 When r|=r|_î  The probability density of the shot noise for this case is 

shown in Fig, 3.26(a) and the mean and variance ofthe number of photoevents is shoyvn 

in Table 3,6, As we mentioned before, we add five different kinds of thermal noise to the 

output with shot noise (0,1, 0,5, 1, 2, I Ox Variance of data(O)) and find the probability of 

the final output (Fig. 3,37 and Table 3,16), 

Table 3.16 The parameters of several thermal noises when r|=r)i 
Thermal noise(Var) 

0,lVarK(0) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

MeauK 

209.58 
209.57 
209.57 
209.57 
209.57 

(TK 

196.52 
196,57 
196,64 
196,78 
197.86 

MeanK(O) 

10.36 
10,36 
10,36 
10,36 
10,36 

C^KCO) 

7,62 
8,92 
10,31 
12.65 
24.27 

MeanK(i) 

401.23 
401,23 
401.23 
401,23 
401,23 

C^K(l) 

28,39 
28,77 
29,23 
30.13 
36.57 

3.3,5.1,2 When n^lOm The probability density for this case is shown in Fig. 

3,26(d) and the mean and variance ofthe number of photoevents is shoyvn in Table 3,6, 
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As for case (1), we used 5 different variances (0.1,0.5,1,2,1 Ox Variance of data(O)) and 

find the probability ofthe final output (Fig. 3.38 and Table 3.17). 

Table 3.17 The parameters of several thermal noises when r|=10r| 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0,5 VarK(O) 

1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

MeauK 

2094,30 
2094.28 
2094.28 
2094.27 
2094.27 

CTK 

1960.42 
1960.86 
1961.41 
1962.52 
1971.33 

MeanK(O) 

103.61 
103.61 
103.61 
103.61 
103.61 

C^K(0) 

69.09 
80.67 
93.14 
114.07 
218.40 

MeanK(i) 

4012.25 
4012.25 
4012.25 
4012.25 
4012.25 

C^Kd) 

210.73 
214.81 
219.79 
229.44 
295.52 

As we can see in the figures, the output distribution changes with the change of 

thermal noise contribution. As we can expect, when the thermal noise is small, the output 

distribution is very similar to the distribution of the shot noise output. When the thermal 

noise increases, the output distribution is dominated by the thermal noise and it becomes 

close to a Gaussian distribution. Also, it shows that the data "0" is affected by the thermal 

noise more easily that the data " 1 " . The mean of the output data is not changed by the 

thermal noise and that is because we assume a "0" mean Gaussian distribution for the 

thermal noise. The standard deviation increases as the thermal noise is increased and we 

will get a larger bit error rate when the thermal noise increases. When we increase the 

echo efficiency, the analysis shows that the mean of both data increases exactly at same 

rate(for example, if we increase the echo efficiency 10 times, the mean of both data 

increase exactly 10 times), but the standard deviation increases with a lower rate. That 

means if we have a high echo efficiency system, we can get an improved system 

performance over the low echo efficiency system in terms ofthe bit error rate. 
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Fig. 3,37 The probability ofthe final output for several cases when ri=Tii 
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Fig, 3.38 The probability ofthe final output for several cases when r|=10r|i 
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3.3.5.2 The frequency domain noise case 

In Sec. 3.3.4.2, we found the distribution characteristics ofthe shot noise output 

for three kinds of noise models (simple, intermediate, detailed). For the simple noise 

model, we used several different integration intervals and for the intermediate noise 

model and detailed noise model, we used one integration interval(same as pulse width) 

and two kinds of variance for atom fluctuations. For the thermal noise, we used five 

different variances as in the time domain case. The thermal noise is assumed to be 

Gaussian with "0" mean. 

3.3.5.2.1 Simple noise model The probability of the detector output is shown in 

Fig. 3.29. Among them, we analyzed two cases, when x=0.0625x2, and x=X2 where X2 is 

the data pulse width. As for the time domain noise case, we used five different variances 

for thermal noises (0.1,0.5,l,2,10xVarK(0)), and found the output characteristics. Fig, 

3.39 and Tables 3.18, and 3.19 show the results ofthe analysis. 

laDie J, 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

16 ineparai 
MeanK 

419.07 
419.07 
419.06 
419.06 
419.06 

neters oi sev 
ClK 

414,39 
414.43 
414.48 
414.59 
415.43 

eral tnermai 
MeanK(O) 

14.68 
14.68 
14.68 
14,68 
14,68 

noises (x=U, 
CrK(O) 

9,82 
11,47 
13,24 
16.21 
31,03 

UOZ3X2, Sim] 

MeanK(i) 

826.35 
826.35 
826.35 
826.35 
826.35 

Die model) 
^K(l) 

118,08 
118,22 
118.41 
118,78 
121.69 

Table 3.19 The parameters of several thermal noises (x 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

MeauK 

603.42 
603.40 
603.40 
603,40 
603.39 

CTK 

586,43 
586,44 
586,45 
586,48 
586,70 

MeanK(o) 

18,40 
18.40 
18.40 
18.40 
18,40 

C^KCO) 

5.90 
6.88 
7.95 
9.73 
18.63 

=X2, simple model) 
MeanK(i) 

1188.77 
1188.77 
1188.77 
1188.77 
1188.77 

< 7 K ( 1 ) 

53.62 
53.74 
53.89 
54.18 
56.46 

The analysis shows that the means of both data are unchanged with the change of 

thermal noise. The standard deviation of data "0" increases more rapidly than that of the 

data " 1 " , The probability distribution is smoothed for data "0" as the thermal noise 
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increases but the probability distribution of data " 1 " remains almost the same as the shot 

noise distribution. 

3.3.5.2.2 Intermediate noise model. The probability of the detector output for the 

intermediate noise model is shown in Fig. 3.32, For the shot noise analysis, we used atom 

fluctuation noise with two different variances (0.01, 0.1). We also used those values for 

the thermal noise analysis. The pulse width ratio between the write pulse and data pulse is 

Xi=0.l25x2. As in the simple noise model case, we used five different variances for the 

thermal noise (0.1,0,5,l,2,10xVarK(0)), and found the output characteristics. Figs. 3.41 

and 3.42 and Tables 3.20 and 3.21 show the results of our analysis. 

Table 3.20 The parameters of several thermal noises (var^O.Ol, intermediate model) 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0,5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

MeanK 

321.54 
321.54 
321.53 
321.53 
321.53 

Ĉ K 

308.26 
308.30 
308.34 
308.42 
309.08 

MeanK(o) 

15.38 
15.38 
15,38 
15,38 
15.38 

<7K(0) 

7,46 
8,72 
10,06 
12,33 
23.60 

MeanK(i) 

627.86 
627.86 
627,86 
627,86 
627,86 

CTK(1) 

49,24 
49,44 
49,70 
50.20 
54,09 

Table 3.21 The parameters of several thermal noises (yar=0.1. 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

MeanK 

352.25 
352.24 
352.24 
352,24 
352,24 

CJK 

288,49 
288,73 
289,03 
289,62 
294,33 

MeanK(o) 

69,69 
69,69 
69,69 
69,69 
69,69 

<7K(0) 

19.46 
22.72 
26.23 
32.12 
61.49 

intermediate 
MeanK(i) 

635.11 
635,11 
635,11 
635.11 
635.11 

model)) 

CTK(1) 

78.76 
79.63 
80.70 
82.80 
97.99 

The analysis also shows similar results with the simple noise model case. The 

mean of both data are the same for all cases and the standard deviation increases as the 

thermal noise increases but the effect on the standard deviation ofthe data " 1 " is not as 

large as that on the standard deviation of the data "0". The thermal noise affects the data 

"0" distribution more than the data " 1 " distribution and makes the data "0" distribution a 

Gaussian when the thermal noise is much larger than the shot noise. 
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Fig. 3.39 The probability ofthe final output for several cases (x=0.0625x2) 
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3.3.5.2.3 Detailed noise model. The probability distribution ofthe detector output 

for the detailed noise model is shown in Fig. 3.35. As in the intermediate noise model 

case, we used two different variances for the atom fluctuations (0.01, 0.1). The write/read 

and data pulse width ratio is xi=X3=0.125x2 as in the intermediate noise model case. As in 

the simple noise model case, we used five different variances for the thermal noise (0.1, 

0.5, 1, 2, lOxVarK(O)), and found the output characteristics. Figs. 3.43 and 3.44, and 

Tables 3.22 and 3.23 show the results of our analysis. 

Table 3.22 The parameters of several thermal noises (var=0.01, detailed model) 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
0,lVarK(0) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meauk 

332.92 
332.92 
332.92 
332.91 
332.91 

CTK 

321.14 
321.15 
321.17 
321.20 
321.48 

MeanK(o) 

12.91 
12.91 
12.91 
12.91 
12.91 

CrK(O) 

4.94 
5.77 
6.66 
8.16 
15.62 

MeanK(i) 

653,07 
653,07 
653,07 
653,07 
653,07 

CTKCI) 

36,40 
36,53 
36,68 
36.98 
39.30 

Table 3.23 The parameters of several thermal noises (var=0.1, detailed model) 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meank 

394.22 
394,21 
394,21 
394,21 
394.20 

CTK 

326,66 
326,89 
327,17 
327.73 
332.20 

MeanK(o) 

73.18 
73.18 
73,18 
73.18 
73.18 

^KiO) 

20.13 
23,51 
27.14 
33,24 
63,65 

MeanK(i) 

715.58 
715.58 
715.58 
715,58 
715.58 

C J K ( 1 ) 

81.52 
82.41 
83.52 
85.70 
101.44 

The analysis also shows similar results with the intermediate noise model case. 

The means of both data are the same for all cases and the standard deviation increases as 

the thermal noise increases but the effect on the standard deviation ofthe data " 1 " is not 

as large as that on the standard deviation of the data "0". The thermal noise affects the 

data "0" distribution more than the data " 1 " distribution and makes the data "0" 

distribution a Gaussian when the thermal noise is much larger than the shot noise. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF NOISE MODELS 

4,1 Simulation Method 

In Chapter 3, we presented three noise models of a photon echo memory. In Chapter 

4, we describe the simulation methods and the characteristics of the noise models as 

obtained with MATLAB software. As described in Chapter 2, there are three kinds ofnoise 

groups. As described below, we simulated each noise group separately and compared the 

simulated resuhs yvith the analytical resuhs, 

4.1.1 Time domain noise 

We used the DFT algorithm to simulate frequency drift. Because the DFT only deals 

yvith sampled signals, we needed a special method to introduce the frequency drift. In the 

analysis, we assumed that the frequency drift is zero within each data pulse. First, to 

introduce a different frequency for each data pulse, we separated all data pulses in a vector 

with the same length but sequential positions as shown in Fig. 4.1. 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Fig. 4.1 The separation of data pulses 
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After that, the data pulses were Fourier transformed individually and the frequency 

drift was introduced by generating a random Gaussian distribution for each data pulse. The 

way to introduce the frequency drift was by applying a shifted loyvpass filter to the original 

Fourier transformed pulse in the frequency domain as shoyvn in Fig. 4.2. 

Shifted lowpass filter 

Original lowpass filter 

Fig. 4.2 The frequency drift and bandpass filter introduction method 

The frequency drifted signals were combined together and bandpass-filtered to 

obtain a Fourier transform of all the data pulses yvith frequency drift. This signal was 

inverse Fourier transformed to yield a distribution of the recovered signal. When we think 

about the laser which has a frequency drift with a Gaussian distribution, the actual amount 

of drift will be a continuous value. However, it is not possible to introduce a continuous 

frequency drift with a discrete signal. With this limitation, the frequency drift was 

introduced as an integer multiple of A/̂  where Afis the minimum frequency interval. In the 

DFT algorithm, the total bandwidth is limited by At, the sampling interval. Therefore, if the 

frequency drift is too large, we have to expand the original data pulses to cover enough 

bandwidth. The simulation for the laser frequency drift used the folloyving steps. First, using 

a random number generator, the randomly distributed data pulses were generated. The 

random number generator generated "0" and " 1 " data pulses yvith equal probability. After 

that, the data pulses were expanded to reduce the sampling rate and, at the same time, to 

increase the total bandwidth. For applying the different frequency drifts, the data pulses 

were separated from each other. Depending on the total frequency drift, the standard 
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deviation was set and the amount of frequency drift was generated by a random number 

generator using a Gaussian distribution for each data values. Also, in the frequency drift 

model, we used a bandpass filter to reflect the system characteristics of the photon echo 

memory. The recovered signal was the inverse Fourier transform of the bandpass-filtered 

signal. The recovered signal was compared with the original signal and the distribution 

characteristics were analyzed. Fig. 4. 3 shows the flowchart for the simulation program. 

C ^ S t a r t ^ ^ 

Set the width of data 
Set the number of data bits 
Generate the random data 

Separate each bit of data 
Fourier tranform each bit of data 

Generate the amount of frequency drift for each bit using Gaussian distribution 
Shift lowpass filter according to randomly generated frequency drift drift 
Combine the randomly drifted data 

Apply the bandpass filter to combined data 
Inverse Fourier transform 

Calculate the instantaneous intensity for each sample 
Calculate the integrated intensity for each data bit 

Separate the output for data "0" and data " 1 " 
Analyzethe distribution characteristics of output 

Fig. 4.3 The flowchart for the frequency drift simulation 

4.1.2 Frequency domain noise 

Based on the analytical model described above, we created an equivalent computer 

model. In the simulation, we found the characteristics of tiie integrated intensity using an 

integration interval the same as tiie data pulse interval. Also, to compare the results with the 

analytical results, we normalized the output signal using the pulse width. For tiie computer 
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simulation results to be accurate enough, we had to use as large arrays as possible for the 

data signals and noise. However, if the arrays were too large, then it would take too much 

time to simulate them. Thus, there is a tradeoff between simulation time and accuracy. By 

trial and error we chose 1024 bits of data size and 16 samples per data bh. For the write and 

read pulses, we tried various sizes to see the degrading effect on the output when the yvrite 

pulse is not a delta fimction. The noise was characterized by its parameters such as a mean 

and a variance. We simulated the Gaussian noise and uniform noise. In case of Poisson 

noise, h was not possible to generate random numbers with small numbers compared to the 

value of data ("1") because as we know, the Poisson noise is discrete random noise with just 

integer values. The data is "0" or " 1 " and to generate Poisson-like noise, we need to use at 

least a mean of "10" and this value is much greater than the data value "1" , When we tried 

the simulation, the output for data "0" and data " 1 " are all around "10" and this value is the 

mean ofthe Poisson noise. This means the output is all dominated by the Poisson noise and 

this is not true for the real output. Therefore, we did not try the simulation for the Poisson 

noise case. 

For the simple model, we did not introduce the write or read pulse and we simply 

used a fixed length of array for the data pulse, and the same length of array for the noise. 

This computer model is shown in Fig. 4.4. 

Noise 
Array(N) 

Data 

Array(N) 

Output 

Array(N) 

N : The size of array 

Fig. 4.4 Computer simulation model for a simple noise model 

For the intermediate noise model, we used 4 different lengths of write pulses. The 

data was 1024 bits in length and the yvrite pulse yvidth varied from 0.125x2 to xj where xj is 

the data pulse width (Fig. 4,5). 
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Write 
pulse 

T=0.125T. x,=0.25 T, t,=0.5 T, X,= T, 

Data 
pulse 

T, X, 

Fig. 4.5 Write pulse and data pulse width relationships 

For the detailed noise model, we introduced the read pulse and, as in the 

intermediate noise model, we used the same length of yvrite and read pulses and estimated 

the degrading effect of finite write/read pulse yvidths. The flow chart for the simulation 

program is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

Set the value for the number of iterations 
Set the number of samples for each data set 
Set the width ofthe write pulse 
Set the width ofthe data pulse 

Set the mean and variance ofthe noise 

Generate the random data 
Fourier transform the random data 

Generate the random noise 

Total = signal + noise 

Inverse Fourier transform the Total 

Calculate power distribution 

Calculate the mean and variance of power distribution 

End 

Fig, 4.6 Flowchart for the frequency domain noise simulation 
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4.1.3 Detection noise 

There are two kinds of detection noise to simulate, shot noise and thermal noise. For 

shot noise generation we used the probability density fimction which we found in Chapter 3 

and a uniform random number generator. The thermal noise was generated by a Gaussian 

random number generator and tiie two noises were added. As in the analysis, we shnulated 

two cases for the time domain noise, when r|=r|i and Ti=10r|i, and Gaussian noise for the 

frequency domam noise. For each type of frequency domain noise (simple, intermediate, 

detailed), we used two variances as in the analysis for comparison. The simulation was 

performed using MATLAB software. The flowchart ofthe program is shoyvn m Fig. 4.7. 

START 

Read the probability denstiy function of shot noise output 
Find the cummulative density function for shot noise 
Set the length of data 

Set the variance of thermal noise 

Generate the uniform random noise 
Convert the uniform noise to shot noise by CDF of shot noise 

Generate the thermal noise 

Add the shot noise and thermal noise 

Find the histogram of sum 

Calculate the mean and variance of sum of two noises 

End 

Fig. 4.7 Flowchart for the detection noise simulation 
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4.2 Simulation results 

4.2.1 Time domain noise 

The analysis shows that when there is no frequency drift, the integrated intensity 

depends only on the system bandwidth. For a data "1" , the integrated intensity can have 3 

different values depending on the adjacent data pulses(010,110, 011, 111). For data "0", the 

integrated intensity can also have 3 different values depending on the adjacent pulses(000, 

100, 001, 101). In the analysis, we analyzed the case when the pulse width is 50 ns, and 

bandwidth is 40 MHz. The analysis showed that when there is no frequency drift, data " 1 " 

have three integrated intensities, 0.8656, 0.9259, and 0.9903. The simulation shows the 

integrated intensity for data "1" , 0.8526 - 0,8668, 0,9237 - 0,9291, and 0,9966 - 1, For the 

data "0", the analysis showed, "0", "0.0170", "0.0387" and the simulation showed "0 -

0,0024", "0,0178 - 0.0291", "0.0409 - 0.0611". To get those numbers, we used extreme 

cases in which all the data were "0" or " 1 " except the three centered data. When there is a 

frequency drift, the integrated intensity will spread depending on the amount of frequency 

drift. Fig. 4.8 compares the analysis result and simulation result for the special case: Pulse 

width=50ns, bandwidth=40MHz, standard deviation of frequency drift=2MHz. Fig. 4,9 

shows the simulation results for several cases. As we expect, the distribution of the 

integrated intensity depends not only on not only frequency drift but also the bandwidth of 

the system. Actually, what we expect from the simulation results is that the distribution has 

a simple relationship with the ratio between the frequency drift and the bandwidth of the 

system. 
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Fig. 4.9 Simulation results for frequency drift for several cases 
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4.2.2 Frequency domain noise 

4.2.2.1 Signal-independent noise 

4.2.2.1.1 Gaussian noise. For the simulation, we fu-st chose signal-independent 

Gaussian noise. For convenience, we simulated the shnple and intermediate noise model 

yvith the same program. The detailed noise model was implemented using another program, 

because it used a slightly different algorithm. The simulation was performed using two 

different values of variance. As we analyzed the mean and the variance in Chapter 3, we 

also calculated the mean and variance using the simulation results for comparison. Fig. 4.10 

shows the simulation results for the simple noise model and the intermediate noise model 

with atom fluctuation variance =0.01. Fig. 4.11 shows the simulation results for the simple 

noise model and the intermediate noise model with atom fluctuation variance =0.1 and Fig. 

4.12 shows the simulation resuhs for the detailed noise model. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the 

mean and the variance ofthe data for several cases for the simple and the intermediate noise 

models and Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the mean and variance ofthe data for the detailed noise 

model.. 

Table 4.1 Mean and variance ofthe simple and the intermediate models (yar=0,Ol) 
Write pulse(Ti) 

delta 
0,125x2 

,25 X2 
0,5x2 

1:2 

Meano 
0,0100 
0,0177 
0,0357 
0.0741 
0.1488 

Varo 
6.4876e-6 
7.7228e-5 
7.8679e-4 

0.0047 
0.0233 

Meani 
1,0099 
0,9886 
0,9397 
0,8510 
0,7028 

Vari 
0,0013 
0,0018 
0,0057 
0,0238 
0,1021 

Table 4,2 Mean and variance ofthe simple and the intermediate models (yar=0.1) 
Write pulse(xi) 

deha 
0.125x2 

.25X2 
0,5x2 

T2 

Meano 
0.0998 
0.1077 
0,1261 
0.1625 
0.2524 

Varo 
5.764 le-4 
8,0695e-4 

0,0017 
0,0059 
0.0250 

Meani 
1,0969 
1.0681 
1,0289 
0,9495 
0,7601 

Vari 
0,0129 
0,0134 
0,0165 
0,0330 
0,1045 

Compare the simulation results with the analytical results. For the simple noise 

model, the analytical resuhs are shown in Tables 3.7, 3.8. The analysis used 0.01 as the 
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variance of atom fluctuations, and in the simulation, the result which used the same 

variance is shown in Table 4,1, As we mentioned before, we simulated the integrated 

intensity using an integration interval equal to the data pulse width and the output is 

normalized using the data pulse width. Thus, we need to compare with x=X2 case in 

Tables 3.7 and 3.8 and write pulse = delta in Table 4.1. In Table 3.7, the mean of data "0" 

is 0.1602, and in Table 4.1, the mean of data "0" is 0,0100, For the variance of data "0", 

analysis shows 0.0016, and simulation shows 6.4876e-6. The difference is from the 

normalization process ofthe simulation. In the simulation, we used 16 samples for the 

data pulse and for the normalization, we divided the output by 16. That is why the mean 

is reduced by 1/16 and variance is reduced by 1/16̂  compared to the analysis resuh. For 

the data " 1 " , the analysis shows that the mean is 16,0383, and the variance is 0.3194, and 

the simulation shows that the mean is 1.0099, and the variance is 0.0013, The differences 

can be explained the same as for the data "0" case. 

For the intermediate noise model, the analysis results are shown in Tables 3.10, 

3,11 and the simulation results are shoyvn in Tables 4,1, 4,2. The difference in the 

analysis from the simple noise model is that the output is normalized using the data pulse 

width. The results shows that they are well matched for both data. 

Table 4.3 Mean and variance ofthe detailed model (var^O.Ol) 
Write pulse(xi) 

0.125x2 
.25x2 
0.5x2 

T2 

Meano 
0,0039 
0.0103 
0.0224 
0,0451 

Varo 
6.6591e-6 
5.3185e-5 
2.7175e-4 

0.0014 

Meani 
0,9691 
0.9298 
0.8558 
0.7081 

Var, 
3,5939e-4 

0,0021 
0,0093 
0,0363 

Table 4.4 Mean and variance ofthe detailed model (yar=0.1) 
Write pulse(xi) 

0,125x2 
,25x2 
0,5x2 

T2 

Meano 
0.0050 
0,0109 
0,0228 
0,0520 

Varo 
7,8070e-6 
5,4919e-5 
2.85l7e-4 

0,0015 

Meani 
0,9741 
0.9283 
0.8508 
0.7006 

Van 
6,9167e-4 

0,0025 
0.0094 
0,0350 

For the detailed noise model, the analysis results are shown in Tables 3.12, 3,13, and 

the simulation results are shown in Tables 4.3,4,4, The comparison shows that the results 
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of analysis and the results of simulation shows large differences. We can explain the 

difference in this way, hi the detailed noise model case, the variance of atom fluctuation is 

no longer directly related to the mean and variance ofthe time domain noise. This is 

because in the detailed noise model, the atom fluctuation is multiplied by the read pulse and 

inverse Fourier transformed. That is, the mean and variance ofthe time domam noise is 

related to not only atom fluctuations but also the read pulse yvidth. Therefore, we cannot 

compare the analytical results with simulation results directly. If we want to compare them 

directiy, we need to know the relationship between the variance ofthe time domain noise, 

the variance of atom fluctuation and the read pulse yvidth. We just showed the simulation 

resuhs when the variance of atom fluctuation has same value as for the analysis. The results 

show that the effect of finite read pulse width is considerable for the time domain noise 

characteristic changes, 

4.2,2,1,2 Uniform noise. As in the Gaussian noise case, we added uniform noise for 

the atom fluctuation and found the mean and variance for several cases. Tables 4,5 and 4.6 

show the mean and variance of normalized integrated intensity for simple and intermediate 

models and Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the mean and variance of normalized intensity for the 

detailed noise model. Figs. 4.13 - 4.15 show the results of simulation for three kinds of 

models. 

Table 4,5 Mean and variance ofthe simple and the intermediate models (A=0.5) 
Write pulse(xi) 

delta 
0.125x2 

.25 X2 
0.5x2 

T2 

Meano 
0.0841 
0,0925 
0,1129 
0.1559 
0.2336 

Varo 
4.4375e-4 
5.4796e-4 

0.0015 
0.0060 
0.0261 

Meani 
1.0888 
1.0636 
1.0178 
0.9161 
0.7861 

Vari 
0.0109 
0,0104 
0.0136 
0.0309 
0.1089 

Table 4.6 Mean and variance ofthe simple and the intermediate models (A=l) 

Write pulse(xi) 
delta 

0.125x2 
.25x2 
0,5x2 

T2 

Meano 
0,3273 
0.3396 
0.3605 
0,4006 
0.4894 

Varo 
0,0063 
0,0067 
0,0084 
0.0148 
0.0373 

Meani 
1.3529 
1,3080 
1,2650 
1.1722 
0.9978 

Var, 
0.0506 
0.0488 
0.0533 
0,0593 
0.1291 
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Fig, 4,10 Histograms of normalized integrated intensity when variance ofnoise = 0,01 for 
simple and intermediate models 
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Fig, 4,12 Histograms of normalized integrated intensity when variance ofnoise = 0,1 for 
detailed model 

Table 4.7 Mean and 

Write pulse(xi) 

0,125x2 
,25x2 
0,5x2 

T2 

Meano 
0,0049 
0.0106 
0.0226 
0.0459 

variance ofthe detailed model (A=0, 
Varo 

7,1399e-6 
5.5076e-5 
2,6923e-4 

0,0014 

Meani 

0.9698 
0.9287 
0,8542 
0,6959 

5) 
Vari 

6,6740e-4 
0,0022 
0.0096 
0.0331 

Table 4.8 Mean and variance ofthe detailed model (A=l) 

Write pulse(xi) 

0.125x2 
.25 X2 

0.5x2 

1:2 

Meano 

0,0087 
0.0125 

0.0230 
0.0494 

Varo 

1.3365e-5 
5.9666e-5 
2.9172e-4 

0.0016 

Meani 

0,9778 
0.9307 
0.8466 
0,7187 

Var, 

0,0014 
0,0033 
0.0098 
0.0368 
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As we analyzed in Chapter 3, the uniform noise whose range is -0.5 - 0.5 is 

equivalent to the Gaussian noise whose variance is 0.1667. In Figs. 4,11 and 4.12, we 

showed the histograms for the Gaussian noise whose variance is 0,1, The uniform noise 

whose range is -0.5 - 0,5 has larger variance than the Gaussian noise which is shown in Fig. 

4.11, the histogram is much broader than the histogram of Fig.4.11. When the range of a 

uniform noise is -1 - 1, the histogram becomes broader than the previous case. Fig. 4.14 

shows the histogram for data "0" and data " 1 " are overiapped for any pulse width. Fig, 4,15 

shows the histogram for the detailed noise model and we can explain the histogram as in the 

Gaussian noise model case. 
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4.2.2.2 Signal-dependent noise 

4.2,2.2.1 Signal-dependent noise yvith ideal read pulse. As we analyzed in Chapter 

3, the noise characteristics in the time domain are strongly dependent on the power ratio 

between the yvrite pulse and data pulse, the modulation scheme, and the characteristics of 

noise in the frequency domain. Here, we will show the typical characteristics ofnoise in the 

time domain depending on the above conditions. As we did in the analysis, we will divide 

the cases into (1) same power, (2) data power « write power, and (3) data power » write 

power. For each case, we show the distribution ofnoise in the time domain when the noise 

fits to a Gaussian distribution and when the noise does not fit to a Gaussian distribution. 

Noise an:5)litude Noise amplitude 

(a) Histogram (Real part) (b) Histogram (Imaginary part) 

Fig. 4.16 Noise distribution when the noise fits to a Gaussian 

Figs. 4.17, and 4.18 show the noise distribution which does not fit to a Gaussian 

distribution when we use the same power for the write and the data pulses. When we use the 

same power for write and data pulses, in most cases, the noise distribution looks like a 

Gaussian distribution, but the distribution deviates from a Gaussian distribution in a few 

cases. Figs, 4,19 and 4,20 show the noise distribution which does not fit to a Gaussian 

distribution when the data power is much less than the write power. Figs, 4,21 and 4,22 

show the noise distribution which does not fit to a Gaussian distribution when the data 

power is much larger than tiie yvrite power. 
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4,2.3 Detection noise 

4.2.3.1 The time domain noise case 

As in the analysis case, we simulated two cases, when r|=r|, and ri^lOTi, for the 

comparisons. In this simulation we generated both noises, that is, the shot noise and the 

thermal noise together. For the thermal noise we tried five different variances and compared 

the results with the analysis. 

4.2.3.1.1 Whenr|=r|j^ The simulation results for this case are shoyvn in Fig. 4.23 and 

the mean and variance ofthe final output are shoyvn in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 Mean and standard deviation ofthe final output when r|=r|, 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meank 

213.5090 
211.4248 
214.2095 
206.4780 
206.2517 

CTk 

196,4478 
196.3412 
196,7145 
196.6281 
196.7947 

Meank(o) 

10,2319 
10.5827 
10.1307 
10.4873 
11.0010 

C^kCO) 

7,4876 
8.7177 
10,2090 
12,8558 
23,7179 

Meank(,) 

401,1347 
401,0190 
401.2896 
400.9436 
399.7939 

CFk(l) 

28.2629 
28.7460 
29.6346 
30.1875 
35,9608 

4.2,3.1.2 When r|=10rjK The simulation results for this case are shown in Fig, 4,24 

and the mean and variance ofthe final output are shown in Table 4,10, 

Table 4.10 Mean and standard deviation ofthe final output when r|=10r|i 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0,5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meank 

2086.60 
2116,87 
2097,18 
2099,26 
2082.40 

CTk 

1961.31 
1961,86 
1962.00 
1962,22 
1972,39 

Meank(o) 

103.07 
103.63 
103.78 
104.96 
104.89 

C^kCO) 

68.95 
80.02 
92.14 
114.54 
224,09 

Meank(,) 

4012.86 
4015.04 
4013,27 
4012.48 
4014.58 

CTk(l) 

214.50 
216.30 
223.74 
234.69 
296.12 

Comparing the analysis results shoyvn in Tables 3.15, 3.16 with the simulation 

results, we can see that they are very well matched for all cases. 
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4.2.3.2 The frequency domain noise case 

As in the analysis case, we simulated two cases, when x=0.0625x2,x=X2 fi)r the 

shnple noise model and for the intermediate and detailed noise models, we simulated for the 

case when the integration interval is same as the data pulse width. For comparison with the 

analysis resuhs, we used two different variances (0,01, 0,1) for the atom fluctuations. For 

the thermal noise we tried five different variances and compared the results with the 

analysis. 

4.2.3.2.1 Simple noise model. The probability of the number of photoevents with 

shot noise is shoyvn in Fig. 3.39. We used this probability density fimction to generate the 

random shot noise. The final output distributions are shown in Figs. 4.25 and 4.26 and the 

parameters are listed in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. 

Table 4,11 Various parameters for the simple model (x=0,0625x2) 
Thermal 
noise(Var) 

0,lVarK(0) 
0.5 VarK(O) 

1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meauk 

417.6511 
420,7131 
419,6902 
422,1995 
429.8994 

CTk 

412.5208 
410.3304 

415.3606 
414.8769 
415,0811 

Meank(o) 

15,1526 
14.7390 
14.8391 
14.7554 
15.6082 

cyk(0) 

10.2273 
11,4660 
13.2568 
15.5735 
31.7686 

Meank(i) 

823.7028 
818.4461 
828,1153 
828.4728 
825.6019 

CTk(l) 

115.5289 
115.9883 
118.9439 
120,1092 
123,6582 

Table 4.12 Various parameters for the simple model (x=X2) 
Thermal 
noise(Var) 

O.lVarK(O) 
0,5 VarK(O) 

1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meank 

596.1108 
610,6665 
608,2874 
610,4741 
607,6575 

CTk 

586.7313 
586,1866 
586,6727 
586,5290 
585,7306 

Meank(O) 

18,3205 
18,6975 
18,3164 

18.1626 
18.0133 

<7k(0) 

5.9256 
6.9332 
8.0454 
9,7088 
18.5000 

Meank(,) 

1189,34 
1188,36 
1189,11 
1188,50 
1186.46 

CJk(l) 

53.0780 
55,0169 

52,6973 
54,7084 
55.2180 

We can compare the simulation results yvith the analysis results which is shown in 

Figs. 3,39 and 3.40. The histograms are the exactly the same shape which we analyzed in 

Chapter 3. Also, the means and the variances which we obtain from the simulation are well 

matched with the analysis results which are shown in Tables 3.18 and 3.19. 
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4.2.3.2.2. hitermediate noise model. The probability of the number of photoevents 

witii shot noise is shown in Fig. 3.42. We used this probability density fimction to generate 

the random shot noise. After we generated the shot noise, we generated the thermal noise 

using a Gaussian distribution and added them. The fmal output distributions are shown m 

Figs. 4.27 and 4.28 and the parameters are listed in Tables 4.13 and 4.14. 

Thermal 
noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meank 

327,93 
323.02 
322.39 
317.10 
320.85 

^k 

308,79 
308.14 
308.71 
307.60 
309.41 

Meank(o) 

15.29 
15.09 
15.59 
15.55 
15.30 

CTk(O) 

7.62 
8.64 
10.06 
12.03 
23.43 

Meankd) 

628.59 
627.35 
628,60 
626.41 
628.19 

crk(i) 

50,49 
48.43 
50.66 
50.29 
55.35 

Thermal 
noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Table 4.14 Various parameters for the intermediate model (var=0.1) 
Meank 

353.79 
359.88 
349.10 
355.95 
354.86 

<Jk 

288.82 
288.02 
289.70 
289.27 
294.09 

Meank(o) 

69.24 
70,90 
69,28 
70,62 
69.50 

C?k(0) 

19,29 
23,42 
25,84 
32,35 
62,14 

Meankd) 

635,02 
634,28 
636.41 
634.40 
634,42 

cyk(i) 

79,64 
81,09 
80.20 
85.39 
97.27 

The simulation results can be compared with the analysis results which are shown 

in Figs. 3.41 and 3.42 and Tables 3,20 and 3,21, All the parameters and the shape ofthe 

histograms are in good agreement with the analysis results. Fig, 4.28(e) shows that there 

are many errors with atom fluctuation variance of 0,1 and the thermal noise whose 

variance is pretty large. The data "0" and the data " 1 " distribution in that situation are all 

very close to Gaussian distribution, so we can approximately estimate the bit error rate for 

that case quite easily. 
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4.2.3.2.3 Detailed noise model. The probability of the number of photoevents with 

shot noise is shoyvn in Fig. 3.45. We used this probability density fimction to generate the 

random shot noise. Then, the Gaussian thermal noise was added to the shot noise. The final 

output distributions are shoyvn in Figs. 4.29 and 4,30 and the parameters are listed m Tables 

4.15 and 4,16, 

Thermal 
noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0.5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Table 4.15 Various parameters for the detailed model (var=0,01) 
Meank 

339,51 
334,61 
333.64 
328.44 
332.17 

^k 

321,46 
321,09 
321.44 
320.60 
321.73 

Meank(O) 

12.90 
12,71 
13,05 
13,02 
12.86 

CTkCO) 

5.05 
5.73 
6,67 
7,97 
15,51 

Meank(i) 

653.60 
652.77 
653,60 
651,98 
653.35 

CTk(l) 

37,42 
35,65 
37,48 
36,99 
40.31 

Table 4.16 Various parameters for the detailed model (var=0.1) 
Thermal 

noise(Var) 
O.lVarK(O) 
0,5 VarK(O) 
1 VarK(O) 
2 VarK(O) 
lOVarK(O) 

Meank 

393,07 
393,41 
395,43 
394,18 
396,29 

Ĉ k 

324,99 
327,15 
324,55 
327,83 
331,43 

Meank(O) 

74.13 
73,52 
73,37 
73,60 
74.04 

Crk(O) 

20.79 
23.80 
27.09 
33.30 
61,25 

Meank(,) 

713.57 
716.12 
710.96 
716,01 
714,79 

CTk(l) 

79.51 
83,65 
81.13 
86.33 
102,83 

Again, the simulation results can be compared with the analysis results which are 

shoyvn in Figs, 3,43 and 3,44, and Tables 3,22 and 3.23. They are all in good agreements 

with each other. Fig. 4.30(e) shows that there is a possibility of error with large thermal 

noise and atom fluctuations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiments were performed at the Molecular Physics Lab at SRI International 

Laboratory, where we collaborated with Dr. Xiao A. Shen. Two different experiments were 

performed. The first experiment was performed using a dye-laser as a light source and a 

PMT as a detector. The dye-laser that was used for the experiment has a frequency drift, so 

that we were able to estimate the effect of the frequency drift on the echo output 

characteristics. The second experiment was performed using a diode laser as a light source 

and an APD and amplifier as a detector. For the second experiment, we initially tried to use 

a Huffinan code [70] for the yvrite and read pulses. However, h could not generate the echo 

signal because of interference between data bits. So, we used a Gaussian shaped pulse with 

chirping for the yvrite and read pulses. For the data, we used a (1,7) code [71] to encode the 

ASCII data. We made a program to convert the ASCII string to the (1,7) code. The data 

pulses were biphase-modulated to prevent saturation taking place. 

Eu3-Y,SiO, 

Dye laser 4-
f\ 

V AG Shutter 

AOM 

AM/FMrf 
Waveform 
Generator 

Fig, 5.1 The experimental setup for the first experiment 

5,1 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup for the first experiment is shown in Fig, 5.1. Here, the 

laser source was a ring dye laser which can generate an 800 mw single frequency output 
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with a 6W 514,5 nm TEMoo pump laser at the peak power. The wavelength used for this 

experiment was 527.39 nm. The output ofthe single frequency ring laser was amplitude 

and frequency modulated by an external acousto-optic modulator in a double-pass 

configuration to generate write, data, and read pulses. These pulses were in turn focused 

collinearly into the storage material by a 25-cm focal-length lens, resulting in a beam 

waist at the sample of approximately 90 pm. The yvrite and read pulses were two 

identical 4,5 ps-long pulses, frequency chirped at a rate of 10 MHz/ps, The data was a 

420-bit stream. One pulse was 100 ns in length, and the entire data stream was 42 ps 

long, among them 119 bits are data "1" , and 301 bits are data "0", 

The setup for the second experiment is shown in Fig. 5.2. 

Output-

AOMl 

Amplifier 

Fiber Amplifier 

A0M2 " ''^^^>i">*' " Detector 

Waveform generator Sample 

Fig, 5,2 The setup for the second experiment 

Here, the laser was a tunable diode laser which can generate wavelengths between 

1501.3 nm and 1593,4 nm. The maximum power was 20 mw, the linewidth in 50 msec was 

less than 300 KHz, and the linewidth in 5 sec was less than 5 MHz, It used an external 

cavity for stabilization of wavelength. The first Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) was used 

for modulating the input signals. The input signal was generated at the waveform generator 
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and fed into AOMl. There were three kinds of input signals to be generated: the write pulse, 

data pulse, and read pulse. The waveform generator generated chirped write and read 

pulses. It simultaneously generated the biphase-modulated data pulse. Those pulses 

modulated the laser signal and the modulated laser signal was fed into the fiber amplifier for 

signal amplification. Here, the original laser signal was about 4 mw and the output ofthe 

fiber amplifier was about 96 mw. The amplified signal was put through the second AOM 

and the first-order signal was used for recording the data. The A0M3 served as a fast 

shutter to pass only the echo pulses to the detector for recording. The write and read pulses 

were Gaussian shaped with standard deviations of 2.5 psec, the data length was 357 bits, 

(among them data " 1 " was 99 bhs and data "0" was 258 bhs) and the data pulse yvidth was 

50 nsec. Fig. 5.3 shows the sequential timing diagram of yvrite, data, read pulse and echo 

pulse. 

Write Data Read Echo(Retrieved Data) 

2.5^18 16 ns 17.85^5 74 |is 2.5^8 16^8 17.85 pi8 

Fig, 5,3 The timing relationship between the yvrite, data, read, and echo pulses 

The echo signal was very weak compared to the original data signal and the weak 

echo signal was amplified using an APD detector and a low noise amplifier. The APD 

employed was an InGaAS APD having the following characteristics (see Table 5-1), 

Table 5,1 The characteristics ofthe APD detector 
Bias Voltage 

Responsivity @1300 nm 
Dark current(Total) 

Noise current 
Bulk dark current 

k eff 
Frequency(-3dB) 

60.6 volts 
8.6 AAV 

l l n A 
l.24pA/VHi 

8.74 nA 
-0.45 

~> 1300 MHz 
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The detector was operating in the photoconductive mode and this detector was 

connected to the transimpedance amplifier through an optical fiber. The amplifier was a low 

noise (1.0 pA/VIti), and high gain(lMV/A) GaAs FET amplifier and h converted the output 

current to voltage and also amplified it. The typical responsivity ofthe overall detector was 

9.4V/pWatl550nm. 

5.2 Experimental Resuhs 

5.2.1 The first experiment results 

In the first experiment, we measured the frequency drift of the dye laser. As we 

understand, the frequency drift was fast at the laser wavelength, and we needed a high-speed 

(broadband) spectrum analyzer to measure the frequency drift with high resolution. In our 

particular experimental environment, however, that kind of equipment was not available 

and we used laboratory constructed equipment which could measure only a 6 MHz range of 

frequency drift. Beyond the 6 Mhz range, the equipment went into saturation and 

readjustment was necessary. Also, the oscilloscope which was used for measurement was a 

digital signal analyzer which had its own limitations for measuring high-speed variations. 

We tried several measurements and Fig. 5.4 shows the results ofthe measurements. 

For each measurement we used 1024 samples taken during the time period. That is, 

for a 1 second time period, the sample interval was about 1 msec. For a 100 ms time period, 

the sample interval was 100 nsec. Finally, for a 10 ms time period, the sample interval was 

10 nsec. As we can see, the response to a high sampling rate was not good enough to 

resolve the frequency drift. That is the limitation associated with laboratory constructed 

equipment which had a narrow bandwidth. 

The echo data was recorded on the same digital signal analyzer (Fig. 5,5), The echo 

data decayed exponentially due to the dephasing effect. For the particular material which 

was used in the experiment, the dephasing time was estimated at about 56 psec. We 

compensated the echo data for analyzing the output distribution from the noise sources. The 

distribution ofthe output area is shoyvn in Fig. 5.5(b). 
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To compensate for the output decay due to the dephasing effect, we multiplied the 

output signal yvith an exponential fimction. The compensated output signal is shown in Fig, 

5,5(c) and the histogram of the compensated output is shown in Fig. 5.5(d), The area 

distribution of echo output without compensation shows that the data "0" and data " 1 " are 

well separated for the first part of the data pulses but the area of data " 1 " decreases 

continuously as time goes by. That dephasing effect limhs the number of data which can be 

stored at one time. Ideally, if we ignore the dephasing effect, we can obtain a constant echo 

output and the Fig. 5.5(c) shows the echo output for the ideal case. The histogram in Fig. 

5.5(d) shows the area distribution ofthe data "0" and the data "1" . They are well separated 

from each other and that will give the low bh error rate. We can estimate the output 

distribution of echo output without compensation and we can expect that the bit error rate in 

that case is much higher than the compensated echo output case, 

5.2.2 The second experiment results 

The second experiment used a completely different setup than the first experiment. 

The characteristics ofthe second experiment can be summarized as follows. 

1. The wavelength ofthe laser was in the infrared region(1501.3 nm -1593.4 nm) 

2. An optical fiber was used to route the laser light 

3. An APD and transimpedance amplifier were used for detection 

4. The yvrite/read pulses were frequency chirped and the data pulse was biphase 

modulated. 

Also, as we can see from the result of experiment 1, there was a decay in the echo 

signal because ofthe dephasing effect when we used a constant amplitude input data signal. 

To compensate, that is to make the output echo signal as flat as possible, some mput signals 

were multiplied by a ramp function. We were able to obtain a flat echo output signal when 

we used the compensated input data signal. Fig, 5.6 shows the results ofthe experiment for 

various cases. 
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Fig. 5.4 The frequency drift and the histogram for several measurements. 
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Fig. 5.5 The input data and echo characteristics 
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The output distribution shows that when the echo output signal was not 

compensated, the distributions of data "0" and data " 1 " were overiapping and that means 

tiiat there is a possibility that we can interpret the data incorrectly. When the output signal 

was compensated, we were able to obtain separated histograms for data "0" and data "1" . 

Fig. 5.7 shows all the signals when the compensated input signal was used. 
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Fig. 5.7 The pulses and output histogram 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

6.1 Summary of Results 

Within this dissertation we have investigated the noise characteristics of a photon 

echo memory system. We divided the noise into three groups. One is the noise which is 

generated by equipment imperfections or current technology limitations. One of the most 

important noise sources in the photon echo memory is the frequency drift of lasers 

combined with the bandwidth limitations of the system. If the bandwidth of the system is 

infinite, then even with a frequency drift in the laser, the output yvill be an exact copy ofthe 

original signal. For an infinite bandyvidth, however, the write/read pulses must be delta 

fimctions which is impossible in a real experimental situation. Therefore, researchers 

employ several techniques to broaden bandwidth as much as possible with limited laser 

power. For example, the frequency chirping technique may be applied to the yvrite/read 

pulses to broaden the bandyvidth. Our analysis showed that when the write/read pulses with 

frequency chirping are used, the system behaves like an ideal bandpass filter. We know that 

other techniques (e.g, phase modulation, coding, etc.) also introduce bandwidth limitations 

into the system. These bandwidth limitations make the output ofthe system distorted. When 

laser frequency drift also exists, the output becomes even more distorted. According to the 

analysis, the frequency drift, combined with the bandpass filter effect generates three peaks 

for each kind of data ("0" and "1") for integrated intensity and the peak values depend on 

the amount of frequency drift ofthe laser and the system bandyvidth. 

In practice, the integrated intensity of the output is not an observable quantity, 

because in reality, what we can see is the output from the detector and this output is at least 

contaminated by shot noise. Therefore, we can't always see the distribution ofthe integrated 

intensity directly. Analysis ofthe shot noise shows that when the output signal is weak, the 

output at the detector is smoothed by the shot noise and we cannot see any resemblance 

between the integrated intensity and the output at the detector. When the output is strong 

enough to ignore the shot noise effect, then we can see the resemblance between the 

integrated intensity and the output at the detector. That makes sense because we know that 
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if tiie signal is strong, tiien tiie output becomes free from shot noise influence. Therefore, we 

can see the distribution ofthe integrated intensity indirectly at the output of detector if the 

signal is large enough that we can ignore the effects of shot noise. 

Thermal noise is another important factor in the measurement of weak signals m tiie 

photon echo memory system. As we know, tiiermal noise has a Gaussian distribution and 

tiie effect of thermal noise is to make the overall noise characteristics Gaussian. That is, if 

tiiermal noise is dominant, then the noise characteristics of the output are also Gaussian 

regardless ofthe characteristics ofthe shot noise, ft means that if the thermal noise becomes 

dominant, the distribution ofthe data tends to be Gaussian. Analysis shows that even when 

the output signal is large (that is, the shot noise does not affect the output distribution), if the 

thermal noise is strong, then the combined noise has a Gaussian distribution for both 

datas"0" and data " 1 " . On the contrary, if the thermal noise is weaker than the shot noise, 

the combined noise resembles the shot noise characteristics. Generally, the shot noise PDF 

is close in shape to a Poisson distribution for data "0" and Gaussian distribution for data 

" 1 " . Therefore, if we measure the characteristics ofthe output, we can estimate which noise 

is the dominant noise in the system. 

Atom fluctuations, which we refer to as the frequency domain noise, are not 

significant in the real experimental environment because other noises (like laser frequency 

drift, shot noise, thermal noise, etc.) are much more dominant than the noise caused by atom 

fluctuations. Then, why do we analyze it, one might ask? Because, like shot noise and 

thermal noise, it is also an unavoidable noise source in the photon echo memory unless 

there is a perfect crystal. Of course, an absolutely perfect crystal does not exist, and real 

crystals have a distribution of local environments due to strains, other impurities, 

dislocations, and other imperfections. Thus, the number of atoms at each frequency in the 

material will be different and will follow a statistical distribution. This random distribution 

affects the echo output ofthe photon echo memory system and we performed the analysis to 

find out the effect on the echo output. 

For the analysis, first we needed to know the characteristics of the atom 

fluctuations. However, analyzing the characteristics ofthe atom fluctuations is not easy and. 
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until now (as far as we know), no one has ever analyzed its characteristics. Here, we 

assumed tiie most common distributions for the atom fluctuations and analyzed tiie noise 

characteristics based on that assumption. Also, the noise characteristics are dependent on 

tiie properties ofthe yvrite/read and data pulse combinations. We divided the properties into 

several groups and analyzed each group to see the difference for each group. The analysis 

showed that the noise characteristics are heavily dependent on the relationship between the 

write/read pulse and data pulse yvidths. 

We analyzed many kinds of noise sources in the photon echo memory system and 

they can be used for the analysis of noise in real experimental situations. Also, some 

analytical resuhs can be applied to other systems as long as the noises are the same. For 

example, the frequency drift analysis, shot noise analysis, and thermal noise analysis are so 

general that we can also use those analyses for other systems. 

The analysis in this thesis is mainly focused on the noise analysis of a one-

dimensional photon echo memory system. There is still work needed to analyze the entire 

photon echo memory system. Currently, the photon echo system is also used in a two-

dimensional image system to store two-dimensional data. This system has a little different 

configuration than the original one-dimensional photon echo storage system. The main 

difference between them is the use of an SLM (Spatial Light Modulator). Because the SLM 

is not used in the one-dimensional photon echo system, we did not investigate the effects of 

the SLM in this thesis. For a noise analysis of two-dimensional photon echo systems, 

however, we would need to investigate the SLM's noise characteristics. One thing we have 

to keep in mind when we store two-dimensional data is that the Gaussian shape ofthe laser 

beam can make a difference in the noise analysis. This is because the center of the image 

and the boundary ofthe image will have different intensities unless the beam ofthe laser is 

expanded to have the same intensity over all the image plane. Therefore, the effect of the 

Gaussian shaped laser beam on the output signal is worthy of investigation. 

As we can see from Chapter 3, the bandwidth ofthe system is much narrower than 

the inhomogeneous bandyvidth of the material. This means that we can use multiple 

frequency channels for storing data. The interference between the frequency channels and 
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the effects on the output signal can also be investigated. In the recording material, we use 

only a small spot to store data. For storing large amounts of data, however, we can use 

muhiple spots in the material. Therefore, h might be interested to investigate the effect on 

the output signal ofthe interference between the data recorded at each spot. 

6.2 Conclusion 

This concludes our investigation of the problem of modeling noise for a photon 

echo memory. We did our best to use reasonable models for the noise sources which affect 

the photon echo memory process. We believe this work contributes to helping people 

understand the noise characteristics of the photon echo memory. Based on this model, 

researchers can estimate performance parameters such as the signal-to-noise ratio, bit-error-

rate, etc. We also believe there is much work remaining to cause these models to apply to all 

kinds of photon echo memory systems. For example, this model only deals with a one-

dimensional photon echo process. Modeling a two-dimensional photon echo memory 

system will require a somewhat different approach for the analysis. We sincerely hope that 

other researchers will find this work to be useftil in their ftiture research. 
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APPENDDC A 

THE GENERAL THEORY OF PHOTON ECHOES 

In this appendix, we introduced the general theory of photon echoes. The term 

photon echo is used to denote the pulse of light which is emitted spontaneously from a 

system previously irradiated by two coherent resonant light pulses and which is observed at 

a time after the second pulse very nearly equal to the time between the two excitation 

pulses. The purpose of the first pulse is to excite a superradiant state[34] exhibiting an 

oscillating macroscopic electric dipole moment. This dipole moment quickly dephases 

because of inhomogeneous crystal-field strains, and the atoms then radiate at the normal 

spontaneous emission rate. The second excitation pulse reverses the dephasing process so 

that the system rephases at the same rate at which it dephased. When the rephasing process 

is complete, the macroscopic electric dipole moment is momentarily reformed, and the 

crystal emits an intense burst of light, the photon echo. 

We begin the analysis by considering a sample whose volume is small compared 

yvith X , where X is the wavelength associated with the frequency QQ, i.e,, X=2ndQQ. The 

extension to larger volumes is straightforward and will be omitted here. Consider the 

Hamiltonian given by 

fl = Zj [nn.Rfi- V2 P(ExRji+EyRj2)], (A-1) 

where Dicke's notation [35] has been used yvith the Rj operators operating on the jth atom 

and having the following properties: 

Rji[, . ,±,, ,]--[, , . + , , , ] , 

Rj2[...±...]=±^[...=F...], (A-2) 

Rji[,,,±,,.]=±-[,,. + . , . ] , 

where the + and - signs in the brackets refer to the atom being in the excited and ground 

states, respectively. The first term in Eq, (A-1) represents the energy ofthe system without 

any radiation present. The last two terms represent the interaction of the atoms with the 
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applied radiation field (tt-eated classically) from the laser. The quantities Ex and Ey are the 

transverse components ofthe electric field of tiie applied radiation field, while the constant 

P is given by P=|<+,P->|, where P is the electric dipole moment operator. In this 

formulation, the z direction is the direction of the propagation of the radiation. Since the 

sample size is small compared with X^, the spatial dependence ofthe radiation field can be 

neglected. The form ofthe Hamiltonian has been chosen so that an electric filed ofthe form 

Ex=E cos Q t, Ey=E sin Q t , (A-3) 

will cause transitions between the excited and ground states, whereas a radiation field ofthe 

opposite polarization yvill not. This choice of Hamiltonian is arbitrary, but the results 

obtained are general since other polarizations can be handled in the same way. 

To describe the manner in which the excited atoms will radiate after being excited 

(if one neglects the weak incoherent spontaneous emission), it is necessary to determine 

how the transverse electric dipole moment ofthe system behaves as a fimction of time. This 

problem is most easily solved by introducing another quantity, the pseudo-electric dipole 

moment, which behaves in a simple maimer. The pseudo-electric dipole moment is defined 

by 

P = V2 Plj(Rji X +Rj2 y + Rj3 z), (A-4) 

From the definitions ofthe R's and the Hamiltonian ofthe system, it is seen that the 

transverse components of P are the transverse components of the electric dipole moment. 

The z component ofthe expectation value of P does not yield the corresponding component 

of the electric dipole moment, since such a component does not exist, but gives instead a 

measure of the degree to which the system is excited. It is possible to express the 

Hamiltonian in a very simple form if a quantity sis defmed as a pseudo-electric field: 

£=ExX+Eyy-(^Qo/V2P)z, (A-5) 

for then H is given by 

H = -P£. (A-6) 

To calculate the expected value of P, we use tiie relation 

< P> = TrpP, (A-7) 

where the density matrix p satisfies 
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dp/dt = -(yh)[H,p]. (A-8) 

From Eqs, (A-1) - (A-8) above, together with the commutation relations for the Rj's, 

i,e,, 

[Rja,Rj'p] = iRjA'̂ aPy, (A-9) 

where Sapy is ±1 depending on whether apy is an even or odd permutation of the integers, 

and Sapy is zero when two or more indices are repeated, one finds 

(d/dt)<P> = Y< P> X s; Y= V2 P/ ̂ . (A-10) 

The equation obtained has a very simple interpretation in that h describes a vector < 

P> precessing about a field s. This is to compared with the equation of motion for the 

magnetization M in an applied field H, i,e, 

(d/dt)< M> = YM< M>X H . ( A- 11) 

In the same way that the Bloch equations[36] are obtained for the magnetic case by 

adding relaxation terms, phenomenological relaxation terms can be added to Eq. (A-10) to 

obtain 

at ij ij li 

where T2 and Ti represent the transverse and longitudinal relaxation times, respectively. 

The quantity <po> is the thermal equilibrium value for the z component of <F> which, for 

optical transitions, corresponds to all atoms being in the ground state. The quantity T] is 

normally the radiative lifetime ofthe excited state. 

We are now in a position to present a simple description of how the photon echo is 

formed. The argument is similar to that used to explain spin echoes and is given here for 

completeness [37], 

Aside from relaxation effects the basic equation of motion is Eq. (A-10). When 

Cx=£y=0, the vector P simply precesses about 8z at the frequency QQ , and it is advantageous 

to make a transformation ofthe form 

(d/dt)<P> = (a/a)<P>+Qx<P>, (A-13) 
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to enable us to observe the system in a frame of reference rotatmg at a frequency Q. In this 

frame of reference, tiie equation of motion with 8x=Sy=0 becomes 

(a/at)<P> = Y<P>x{[8z+(Q/y)] z } , (A-14) 

on setting Q=Qz, The quantity 8z is just -Qo/y. hi tiiis frame of reference, the rotating 

transverse electtic field 8 = E( xcosQt + y sinQt) appears stationary, and so, in general, 

(d/dt)<V> = Y<P>x(8z eff z +E X), (A-15) 

where an effective field 8z eff has been defined as 

Ez eff = Sz + (Q/Y) = (-QO+Q)/Y. (A-16) 

This quantity is zero when Q=Qo. It is possible to include the effect of crystalline 

field inhomogeneities by replacing QQ with Qoj where QQJ varies slightly throughout the 

crystal. Each atom is then characterized by a different value of 8z eff so that the different 

atoms yvill get out of phase once they are excited. This is similar to a transverse relaxation 

effect. To see how the photon echo is formed, consider the state illustrated in Fig, A, 1(a) in 

which the vector <P> is directed along the z axis ofa frame of reference which is rotating at 

the frequency Q. At t=0 a pulse of radiation is applied so that E is no longer zero, and 

consequently, the vector <P> precesses about the resultant field 8z effZ+Ex. In the case 

where E»8zeff, which we consider here, Eq. (A. 15) requires that <P> precesses about E x . 

If the first pulse is applied for a time T, where 

YET = 7I/2, (A-17) 

then at t=T the vector <P> will have been rotated by 90*̂  into the x-y plane. A pulse is 

characterized by Eq. (A-7) is called a 90° pulse. As soon as the first pulse is tumed off, the 

various <P> vectors of the different atom groups will precess about their respective 8z eff 

fields, and the net dipole moment yvill decrease. For simplicity we focus our attention on 

two atom groups, one labeled by f with 8z eff positive, and one labeled s with 8z eff negative. 

After a time TS each group will have precessed about 8zeff by an angle 6 = ysz eff('Cs-T), and in 

Fig, A-1(a) the dotted vector lines refer to <P>f and <P>s at t=Ts, When <P>f and <P>s are 

no longer parallel, their vector sum will be decreased in magnittide, and consequently, the 

radiation from the system yvill decrease. At t=Ts, a second excitation pulse of length x is 
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applied so that the individual <P> vectors again precess about the relative strong radiation 

field E. When this second pulse is adjusted in amplitude so that jEx = n, the effect of 

applying the pulse is shoyvn in Fig, A-1(b). The precession of all <P> vectors by n radians 

about E X is equivalent to a reflection about the x axis of all <P> vectors lying in the x-y 

transverse plane. Since the application of this excitation pulse does not affect 8z eff, the 

individual <P> vectors will continue to precess about 8z eff after the second excitation pulse 

in the same sense and at the same angular velocity as just before the excitation pulse was 

applied. As a result, the f and s groups (and all other groups) will then rephase in precisely 

the time taken by them to dephase. Fig, A-1(c) illustrates the time development of the 

magnitude of <P> in relation to the excitation pulse. When the dipole moment has 

rephased, the spontaneous radiation will mcreased, and the photon echo will be produced. 

The state that has just been described and which exhibits a macroscopic electric 

dipole moment can be called a super-radiant state. This state radiates very strongly because 

of coherence and is made up of a linear combination of the super-radiant energy states of 

maximum "cooperation number," as defined by Dicke [35], From Eq. (78) of Dicke's 

paper, one finds that the radiation from such a state is given by 

I = ^ N ( ^ N + ^ ) I o , (A-18) 

where lo is the radiation intensity from a single isolated atom, and N is the number of atoms 

in the sample, which is small compared with X . The quantity I is to be compared yvith the 

incoherent radiation intensity from the same sample 

I.nc=-NIo. (A-19) 

From these considerations we can characterize the incoherent radiation as 

emanating from an ensemble of oscillating electric dipoles which are oscillating with 

random phases. The super-radiant state which gives rise to the photon echo is characterized 

by an ensemble of dipoles all oscillating in phase. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) Excitation pulses 

¥^ 

<P>| 

TIME 

Fig. A.l Relationship between excitation pulse and echo pulse, (a) Vector diagram shows 
the results in the rotating frame of applying a 90° pulse to the pseudo electric dipole 
moment, (b) The diagram shows the effect of applymg a 180° pulse after a time is, 
(c) The time development of |<P >|, 
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APPENDDC B 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ATOM POPULATION FLUCTUATIONS AND 

THE TIME DOMAIN NOISE CHARACTERISTICS 

In Appendix B, we analyzed the holographic data storage method to determine the 

effect of noise population density on the recovered signal. In the photon echo process, the 

noise in the frequency domain is introduced as the population density fluctuations and we 

are interested just in the effect ofnoise on the recovered signal. Here, we used several kinds 

of noise for the population density fluctuations and determine the recovered noise 

characteristics by simulation method. Also, we determined the relationship between the 

properties of population density and those ofthe output noise. 

We have the population density expressed yvith Eq, (B-l) depending on the 

relationship ofnoise with the signal. 

P ee(0)) = pee(co) +PN(CO) , Or (B-1) 

Pee(co) = Pee(«){l + PN(CO)} . 

where p ee(«) represents the total population density of the excited state, pee(co) is the 

population density for the signal only, and PN(CO) is the population density due to atom 

fluctuations, that is, noise. Here, Pee(«) is expressed as 

Pee(co) = |Ei(co)p+|E2(a))p +Er(co)E2(co)+Ei((o)E2*( CO) (B-2) 

The recovered echo signal is expressed as 

Eecho(t)=3"'{(|Ei(co)p+|E2(co)|̂ +Er(co)E2(co)+Ei(co)E2*(a))+pN(o3))E3(o))},or 

Eecho(t)=g"H(|El(C0)|'+|E2(C0)|̂ +Ei*(C0)E2((0)+Ei(C0)E2*((0)(l+pN(C0))E3(C0)}, (B-3) 

where E3(co) is the read pulse for recovering the signal. Among the terms of Eecho(t), tiie 

term which is related to the recovered signal is the third term, tiiat is, Er( co) E2(co), So, we 

are interested in the effect of PN(CO) on this term. Here, we can think several cases. First, the 

noise is signal-independent and the read pulse is ideal. Second, the noise is signal-

independent and the read pulse is non-ideal. Third, the noise is signal-dependent and tiie 

read pulse is ideal. Fourtii, the noise is signal-dependent and tiie read pulse is non-ideal. 
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Our approach is to apply the three kinds of noise (Gaussian noise, uniform noise, 

and Poisson noise) for PN(CO) and then analyze their effects on the third term for each of 

these cases. 

From Eq, (B-2), we can see that the storage scheme is exactly the same as in 

holographic storage. Actually, we can separate the thfrd term from the other terms. We 

simulated the hologram method to see the effect of noise on tiie signal term. That is, we 

added the noise to the whole population density, and then did an inverse Fourier transform 

to see the effect ofnoise on the signal term in the tune domain, 

B,l Signal-independent noise yvith an ideal read pulse 

In this case, the recovered echo signal is expressed yvith Eq. (B-4). 

Eecho(t)= 3-'{(|Ei(co)p+|E2(co)p +Er(co)E2(co)+Ei(co)E2*(co)+pN(co)}. (B-4) 

We are interested in determining the effect of PN(CO) to the Ei*(o)) E2(co), and we 

actually applied three kinds ofnoise and analyzed their effects on the signal term. 

B.l.I Gaussian noise 

First we employed Gaussian noise. That is, we used the Gaussian noise for PN(CO) in 

Eq. (B-l) and did an inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (B-l). To see the effect ofnoise on 

the recovered signal, we plotted the recovered output signal. Figure B, 1 shows the typical 

distribution ofthe recovered output signal for both zeros and ones. 
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From Fig. B.l, we can see that the recovered output signal appears to be Gaussian 

distributed. So, we tried the chi-square test to determine whether tiie noise was really 

Gaussian or not. The chi-square test [38] is yvidely used to determine the goodness of fit ofa 

disttibution to a set of data. The chi-square test works as follows: 

1. Parthion the sample space S^ into the union ofK disjoint intervals, 

2. Compute the probability bk that an outcome falls in the Ath interval under the 

assumption that X has the posttilated CDF. Then m^ = nbk is the expected number of 

outcomes that fall in the Ath interval in n repetitions ofthe experiment, 

3. The chi-square statistic is defined as the weighted difference between the 

observed number of outcomes, Â ,̂ that fall in the Ath interval, and the expected 

number mk'. 

jy2 ^fy^ k - m,y 
k=I m, 

(B-5) 

4. If the fit is good, then D^ will be small. Therefore the hypothesis is rejected if D^ 

is too large, that is, if D^ > r«, where ta is a threshold determined by the significance 

level ofthe test. 

Table B.l shows the chi-square test results for the recovered signal. 

Table B, I Chi-square test results for Gaussian noise 
Mean 

1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
-1 
0 

0,5 
0 

Variance 

0.25 
0.25 
0,16 
0.16 
0.09 
0.09 
0.04 
0.04 
0.01 
0,01 

Threshold for Chi-
square test 

180.67 
180,67 
180,67 
180.67 
180,67 
180.67 
180.67 
180,67 
180,67 
180,67 

Real noise 

130,2555 
177,5474 
147,5053 
148.1759 
145,4309 
123,8227 
141,4602 
169,3034 
178,6346 
180.6745 

Imaginary 
noise 

145.1817 
155,8798 
151,3461 
168.2634 
144.0722 
142.7283 
151.0075 
145.8533 
168.1659 
144,9763 

From the chi-square test results, we could see that whatever the means and variances 

are, the recovered signal is Gaussian distributed. So, we can replace the Gaussian 
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distributed population fluctuations with real and imaginary noises on the signal term only 

(El (co)E2(co)). The relationship between the mean and variance of the population density 

fluctuations and those ofthe real and imaginary noises are 

E[U(co)]=E[V(co)]=0, and 

2 2 G 
(B-6) 

where CT is the variance ofthe population density fluctuations, U(co) is the real noise, V(co) 

is the imaginary noise, G^J^ is the variance ofthe real noise and Gy^ is the variance ofthe 

imaginary noise. 

B. 1.2 Uniform noise 

When the population density fluctuations are uniformly distributed on [-A,A], the 

effect on the recovered signal is the same as in the Gaussian noise case, and the mean and 

variance for U(co) and V(co) are, respectively, given by 

E[U(co)]=E[V(o))]=0, and 

(Upper limit - Lower limit)^ 
— _ 2 

Ĉ u - o-v - 24 
(B-7) 

Table B.2 shows the chi-square test results for the uniform noise case. 

Table B.2 Chi-square test results for uniform noise 
lower limit 

0 
-0.9 
0.1 
-0.7 
-0.2 
-0.5 
-0.4 
-0.3 
-0,2 
-0,1 

upper limit 

1 
0 

0.8 
-0.1 
0,6 
0.2 
0.4 
0,3 
0,2 
0.1 

Threshold for Chi-
square test 

180.67 
180,67 
180.67 
180.67 
180.67 
180,67 
180.67 
180,67 
180,67 
180,67 

Real noise 

134,3307 
101,3377 
124,1224 
144,3829 
185,3873 
173,2461 
161,7455 
194.6774 
150.0664 
165.4200 

Imaginary 
noise 

156,4167 
147,0990 
161.1296 
134,5003 
173,3661 
162,3103 
158.7633 
200.2688 
102,1432 
168,0539 
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B. 1.3 Poisson noise 

When tiie population density fluctuations are Poisson distributed yvith mean and 

variance X, the effect on the recovered signal is the same as in the Gaussian noise case and 

the means and variances are, respectively, given by 

E[U(co)]=E[V(co)]=0, and 

^ u - cr^' - — 

Table B.3 shows the chi-square test resuhs for the Poisson noise case. 

Table B.3 Chi-square test results for Poisson noise 

(B-8) 

mean 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 

variance 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 

Threshold for 
Chi-square test 

180.67 
180,67 
180,67 
180.67 
180,67 
180,67 
180.67 
180.67 
180,67 
180.67 

Real noise 

159,4006 
149,3248 
181,8981 
153,4219 
123.0516 
127.6156 
132,5340 
167.0032 
129.5187 
136.7936 

Imaginary 
noise 

159,5386 
168,7115 
131.9205 
168.5735 
163,1543 
194,9085 
124.5160 
142.7044 
143.8603 
116,4673 

B,2 Signal-independent noise with non-ideal read pulse 

In this case, the echo output is expressed with Eq, (B-9). 

Eecho(t)=3-H(|Ei(co)p+|E2(co)p +E;(CO)E2(CO)+EI(CO)E2*(CO)+PN(CO))E3(CO)} . (B-9) 

Therefore, the noise is multiplied yvith the read pulse and added to the original 

signal term. That is, the whole noise is PN(CO)E3(CO), We can analyze it this way. For a 

specific frequency, the noise is expressed as the product of random noise and a constant. 

The constant varies for each frequency but they are all finite, therefore, the variance of the 

random variable is also finite. The random noise in the frequency domain is the inverse 

Fourier transform of this noise and we can regard the Fourier transform as the infinite sum 

of each random variable component. The Central Limit Theorem states that the sum of tiie 

random variables will be Gaussian provided that the variance of any one term is negligible 
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compared to the variance of the sum. Among the noise components in the frequency 

domain, there is no reason to think that one component is dominant except perhaps the DC 

component. However, the DC component can be removed from the echo signal term, 

therefore, we assumed that the time domain noise is normal for any kind of noise and any 

size pulse width. To verify that, we tried the simulation for tiiree kmds ofnoise and several 

pulse widths for the read pulse. For each case, we analyzed the characteristics of time 

domain noise and calculated the parameters such as mean and variance. As we assumed, 

when the noise is inverse Fourier transformed to the time domain, we obtained the Gaussian 

distribution for all the kind ofnoise. The variance is dependent on the read pulse power and 

when read pulse power is normalized to "1" , the variance is expressed by 
2 2 2 

(j\j = Qv = a /2 for Gaussian noise, 
2 2 

cJu = cjv = (Upper limh - Lower limit)724 for Uniform noise, (B-10) 
2 2 

au = av = X/2 for Poisson noise. 
To verify that the noise is Gaussian, we also tried the chi-square test for all the 

noises. The results appears in Table B.4. 

Table B.4 Chi-square test results for various pulse width 
Pulse width 

2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 
K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian 
Real 
43.75 
58.38 
52.96 
58,26 

Imaginary 
67.84 
51.50 
66.32 
60,30 

Uniform 
Real 
66,32 
52,60 
67.30 
75.95 

Imaginary 
54.84 
65.34 
67.71 
45,82 

Poisson 
Real 
56.15 
59.63 
52.30 
66.11 

Imaginary 
53.46 
45,57 
53.66 
57,59 

B,3 Signal-dependent noise with ideal read pulse 

In this case, the echo output is expressed as in Eq, (B-l 1). 

Eecho(t)=3-*{(|Ei(co)p+|E2(co)|'+Ei*(co)E2(co)+Ei(co)E2*(co)(l+pN(co))}. (B-U) 

The noise is given by 

N(co) oc (I Ei(co) p+ I Ei(co) p + E,*(co) E2(co) + Ei(o)) E2*( CO))PN(CO). (B-12) 

In this case, the noise is dependent upon the write pulse, data pulse, and atom 

fluctuations. We simulated every case and determined in which case the noise approached a 
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Gaussian distribution. Tables B.5 - B.22 show the chi-square test resuhs for Gaussian 

distributions for each ofthe cases. 

Pulse 
yvidth 

t l 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Table B.5 Chi-square test results for same power, unmodulated data 
Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0, 
a^=0.5) 

Real 
216.45 
110,87 
111.03 
150.50 
85.01 

Imaginary 
313.22 
94.46 
85.22 
93.25 
307.24 

Uniform 
(L=-1,H=1) 

Real 
96.35 
202,35 
173.52 
119.39 
110.24 

Imaginary 
108.87 
109.76 
85.99 
116,57 
240,69 

Poisson(A<=10) 

Real 
3033 
4223 
4812 
4293 
2923 

Imaginary 
46,78 
50,70 
67.72 
89.21 
103.73 

Table B.6 Chi-square test results for same 
Pulse 
yvidth 

xi 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean9!:0) 

Real 
107,51 
182,96 
77,36 
71.34 
51.95 

Imaginary 
132.04 
92.77 
130.37 
44,90 
49,30 

30wer, unmodulated data 
Uiiiform(mean:?i:0) 

Real 
89.78 
187.55 
60.41 
60.72 
71.87 

Imaginary 
78,56 
103.13 
72.70 
62.47 
57,14 

Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Table B.7 Chi-square test results for same power, lightly modulated 
Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
84.61 
81.03 
90,79 
101.71 
107,86 

Imaginary 
78.54 
139,46 
65.22 
78.32 
112.62 

Uiiiform(mean=0) 

Real 
93.00 
97.49 
61.83 
106.53 
132,02 

Imaginary 
69.98 
95.33 
133.67 
58.75 
93,52 

Poisson 

Real 
4179 
2726 
4016 
2697 
2950 

Imaginary 
57,72 
84.78 
100.39 
78.91 
91.16 
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Table B.8 Chi-square 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean^O) 

Real 
871.51 
1072 
1780 
1656 
1219 

Imaginary 
83.02 
85.68 
75.61 
84.79 
90.27 

Uniform(Mean5tO) 

Real 
1285 
1642 
2639 
2366 
1318 

Imaginary 
89.84 
104.90 
105.33 
100.39 
102.94 

Table B.9 Chi-square test resuhs for same power, heavily modulated 
Pulse yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 
K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 
Real 
61.73 
74.98 
48.77 
63.19 
51,01 

Imaginary 
52,24 
79.20 
51,01 
59,91 
36,75 

Uniform(mean=0) 
Real 
48,28 
45.72 
64.46 
53.60 
59.25 

Imaginary 
38,88 
58,41 
57,60 
41,45 
67.40 

Poisson 
Real 
5568 
6421 
5231 
3313 
1847 

Imaginary 
74,12 
42,33 
85,18 
61.58 
88.91 

Table B.IO Chi-square 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

test results for same power, heavily modulated 
Gaussian(Mean?iO) 

Real 
2485 
3080 
1736 
1189 
867,0 

Imaginary 
62,34 
59,39 
69.74 
33.81 
58.85 

Uniform(Mean9tO) 

Real 
2648 
3522 
2131 
2487 
469.9 

Imaginary 
43.06 
40.77 
52.49 
61.82 
56.04 

Table B. 11 Chi-square test results for data power « yvrite power, unmodulated data 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0, 
a^=0.5) 

Real 
53.28 
46,99 
77,74 
73,77 
104.79 

Imaginary 
65,21 
57.13 
41.35 
99.49 
196.74 

Uniform(L=-l,H=l) 

Real 
70.94 
73,37 
57.56 
80.06 
106.90 

Imaginary 
62.44 
61,35 
80,98 
101,63 
147.26 

Poisson(>.=10) 

Real 
995.30 
872.74 
1307 
1178 

342.90 

Imaginary 
52.65 
42.06 
81.20 
72.53 
147,88 
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Table B.l2 Chi-square test resuhs for data power « write power, unmodulated data 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean9t0) 

Real 
214.01 
243.16 
180.78 
293.00 
117.72 

Imaginary 
67.24 
69.62 
41.62 
150.76 
90.32 

Uniform(mean^O) 

Real 
352.73 
482.20 
411.32 
413.41 
152.47 

Imaginary 
70.16 
48.20 
75.40 
73.66 
131.57 

Table B.l3 Chi-square test results for data power « write power, lightly modulated 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
48.80 
43.06 
45.34 
63.48 
131.76 

Imaginary 
75.04 
46.69 
44.02 
78.77 
151.93 

Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
50.85 
69.15 
59.39 
62.85 
114.43 

Imaginary 
60.05 
61,09 
80,96 
58.33 
103.32 

Poisson 

Real 
1176 
1259 
1105 
1099 

341.26 

Imaginary 
50.85 
59.36 
65.59 
84.74 
78.27 

Table B.l4 Chi-square test results for data power « write power, lightly modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(Mean9tO) 

Real 
211,32 
232,92 
290,40 
234,60 
93.84 

Imaginary 
53.53 
59.80 
60,66 
101.24 
146.56 

Uniform(Mean?tO) 

Real 
336.15 
406.64 
359.41 
436.08 
109.12 

Imaginary 
57.92 
57.02 
57.86 
56.16 
94.80 

Table B.l5 Chi-square test results for data power « yvrite power, heavily modulated 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
62.64 
70,15 
68.99 
78.38 
88.63 

Imaginary 
45.56 
54.42 
56,16 
91.52 
111.94 

Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
41.72 
57.84 
63.53 
88,99 
85,03 

Imaginary 
69,27 
50.67 
77.59 
80.61 
124.19 

Poisson 

Real 
1137 
1050 

558.14 
197,67 
112,29 

Imaginary 
50,46 
53,31 
60.93 
72.28 
87.37 
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Table B.l6 Chi-square test resuhs for data power « write power, heavily modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean?!:0) 

Real 
176.23 
175.74 
121.23 
75.99 
81.81 

Imaginary 
54.98 
66.05 
40.95 
100.67 
82.82 

Uniform(Mean5tO) 

Real 
430.49 
537,82 
150,93 
57,32 
76,78 

Imaginary 
62.90 
73.11 
73.21 
61.53 
89.83 

TableB.17Chi-sq 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 
77.93 

uare test results for data power » yvrite power. 
Gaussian(mean=0,CT^ 

=0,5) 
Real 

101,65 
87,55 
77,54 
71.75 
319.43 

Imaginary 
104,26 
385,19 
228,87 
257,63 
115.44 

Uniform(L=-l,H=l) 

Real 
270.94 
138,14 
61.93 
173.31 
88.68 

Imaginary 
193.05 
488.13 
119.35 
213.16 
86.54 

unmodulated data 
Poisson(A<=10) 

Real 
157.72 
141.03 
352.00 
946.29 
1864 

Imaginary 
82.21 
79.12 
101.69 
175.28 
92.62 

Table B.l8 Chi-square test results for data power » yvrite power, unmodulated data 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean?!:0) 

Real 
121.15 
244.29 
62.17 
235,76 
432.22 

Imaginary 
116.26 
69,53 
77.63 
168,29 
107,37 

Uniform(mean^O) 

Real 
96,79 
323.21 
252.17 
359,64 
457.20 

Imaginary 
221.11 
119.68 
275.99 
183.97 
66.08 

Table B.l9 Chi-square test resuhs for data power » write power, lightly modulated 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77,93 
77,93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
110,52 
73.71 
97,03 
130,76 
127.16 

Imaginary 
110.38 
241.45 
98.96 
115.27 
103,96 

Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
207,68 
178.03 
67,43 
85.73 
99.04 

Imaginary 
164.59 
124,41 
75,52 
129.23 
209.37 

Poisson 

Real 
147.38 
179.18 
438.92 
737.59 
787.05 

Imaginary 
114.88 
134.13 
221.57 
153.53 
101.10 
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Table B,20 Chi-square test results for data power » 

Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(Mean9tO) 

Real 
95,58 
148.05 
166.59 
107.52 
210.33 

Imaginary 
87.65 
80.41 
97.37 
82.29 
126.84 

Uniform(Mean?tO) 

Real 
153.96 
90.04 

253.24 
544.48 
435.12 

Imaginary 
103.86 
66.38 
97,29 
64.13 
93.78 

Table B.2 IChi-s 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

quare test results for data power » write power, heavily 
Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
78.79 
52.74 
62.82 
60.07 
69.60 

Imaginary 
60.69 
53.27 
74,19 
62.53 
70.96 

Uiiiform(mean=0) 

Real 
53,53 
62.47 
33.43 
63.25 
57.78 

Imaginary 
45.92 
59.51 
56,62 
68.07 
51.38 

modulated 
Poisson 

Real 
340,09 
919,43 
713.93 
863,51 
546.13 

Imaginary 
57.22 
56.83 
52,40 
55,94 
50,81 

Table B.22 Chi-square test results for data power » write power, heavily modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean?!:0) 

Real 
73.88 
538.16 
131,54 
218,54 
325.06 

Imaginary 
57.31 
73.13 
64,85 
45.97 
59.95 

Uniform(Mean9tO) 

Real 
76.78 

224.83 
287.95 
184.55 
583,45 

Imaginary 
51.49 
46,77 
78.56 
59.25 
74.89 
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B,4 Signal-dependent noise yvith non-ideal read pulse 

In this case, the echo output is expressed as 

Eecho(t)=g'{(|Ei(co)p+|Ei(co)p+Er(co)E2(a))+Ei(co)E2*(co)(l+pN((o))E3(co)}, (B-13) 

The noise is given by 

N(co) oc (|Ei(co)p+|Ei(co)p+Er(co)E2(co)+Ei(co)E2*((o))pN((o)E3(co) (B-14) 

In this case, the noise is dependent on all three of the pulses(yvrite, read, and data 

pulses). We also simulated every case and determined in which cases the noise approached 

a Gaussian distribution. Tables B.23 - B.40 show the simulation resuhs. 

Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Table B,23 Chi-square test results for same power, unmodulated data 
Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0, 
a^=0.5) 

Real 
162.97 
83.14 
130.80 
112.46 
90.37 

Imaginary 
73.69 
61.70 
93.50 
81,28 
98.86 

Uniform(L=-l,H=l) 

Real 
111.68 
73.56 
55.21 
87.33 
94.01 

Imaginary 
121.24 
144,70 
89.13 
104,95 
90.44 

Poisson(>.=10) 

Real 
3898 
4356 
3908 
3980 
3230 

Imaginary 
70.27 
72.56 
145.36 
84.34 
136.75 

Table B,24 Chi-square 
Pulse width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 
K=60 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 

test results for same power, unmodulated data 
Gaussian(mean?!:0) 
Real 
1163 
2141 
1631 
1770 
2316 

Imaginary 
62.61 
77,49 
70,44 
81,46 
113.35 

Uniform(mean9tO) 
Real 
1143 
1733 
2591 
2462 
2246 

Imaginary 
75,14 
61.68 
66.02 
128.23 
98.65 

Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Table B.25 Chi-square test results for same power, lightly modulated 
Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
79,07 
62,16 
115.19 
109.46 
144.51 

Imaginary 
79.43 
89.15 
81.56 
121.65 
85.62 

Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
79.04 
49.50 
87.63 
106,11 
125,89 

Imaginary 
40,08 
89.39 
70,44 
146.48 
140.51 

Poisson 

Real 
3149 
4183 
3774 
3716 
4047 

Imaginary 
40.25 
84,10 
78.58 
128.57 
248.01 
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Table B.26 Chi-square 
Pulse yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 
K=60 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

test results for same power, lightly 
Gaussian(Mean:^0) 
Real 
1726 
2177 
1768 
1416 
1804 

Imaginary 
72.05 
68.69 
86.36 
96.32 
90.63 

modulated 
Uniform(Mean^O) 
Real 
2217 
3182 
2456 
2331 
2445 

Imaginary 
66.42 
72.07 
97.10 
95.32 
175,54 

Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Table B,27 Chi-square test resuhs for same power, heavily modulated 
Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
59.55 
63.06 
48.55 
85.43 
161.76 

Imaginary 
51,22 
49,23 
62.04 
102.83 
129.76 

Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
53.78 
61,60 
91.40 
66,18 
106,58 

Imaginary 
47.04 
67.87 
66,27 
57.34 
96.17 

Poisson 

Real 
4442 
4014 
1982 
3251 
2548 

Imaginary 
52.81 
70.44 
65.01 
89.54 
137.62 

Table B.28 Chi-square test results for same power, heavily 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean^O) 

Real 
2839 
2237 

946,26 
626.23 
512,27 

Imaginary 
65.57 
74.41 
44.24 
79.55 
95.60 

modulated 
Uniform(Mean9tO) 

Real 
2496 
3061 
1354 

715.70 
358.15 

Imaginary 
66.10 
54.82 
51.36 
78.21 
132.67 

Table B,29 Chi-square test resuhs for data 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0, 
a^=0.5) 

Real 
69.00 
51.15 
50.14 
81,52 
188.00 

Imaginary 
50.66 
35,03 
65,86 
116.35 
104.19 

power « write power, 
Uniform(L=-l,H=l) 

Real 
58,79 
66,06 
67,25 
44,50 
145.67 

Imaginary 
84,41 
47.73 
41.57 
90,37 
85.05 

unmodulated data 
Poisson(>.=lO) 

Real 
1292 
1593 
1212 

950,65 
1271 

Imaginary 
87,05 
70.41 
55.39 
106,69 
130,71 
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Table B.30 Chi-square test results for data power « 

Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean9iO) 

Real 
187.65 
553.58 
364.21 
305.40 
265.66 

Imaginary 
59.31 
59.96 
45.48 
84,83 
81.15 

Uniform(mean;tO) 

Real 
320.49 
567.01 
640.82 
407.37 
336.90 

Imaginary 
63.79 
42.17 
87.53 
78.78 
200.77 

Table B.31 Chi-square test results for data i 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
53.63 
73,93 
63,31 
104,04 
107.72 

Imaginary 
71.84 
53.54 
63.54 
89.90 
108.88 

power « write power 
Uiiiform(mean=0) 

Real 
51.50 
40,28 
81.03 
94.99 
119.52 

Imaginary 
65.11 
54.74 
64,36 
88.01 
111,56 

, lightly modulated 
Poisson 

Real 
901,39 
1310 
1292 
1307 
1080 

Imaginary 
79.62 
33.13 
58,99 
62.56 
74.92 

Table B.32 Chi-square test results for data power « write power, lightly modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean9iO) 

Real 
140.64 
143.75 
216.39 
253.87 
273.86 

Imaginary 
51.77 
61,65 
80.15 
120.58 
138.40 

Uniform(Mean9tO) 

Real 
313.47 
405.33 
586.83 
480.22 
255.80 

Imaginary 
51.14 
45.10 
69.03 
76,01 
89.90 

Table B.33 Chi-square test results for data power « yvrite power, 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
38.32 
56,19 
75,40 
60.37 
97.49 

Imaginary 
53.61 
32.75 
67.65 
82.94 
121,41 

Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
52,42 
51.74 
91.39 
67.42 
155.37 

Imaginary 
65.07 
31,60 
51,06 
97,74 
199.44 

heavily modulated 
Poisson 

Real 
926,54 
1023 

230,59 
102.10 
124.63 

Imaginary 
78.35 
47.39 
72.75 
86.12 
146.76 1 
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Table B.34 Chi-square test resuhs for data power « yvrite power, heavily modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean:;tO) 

Real 
155.14 
107.66 
106.29 
79.10 
144.85 

Imaginary 
56.07 
51.75 
74.70 
72.88 
106.90 

Uiiiform(Mean9!:0) 

Real 
329.04 
169.19 
152.08 
132.30 
103.88 

Imaginary 
43.06 
48.15 
71.42 
96.16 
178.37 

Table B.35 Chi-square test results for data 
Pulse 
yvidth 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean=0, 
a^=0.5) 

Real 
241.93 
172.15 
58.77 
153.44 
350.15 

Imaginary 
99.83 
192.39 
81.73 
58.11 
135.42 

power » write power, unmodulated data 
Uniform(L=-l,H=l) 

Real 
356.06 
119.98 
159.62 
332.81 
117.89 

Imaginary 
845.80 
190.15 
133.52 
96.24 
79.45 

Poisson(>.=10) 

Real 
111.96 
134.95 
691.51 
1201 
1778 

Imaginary 
84.96 
180.48 
142.00 
101.27 
75.43 

Table B.36 Chi-square test results for data power » write power, unmodulated data 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(mean:;tO) 

Real 
92,44 
255.41 
106,52 
291.95 
553,86 

Imaginary 
165.08 
434,80 
124,29 
135,89 
264.62 

Uniform(mean?tO) 

Real 
231.74 
164.47 
138.59 
337.95 
455.69 

Imaginary 
60.81 
83.72 
85,13 
83.28 
84.27 

Table B.37 Chi-sq 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 
77.93 
77,93 

uare test results for data power 
Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
141,51 
70,40 
104,08 
121.28 
138.29 

Imaginary 
74.41 
104.83 
65,97 
122.88 
69,65 

» write power, lightly modulated 
Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
108.02 
148,51 
106.71 
81,97 
186.01 

Imaginary 
98.28 
93,76 
101.24 
105,65 
213.32 

Poisson 

Real 
91.86 
198,83 
676,08 
741.70 
2518 

Imaginary 
182,79 
178,80 
195.81 
104.28 
148,91 
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Table B.38 Chi-square test resuhs for data power » write power, lightly modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean9tO) 

Real 
153.69 
97,93 
139,16 
196,25 
416,98 

Imaginary 
132,25 
107.95 
111.05 
106.40 
148.95 

Uniform(Mean9tO) 

Real 
132.57 
138.20 
170.19 
382.55 
821.63 

Imaginary 
95.30 
117.80 
118.63 
147,09 
213,65 

Table B.39 Chi-square test results for data power: 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 
77,93 

Gaussian(mean=0) 

Real 
63.50 
70.98 
63.06 
75,08 
80,58 

Imaginary 
67.13 
73.52 
63.76 
66.11 
41.90 

» write power, heavily modulated 
Uniform(mean=0) 

Real 
62,70 
54.43 
55.17 
58.12 
86.60 

Imaginary 
61.55 
80.41 
59.79 
93.21 
58.43 

Poisson 

Real 
135.41 
840,22 
952.32 
1320 
1932 

Imaginary 
64.11 
53.90 
82.02 
68.38 
56.35 

Table B.40 Chi-square test results for data power » write power, heavily modulated 
Pulse 
width 

Tl 

delta 
2 
4 
8 
16 

Threshold 

K=60 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 
77,93 
77.93 

Gaussian(Mean^O) 

Real 
53.71 
64.68 
525.59 
549.53 
1201 

Imaginary 
64.36 
54.10 
76,93 
76,96 
42,81 

Uniform(Mean^O) 

Real 
70.11 

217.84 
455.59 
744,49 
1662 

Imaginary 
48,68 
59.51 
39,62 
57,48 
95,28 
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APPENDIX C 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS OF 

A DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM PAIR 

Assume we have a random process in the frequency domain. As we already know, 

random processes cannot, in many cases, be directly Fourier transformed[32]. However, it 

is possible to derive the relationship between the probability density function of a random 

process in the frequency domain and the PDF of a random process in the time domain. 

Therefore, we will derive the relationship between the PDF in the time domain and the 

PDF in the frequency domain in those situations when the two random processes are 

Fourier transform pairs. 

Think about the discrete Fourier transform pair f(t) and F(f). They can be 

expressed as in Eq.(C-l) and (C-2) 

1 N - l 

f(t)= IT; EF(f)exp(j2;rft/N) (C-1) 
ViN f=o 

1 N-l 

F(f) = 7 ^ Sf(t)exp(-j2;zft / N). (C-2) 

Assume, now, that F(f) is a random process with a real part and imaginary part, 

that is, 

F(f) = F,(f)+jF.(f), (C-3) 

where Fr(f) is the real part of random process and Fi(f) is the imaginary part ofthe random 

process. We further assumed the Fr(f) and Fi(f) are statistically independent. Thus 

N-l 

f(t) = 4 ; Z (Fr ( 0 + j F. (f)} exp(j2;rft / N) 
VN f=o 

N-l 

-7r7l]{Fr(0 + JF,(f)}{cos(2;rft/N) + j sin(2;rft/N)} 
vN f=o 

-h i S {F,(f )cos(2;rft / N) - F.(f)sin(2;zf^ / N)} 
VN f=o 
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N-l 

+ j Z{Fr(f)sin(2;rft/N) + F.(f)cos(2;zft/N)}}, (C-4) 
f=0 

From the above equation we can see the first part is the real part of f(t) and the 

second part is the imaginary part of f(t). That is, 

f(t) = f,(t)+jf,(t), (C-5) 

where 

1 N- l 

fr(t)= -1= X{Fr(f)cos(2;zft/N)-F,(f)sin(2;rfit/N)} (C-6) 

1 N-l 

fi(t)= -i=X{Fr(f)sin(2;rft/N) + F,(f)cos(2;rft/N)}, (C-7) 

Now, we will find the probability density functions ofthe real and imaginary parts 

of f(t) separately using characteristic functions [39]. 

First, find the PDF ofthe real part of f(t). The characteristic function of fr(t) is, 

Of̂ ,̂)(M) = E{exp(JMf,(t))} (C-8) 

1 N - l 

= E{exp{jw-^X{Fr(f)cos(2;rft/N)-F,(f)sin(2;rft/N)}}} (C-9) 
VN f=o 

= n F{exp(ji^-^ F, (f) cos(2;rft / N))}E{exp(-jw-^ F, (f) sin(2;rft / N))} 

(C-10) 

= n ^F.(f)(nF^cos(2;rft/N))Op_(,)(--^sin(2;rft/N)). (C-11) 

f=o VN ViN 

Assume that the real part and imaginary part have Gaussian distributions with the 

same variances and means , that is, 
1 (y-yf 

Pw(y)=-f^=-^^p(- \ 2 ) (c-12) 
yl27rG ZG 

1 (y-y)" 
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where P.(y) is the probability density function of random variable • and we used y as the 

particular value of random variables Fr(f) and Fi(f) for convenience. Then, the 

characteristic functions for Pp^^f^(y)md Pp_(f)(>') are, respectively. 

2 2 
G V 

Op (f (v) = exp(-—--)exp(jvy), and (C-14) 

G'V' 
Op_(f̂ (v) = exp(—^)exp(jv>^), (C-15) 

Plugging (C-14) and (C-15) into (C-11), we obtain 

^ . X TT . . o-'M'cos'(2;3ft/N) . u ^ ^ , 
^f.(t)(")= n {exp(- r^^ ^)exp(j^=cos(2;rft/N)>;) 

f=o 2JN V N 

cr^M^sin^(2;rft/N) u 
exp(- -^ ^)exp(-j^=sin(2;rft/N)>^)} (C-16) 

2N VN 
N-l ^ 2 ^ , 2 

G U = n {exp(-——(cos'(2;zft/N) + sin'(2;zft/N))) 
f=o 2N 

exp(j-^Kcos(2;3ft / N) - sin(2;rft / N))} (C-17) 
VN 

= n {exp(-^)exp( j - |^Kcos(2; r f t /N)-s in(2;zf t /N)))} (C-18) 
f=o 2N VN 

N-l ^ 2 , 2 
G U . U = exp{X ( - ^ + j^Kcos(2;rf t /N)-s in(2;rf l /N)))} (C-19) 

f=o 2N VN f=0 

. 2 . 2 _ N-l 

exp( -^^^^ )exp{ j -^>^y (cos(2;rft/N)-sin(2;rfit/N))}. (C-20) 
2 VN f=o 

Now, we think about the second exponent. First, we separate the cases when t = 0 

and t :̂  0, When t=0, the second exponent will be 

e x p ( j - ^ J ^ X (cos(2;rft/N)-sin(2;rft/N))}= exp(JMVN> )̂, (C-21) 
VN f=o 

Therefore, 

^ 2 ^ 2 

Of (0)(w) = exp(-—-—) exp(jwVN>^), when t = 0. (C-22) 

When t ^ 0, let's calculate the summation 
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X (cos(2;zft/N)-sin(2;rft/N)). (C-23) 
f=0 

From the formula for the trigonometric functions [40], 
N-l 

X! (cos(2;zft / N) = cos(^ ~ ^^)sin(;rt)cosec(—) = 0 . (C-24) 

f=o N N 

N-l . , 

X sin(2;rft / N) = sin(^ ~ ^^)sin(;rt)cosec(—) = 0. (C-25) 
f=o N N 

Therefore, 

2 2 

^f,(t)(«)= exp( ^ ) , whent^O, (C-26) 

As we know, the characteristics function and probability density function are a 

Fourier transform pair, and we can find the PDF of fr(t) from the inverse Fourier 

transform of Of (^^(M). Thus we have 

^f.(0)W= ^ £ O f (0)(w)exp(-JMx)dw (C-27) 

_ 1 r» G^u^ I—_ 
- ^ L ^ ^ P ^ ^)exp(JMVN>;)exp(-jwx)dw 

1 , (x-y/^y)' 
= -f=- exp(- —^ ), when t = 0, and (C-28) 

V2;rcr 2cr 

^f,(t)W= 7 - £ O f (,)(w)exp(-jt^x)dw (C-29) 
2;r 

2 2 
• r 

2;r •'-°°' "'̂ ^ 2 

1 r« cr̂ w^ 
" 7 ~ |^exp(-—-—)exp(-jwx)dM 

1 x' 
= nr- exp(- —-Y) , when t ^ 0, (C-30) 

V2;rcr io" 

We can analyze these PDFs as follows. When the means of the real random 

process and the imaginary random process in the fi-equency domain are zero, the real 

random process in the time domain is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and the same 

variance as the frequency domain random process for all t. When the means of the 
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fi'equency domain random processes are not zero, the real random process in the time 

domain is still Gaussian distributed for all t, but for t=0, it has a non-zero mean. 

Next, we find the PDF of imaginary part of f(t) to be 

1 N- l 

fi(t) = 1^ X{Fr(f)sin(2;zft / N) + F.(f)cos(2;rft / N)}. (C-7) 

The characteristic function of fi(t) is, 

Of_(̂ )(M) = E{exp(j«f,(t))} (C-31) 

1 N - l 

= E{exp{JM-7=2]{Fr(f)sin(2;zft/N) + F.(f)cos(2;rft/N)}}} (C-32) 
VN f=o 

= n E{exp(JM-7=F,(f)sin(2;rft/N))}E{exp(j«47F.(f)cos(2;rft/N))} 
f=o V N V N 

(C-33) 

= n Op^(f)(-^sin(2;rft/N))Op_(f)(-^cos(2;3ft/N)). (C-34) 

Before, we assumed that the real part and the imaginary part have Gaussian 

distributions with the same variances and the means. Plugging (C-14) and (C-15) into (C-

34). We obtain 

^̂ 4 o-'w'sin'(2;rft/N) u 
^f.(t)(")= n {exp(- :^ ^)exp(j-^sin(2;rft/N)>^) 

cr'w^cos^(2;zft/N) u 
^^P(- ^, ^)exp(j-^cos(2;rft/N)>^)} (C-35) 

2N VN 
N-l ^ 2 2 

= n {exp(- (sin'(2;rft/N) + cos'(2;rft/N))) 
f=o 2N 

exp(j-^Ksin(2;rft / N) + cos(2;rft / N))} (C-36) 
VN 

= n { e x p ( - ^ ) e x p ( j - | ^ K s i n ( 2 ; r f t / N ) + cos(2;3ft/N)))} (C-37) 
7=0 2N VN 

= exp{ | ; ( - ^ + j--^Ksin(2;rft /N) + cos(2;rft/N)))} (C-38) 
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G'U' - ^-' 
= e x p ( — ^ ) e x p { j - ^ > ^ X ! (sin(2;rft/N) + cos(2;rft/N))}, (C-39) 

By using the same analysis as in the real random process case, we obtain 

2 2 

Of (0)(w) = exp(-^^y-) exp(jwVN>;), when t = 0, (C-40) 

2 2 

Of_(,)(M)= exp( -^^y- ) , whent^O, (C-41) 

Therefore, the PDFs are, 

1 (x - -J^yf 
Pf,(0) (x) = n— exp(- —^ ), when t = 0, and (C-42) 

-^ ZKG ZG 

1 x' 
^f.(t)(^) = -?^=—exp(---y), when t ^ 0, (C-43) 

^ ZTTG ZG 

As the case of the real random process, when the means of the real random 

process and the imaginary random process in the frequency domain are zero, the 

imaginary random process in the time domain is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and 

the same variance as the frequency domain random process, for all t. When the means of 

the two frequency domain random processes are not zero, the imaginary random process 

in the time domain is still Gaussian distributed for all t, but for t=0 it has a non-zero 

mean. 

Next, analyze the case when we have just real noise in the frequency domain. That 

is, 
F(f) = Fr(f). (C-44) 

where Fr(f) is the real random process, then 

N-l 

f(t)=;;^ZF.(f)exp(j2;rft/N) 

1 N - l 

= -7=XFr(f){cos(2;rft/N) + j sin(2;rft/N)} 
VN f=o 

= -^{l!Fr(f)cos(2;rf t /N) + j XF,(f)sin(2;3ft/N)}}, (C-45) 
VN f=o f=o 
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The mean of real part of f(t) 

Time 

The mean of imaginary part of f(t) 

Fig. C I . Means of real and imaginary part 

From the above equation, we can see that the first part is the real part of f(t) and 

the second part is the imaginary part of f(t). That is, 

f(t) = fr(t)+jfi(t), (C-46) 

where 

N-l 

fr( t )=;^ZFr(f)cos(2;zft /N) 

f . ( t )=;;^ZF,(f)sin(2;rf t /N). 

(C-47) 

(C-48) 

Now, we will find that the probability density function of the real part and the 

imaginary part of f(t) separately, using characteristic functions. 

First, we find the PDF of the real random process of f(t). The characteristic 

function of fr(t) is, 

a),_„,(«) = E{exp(j«f,(t))} (C-49) 
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N-l 

= E{exp{jw-^XFr(f)cos(2;rft/N)}} (C-50) 

N-l i 

= n E{exp(jw-^F^(f)cos(2;rft/N))} (C-51) 

N-l ^ 

= n Op^(f)(-^cos(2;rft/N)). (C-52) 

Let's assume that the real part has a Gaussian distribution. That is, 

1 ( v - v ) ^ 
F̂.(f) (y) = -f^=- exp( - '% V ), (C-53) 

^IZTTG ZG 

Then, the characteristic functions for the random process Fr(f) is 

2 2 

Op (f)(v) = exp(-^^^)exp(jvy) (C-54) 

Plugging (C-54) into (C-52) yields 

^ . X TT . . cr'w'cos'(2;zft/N)^ . u 
^ f . ( t ) ( " ) = n {exp(- :^ ^)exp(j-^cos(2;zft/N)>^) (C-55) 

,1^^ , o-'w'cos'(2;rft/N) u 
= exp{2, (- TA ^ + j^=Kcos(2;rft/N)))} (C-56) 

f=o 2N VN 

^ ' cr'M'cos'(2;zf^/N) . u ^ 
= exp(X (- ir^ ^))exp{ j - ^ > ^ X (cos(2;rft/N))}, (C-57) 

f=o zrs VN f=o 
N 

Now, think about the first exponent. First, separate the case when t=0 or — (when 

N 
N=even), or t=0 (when N=odd) and t ^ 0 or —, Assuming that N is even, when t=0 or 

2 ' 

^ ' o-'M'cos'(2;rft/N) ^ ' G^U\ G'U' 
y ( - ^ -)=/ ( - ) = - • (C-58) 
ti 2N ^ S ^ 2N ^ 2 ^ ^ 

N 
When 19̂ 0 or —, 

2 
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0 - 2 . 2 

T:̂  2 N T:̂  2 N 2 2 N 2 

(C-59) 

N 
Therefore, the variance at t=0 or — will be a factor of two larger than the 

N N 
variance at 19̂ 0 or —, Next, think about second exponent. When t=0 or — , 

u ^~' 
e x p ( j - ^ y j , (cos(2;rft / N))} = exp(]u^y). (C-60) 

N 
When 19̂ 0 or — 

2 
u "̂̂  

exp(j-7=>^S (cos(2;jft/N))} = 0 (C-61) 
VN f=o 

Therefore, 

G^u^ I—_ N 
O N (w) = exp ( - ) exp(jwVN>^), when t = 0 or — , and (C-62) 

frCO.y) 2 2 

Of (,)(w) = exp(-^^^^^ ) , when t ;>eO or y . (C-63) 

The probability density function ofthe real part is the inverse Fourier transform of 

Of(t)(w). Thus 

P N (^)= : ^ r Of(0)(M)exp(-jwx)dM (C-64) 
f,(o-) 27r '^'^ '' 

J 1 

= — r exp(- )exp(JMVNy)exp(-jwx)dw 
2;r •'-* 2 

1 e x p ( J ^ - ^ y ) \ w h e n t = O o r ^ . (C-65) 
4271G 2G 

^f.(t)W= ^ £Of(,)(w)exp(-jia)dM (C-66) 
2;r 
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(-7^)'"' 1 r ^V2' 
: ^ i exp(- )exp(-iux)du 2n •'-°° 2 

1 . ^ . . _ N 
r- exp(- —^) , when t ^0 or —, (C-67) 

'47tG G 2 

N 
We can now analyze this. When t=0 or — and the mean ofthe random process in 

the frequency domain is zero, the real random process in the time domain is Gaussian 

distributed with zero mean and the same variance as the frequency domain random 

N 
process. When t=0 or — and the mean ofthe random process in the frequency domain is 

not zero, the real random process in the time domain is still Gaussian distributed, but it 

N 
has a non-zero mean. When t T̂ Ô or —, the real random process in the time domain is 

Gaussian distributed with zero mean, and a variance half that of the variance of the 

frequency domain random process. 

Next we find the PDF of the imaginary part of f(t). The characteristic function of 

fi(t) is 

Of_(,)(w) = E{exp(jwf,(t))} (C-48) 

= E{exp{jw47SFr(0sin(2;rft/N)}} (C-68) 
VN f=o 

= n E{exp(jw47^r(f)sin(2;rft/N))} (C-69) 
f=o VN 

= n Op^(f)(--|^sin(2;rft/N)) (C-70) 
f=o V N 

Plugging (C-54) into (C-70) yields 

0 , , ) ( ^ ) = n {exp(- ^ ' " ' ' ^" '^ f^^^^exp( j^s in(2; r f^ /N)>^) (C-71) 
f=0 2N "̂ '̂  V N 

^1^' ^ o-'M'sin'(2;3ft/N) . u ,o^/xT^^^> (ni-.^ 
= exp{> (- -^^ + j-^>;(sin(2;rft/N)))} (C-72) 

"ri 2N VN 
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N-l _ 2 _ 2 „• 2 , ^ ' ^ cr^w^sin'(2;rft/N) u ^ 
= exp(2, ( — ))exp{ J - ^ J X (sin(2;rft/N))}. (C-73) 

f=o zs\ ^N f̂Q 
Now, we next consider the first exponent. First, we separate the case when t=0 or 

N , ^ N 
— (when N=even) or t=0 (when N=odd) and 15̂  0 or —. Assuming that N is even, when 
^ 2 

t=Oor —, 
2 ' 

5^' ^ cr'w'sin'(2;rft/N) 

N 
When 19i 0 or —, 

2 ' 

(C-74) 

(C-75) 

N 
Next, we consider the second exponent. When t=0 or — 

N-l 

exp(j - | -3^X (sin(2;rft/N))}=l, (C-76) 
VN f=o 

N 
When 19^0 or —, 

2 
u ^"' 

e x p ( j ; ^ > ^ S (sin(2;rft/N))}=l, (C-77) 

Therefore, 

N 
O N (w) = 1, when t = 0 or —, (C-78) 

fi(0,y) 2 

(-T-)'w' ^ 
Of_(j)(w)= exp(- ^ ) , whent^^Oor —. (C-79) 

The probability density fimction of the imaginary random process is the inverse 

Fourier transform of Of (̂ (̂w). Thus 
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^f.(o.^)^''^" 2 ^ £Of_(^)(«)exp(-ji^)dw 

1 r» 
= -— j^ 1 exp(-JMx)dM 

= 6(x), when t=0 or 
N 

(C-80) 

A(t)W= T i f Of(,)(M)exp(-j«x)dw 
2;r 

(C-81) 

1 r» 

2;r 

-j=- exp(- ̂ ) , t ^ 0 or — 
y/TTG G 2 

)exp(-JMJc)dw 

N 

(C-82) 

We can analyze this as follows. When t=0 or —, the imaginary random process in 

N 
the time domain is identically zero. When t ^̂ 0 or —, the imaginary random process in 

the time domain is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of half the 

variance of the frequency domain random process. Figure C.2 show the simulation 

results. 
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Fig. C.2 Variance of real and imaginary parts 
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As a conclusion, when we have a random process which is composed of real and 

imaginary Gaussian random processes in the frequency domain and we take its inverse 

Fourier transform, we will have a real and imaginary Gaussian random process in the 

time domain. Moreover, if the random processes in the frequency domain has a zero 

mean, the real and imaginary random processes in the time domain will be stationary 

random processes. When the means ofthe random processes are not zero in the frequency 

domain, the real and imaginary random processes in the time domain will have non-zero 

mean at t=0 and the random processes are no longer stationary. As a special case, when 

we have a random process which is composed of only a real Gaussian random process in 

the frequency domain, we will have a different Gaussian random process depending on 

the time. Therefore, generally speaking, when we have just a real Gaussian random 

process in the frequency domain, we will have random processes in the time domain 

which are no longer stationary. 
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